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EIRFeature

George Shultz:
Godfather of Bush
And Schwarzenegger

The following is the introduction to a LaRouche PAC pamphlet, “Bush’s Social
Security Fraud—Stop George Shultz’s Drive Toward Fascism!” The article is
entitled, “Behind the Social Security Heist Stands George Shultz: The Fascist
‘Godfather’ of Bush and Schwarzenegger.”

George Shultz, the political Godfather of President George W. Bush and California
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, is, like his role model Hjalmar Schacht, the
kind of fascist who, one would imagine, arrogantly believes he will get off scot-
free at the next Nuremberg war crimes tribunals. Hjalmar Schacht, the architect of
the Hitler genocide, from his posts as Minister of Economics and German Central
Bank chief of the Nazi regime, was tried and acquitted at the original Nuremberg
trials, despite the fact that it was his radical austerity policies that led, lawfully, to
the Holocaust, in which millions died—Jews, Gypsies, Slavs—the elderly, the
young, the sick, and the feeble (the “useless eaters”) exterminated in the gas cham-
bers, while the able-bodied were worked to death.

The ugly truth that most people today do not want to face about 20th-Century
Nazism and Fascism is that, before there were the populist demagogues, the Hitlers
and the Mussolinis, there were the “liberal” bankers, who demanded, under finan-
cial collapse conditions, that the bankrupt banks be saved at all costs. The Storm
Troopers and the concentration camp kapos came later. They were the enforcers of
the fascist policies, dictated, top-down, from such institutions as the Bank for
International Settlements, through the actions of three-piece-suited bankers.
Hjalmar Schacht was one leading example. So was Count Volpi di Misurata, who
served as the Finance Minister and the Svengali behind Mussolini, on behalf of an
Anglo-Venetian financier oligarchy. Bank of England Governor Montagu Norman,
New York Federal Reserve chairman Benjamin Strong, Wall Street bankers Averell
Harriman and Prescott Bush, Sr., along with the Directors of J.P. Morgan, were all
among the central bankers and private financiers who contributed their cash and
their political muscle to impose Nazism and Fascism on Europe, and drive the
world back to war and chaos, for the second time in the century.

So, today, George Shultz, the wanna-be Hjalmar Schacht of the late 20th and
early 21st Centuries, peddles the identical fascist austerity policies, under even
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The LaRouche’s PAC’s new
pamphlet features on the
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and Milton Friedman, in an
October 2004 gathering of
the Governor’s Council of
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populist demagogues—like
Hitler and Mussolini in the
20th Century—in an effort
to save the bankrupt banks
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Governor’s Council of Economic Advisors, which Shultz chairs.
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George Shultz, the political Godfather of
President George W. Bush and California
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, is, like his

role model Hjalmar Schacht, the kind of fascist who,
one would imagine, arrogantly believes he will get off
scot-free at the next Nuremberg war crimes tribunals.
Hjalmar Schacht, the architect of the Hitler genocide,
from his posts as Economics Minister and German
Central Bank chief of the Nazi regime, was tried and

acquitted at the original Nuremberg trials, despite the
fact that it was his radical austerity policies that led,
lawfully, to the Holocaust, in which millions died—
Jews, Gypsies, Slavs—the elderly, the young, the sick,
and the feeble (the “useless eaters”) exterminated in the
gas chambers, while the able-bodied were worked to
death.

The ugly truth that most people today do not want to

face about 20th-century Nazism and Fascism is that,

Governor’s website
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George Shultz’s prize demagogue
is California’s Governator,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, who
used to speak enthusiastically of
Adolf Hitler as another Austrian
who took over a great country.
Here, Schwarzenegger is seen
promoting his 2006 fascist
austerity budget for California.

at all costs.

more severe conditions of imminent collapse of the present, war, today’s Schachtians, led by the likes of George Shultz
and Alan Greenspan, despise everything that American Presi-hopelessly bankrupt world financial system—the post-Bret-

ton Woods floating-exchange-rate system that Shultz, person- dent Franklin Delano Roosevelt ever stood for. FDR saved
the world from fascism, by returning the United States toally, helped create.

And Shultz, like Germany’s Schacht and Italy’s Volpi, its founding principles, leading an unprecedented economic
recovery, and mobilizing America’s industrial might and itshas chosen his populist demagogues, to sell fascism to a des-

perate and increasingly irrational population. It is no secret most precious asset, the American people, for the fight to
defeat Hitler.that Shultz was the behind-the-scenes architect of the George

W. Bush Presidency, hand-picking his core team of campaign At home, FDR launched a series of great projects, fi-
nanced by government-directed credits, to put a broken andadvisors, the so-called “Vulcans,” and placing trusted long-

time collaborators, like Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld, demoralized American people back to productive work. Proj-
ects like the Tennessee Valley Authority, rural electrification,and loyal protégés like Condoleezza Rice, Paul Wolfowitz,

and Elliott Abrams, in key White House and Administration and the creation, from the ground floor, of an airplane-manu-
facturing industry, a petro-chemical industry, and other newposts. But even Shultz knows that G.W. is, at best, a transi-

tional figure, whose Presidency was “made” by the events of industries, transformed the United States. Programs like So-
cial Security for the first time brought full meaning to theSept. 11, 2001.

Shultz’s hand-picked future Führer, with real-live Nazi Constitutional mandate that government provide for the Gen-
eral Welfare of all Americans of the current and future genera-blood flowing through his veins, is California’s Governor

Arnold Schwarzenegger. While Bush flubs his lines and in- tions. For the first time, America’s elderly, ill, and orphaned
were no longer trapped in a life of degrading poverty. For 70creasingly loses his composure, even in front of pre-screened

adoring audiences of fundis and rightwing Republican shills, years, FDR’s Social Security program has protected Ameri-
cans from want.as he peddles the looting of the Social Security Trust Fund,

Hollywood action-hero and former steroid-popping Austrian On the international stage, FDR’s crowning achievement,
beyond the defeat of fascism, was the Bretton Woods system,bodybuilder Schwarzenegger is just the kind of demagogue

that Shultz and company are looking to in the near future. which created a stable, international financial system, without
which the postwar recovery would have been impossible.California is the test case for the real thing, and George Shultz

has inserted himself as the chief of Governor “Arnie’s” eco- FDR, at Bretton Woods, organized the 44 Allied govern-
ments, to establish a fixed-exchange-rate system, pegged to anomic hit team, just as banker Schacht stepped back into the

government, once Hitler was installed in power. monetized value of gold. The Depression era and World War
II debt, over a period of years, was written off, to ensure that
there would be no replay of the Versailles System constructedThey All Hate FDR

Like the Schachts, the Normans, the Harrimans, and the at the close of World War I, which created, through rapacious
war reparations, the bitter resentment that ultimately led toVolpis of the 1923-45 period of depression, fascism and world
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fascism and catastrophe.
It was Roosevelt’s intention, as recounted by his son El-

liott, to rid the postwar world of all vestiges of European
colonialism and imperialism. Sadly, FDR died before he
could see that final mission through to completion. Winston
Churchill breathed a deep sigh of relief, when FDR was re-
placed in the White House, upon his death, by Vice President
Harry Truman, a little man who was wholly unprepared for Former Nazi

Economicsthe job, and who surrounded himself with what FDR had
Minister Hjalmarearlier denounced as “American Tories,” the internal propo-
Schacht, in 1962.nents of empire and free trade.
He was let off scot-
free at the

Shultz as Schacht Nuremberg war
crimes tribunals,Just a few short years after the death of Franklin D. Roose-
because hisvelt, George Shultz first appeared on the political stage, al-
economic policies,ready dedicated to undoing everything that FDR had created.
which paved the

To a certain extent, Shultz was “born into the job.” His way for the gas
father, Birl Earl Shultz, was a seminal, albeit behind-the- chambers, were

(and are) shared byscenes, figure in the early-20th-Century Anglo-American fi-
many “liberal”nancial oligarchy, serving for years as the personnel director
financial circlesof the American International Corporation, of 120 Broadway,
outside Germany.

New York City. AIC was an investment conglomerate for the
major Wall Street financial houses, deeply involved in dirty
financial operations inside the Soviet Union, shortly after the
Bolshevik Revolution. State Department documents from the cult of speculative monetarism.

It is not surprising that the University of Chicago of theWorld War I era identified AIC as a hub of what historians
called the “Anglo-American Trust.” From 120 Broadway, the Shultz era provided cohabitation for the neo-liberal Mont Pel-

erinites and Leo Strauss (who was deprived of his Nazi partyelder Shultz moved directly onto Wall Street, establishing the
New York Stock Exchange Institute, the training school for card, only because of his Jewish birth), and the Straussian

promoters of Nazi ideologues Martin Heidegger and Carlfuture brokers.
After getting his B.A. from Princeton in 1942, George Schmitt. In his subsequent political postings in the Nixon and

Reagan Administrations, and in his shaping of the George W.Shultz served in the Marine Corps for three years, before
entering graduate school in economics at MIT. At MIT, ac- Bush Administration, Shultz would function as the perfect

bridge between the neo-liberal Schachtians and the neo-con-cording to several accounts, Shultz teamed up with the Ger-
man social engineer Kurt Lewin, until Lewin’s death in 1947. servative imperialists.

When Richard Nixon was elected President in NovemberLewin, along with MIT professors John Von Neumann and
Norbert Wiener, was a major player in the “Cybernetics 1968, he tapped Shultz to be his Secretary of Labor. But as the

leading Chicago School figure in the Nixon Administration,Group,” which pioneered the “information age” of post-in-
dustrial society. Lewin developed techniques for small group Shultz would play a far more profound role than that. Shultz

executed the final collapse of the Bretton Woods System, inbehavior modification, which were widely applied, during
the 1950s, in the corporate sector, paving the way for the concert with two other Nixon Administration figures, Paul

Volcker and Henry A. Kissinger.paradigm shift to deindustrialization, cost-accounting and,
eventually, radical environmentalism. The Bretton Woods system had been under systematic

attack from the City of London from no later than the mid-Shultz got his PhD in economics, specializing in Lewinite
labor-management relations, later joining the MIT faculty. 1950s, when the British reopened the London gold exchange

to speculative trading to undermine the dollar peg. Contrary toDuring the Eisenhower Administration, Shultz was brought
to Washington, to work for Arthur Burns at the Council of urban legends that the British, through John Maynard Keynes,

had created the Bretton Woods system, the British govern-Economic Advisors (Burns’s other leading protégé was
Milton Friedman). Shultz next moved to the University of ment had, in fact, voted against the FDR-created Bretton

Woods arrangements at the 1945 ratification conference inChicago Economics Department, joining Friedman. Shultz
became the dean of the University of Chicago Graduate Savannah, Ga. It was the only opposing vote.

On Nov. 29, 1967, the British devalued the pound sterlingSchool of Business in 1962. The Chicago School was the
American command post for the financier oligarchy’s Mont by 14%, triggering an overall currency crisis, and forcing the

U.S. government to spend 20% of its entire gold reserve toPelerin Society, the most radical anti-government, free-trade
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protect the $35 gold price against London speculators. On The break-up of the Bretton Woods system was part of
a larger Schachtian policy paradigm-shift, orchestrated byMarch 16, 1968, the central bank heads of the seven leading

industrial nations reached a rotten compromise. They agreed Shultz, Kissinger, and the British. In 1974, Kissinger promul-
gated a new national security doctrine for the United States,to create a two-tier gold pricing system, retaining the official

peg of $35 an ounce, but allowing speculators to trade freely through National Security Study Memorandum 200 (NSSM-
200), which explicitly claimed American extra-territorialon gold and allowing the “market” to set the price—the sky

was the limit. This led to an inevitable dollar crisis—which sovereignty over the strategic-raw-materials wealth of much
of the developing sector, under the cloak of American respon-set the stage for Shultz et al. to take down the hated FDR

Bretton Woods system altogether. sibilities to defend the “free world” against the Soviet menace.
The Kissinger document defined economic development inIn the early months of the Nixon Administration, the Pres-

ident signed National Security Study Memorandum 7 the Third World as a threat to U.S. national security and set
out radical population reduction goals for several dozen Third(NSSM-7), which put Paul Volcker, Undersecretary of Trea-

sury for International Monetary Affairs, in charge of a task World countries, including India, Turkey, Brazil, Indonesia,
Nigeria, Egypt, and several states in the oil-rich Persian Gulf.force assigned to study new international monetary policy

options and report to the National Security Council, headed This Malthusian declaration ofwar against the darker-skinned
races of the planet placed both Kissinger and his “Chicagoby Kissinger. In May 1971, the Volcker team at Treasury

prepared a contingency study, which, among other options, School” ally Shultz in the same camp as Lord Bertrand Rus-
sell, who, in his infamous 1951 book, The Impact of Scienceproposed “suspension of gold convertibility”—i.e., the bust-

up of Bretton Woods. on Society, had called for scientists to develop a means of
unleashing a Black Plague once every generation, to ensureBy this time, George Shultz had moved from Secretary of

Labor to the newly created post of head of the White House that population growth did not get out of control.
Office of Management and Budget (OMB). According to
John Connally, who would soon be replaced by Shultz as The Pinochet Model

Kissinger and Shultz put their NSSM-200 schema intoSecretary of the Treasury, the order to end the Bretton Woods
system came directly from Shultz, in a face-to-face meeting. practice in 1973, with the U.S.-backed military coup in Chile

that ousted and brutally murdered President Salvador Al-Shultz was accompanied by Kissinger and Volcker, but it was
Shultz who did all the talking, literally dictating to Connally lende. Over the next decade, Chile would be turned into the

laboratory of the “Chicago Boys.” As the earlier Hitler andthat the dollar peg to gold would be ended. Just days before
the Aug. 15, 1971 announcement by President Nixon, break- Mussolini cases demonstrated, the imposition of Schachtian

austerity can only be achieved at the point of a gun. Undering the dollar peg to gold, the British Ambassador had turned
up at the Treasury Department, demanding that $3 billion in the dictatorship of Gen. Augusto Pinochet, at least 30,000

Chileans were “disappeared”—kidnapped and executed byBritish dollar holdings be converted, on the spot, to gold,
an impossible demand that was rejected. But the threat had Chile’s secret police, the DINA, and by allied rightwing re-

gimes in South America. Under “ Operation Condor,” a jointbeen delivered.
On Dec. 13-14, 1971, President Nixon met with French death squad program involving a half-dozen South American

rightwing dictatorships of the 1970s, Chilean opponents ofPresident Georges Pompidou in the Azores. The French Presi-
dent tried to convince Nixon to salvage the Bretton Woods the Pinochet regime, and members of the deposed Allende

government, were assassinated in South America, Westernsystem of fixed exchange rates, through some adjustments in
currency rates, but Nixon, under Shultz’s sway, refused. In Europe, and the United States.

In Chile, under Pinochet, the labor movement wasJune 1972, Shultz replaced Connally as Treasury Secretary,
and he devoted the next several years to quashing all efforts crushed, wages were driven down by 70%, and, by the end of

the 1970s, the country was bankrupt. To deal with the crisis,to reconstitute a fixed-exchange-rate system. The death knell
for Bretton Woods was formally sounded at the November Pinochet’s Minister of Labor and Social Security, José Piñera,

devised a plan to “privatize” the government pension system.1975 Rambouillet summit, which Shultz attended, as part
of the Ford Administration delegation. Shultz, in his book Under privatization, pension funds were diverted to private

accounts, managed by banks and brokerage houses that pil-Economic Policy Beyond the Headlines, crowed that “mar-
kets rather than governments were explicitly in charge.” fered outrageous management fees, and left most workers

with a pittance on their retirement. Today, the Chilean Con-By this time, Shultz had left government, and had been
named CEO of the Bechtel Corporation, one of the world’s gress is scrambling to “reform” the privatized account system,

which has been looted, nearly to the point of extinction.largest construction companies. Author John Perkins, in his
groundbreaking book, Confessions of an Economic Hit Man, George Shultz, however, has a different view of the “Chil-

ean model.” In a PBS-TV interview on Oct. 2, 2000, Shultznamed Shultz as the head of an IMF-linked international net-
work of cartels, dedicated to looting and destroying targetted described the Chile events: “The armed forces took over and

no doubt did some unnecessarily brutal things in the process,Third World nations, by saddling them with impossible debts.
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but nevertheless they took over. . . . There were in Chile some SA, the notoriously brutal Brownshirts. In an interview with
George Butler in 1977, Schwarzenegger voiced his own viewspeople who came to be called ‘Chicago Boys.’ They had

studied economics at the University of Chicago. . . . And so on the Nazi dictator: “I admired Hitler because he came from
being a little man with almost no formal education, up toa Chicago School-like economy gradually evolved in Chile.

It worked.” power. And I admire him for being such a good public speaker
and for his way of getting to the people and so on.” ArnieSo enamored of the “Pinochet model” of Social Security

privatization/looting was Shultz, that in early 1981, he trav- juxtaposed Hitler’s discipline to the softness of America.
“America . . . There is one thing I don’t like here and that [is]elled to Santiago, ostensibly on behalf of the Ronald Reagan

Presidential transition team. There he met with José Piñera, people go on their own little trips too much,” he told Butler.
“The unity isn’t there anymore. And I don’t think it’s toowho was now Pinochet’s Minister of Mines, and asked Pinera

to prepare him a short memorandum on Chile’s supposedly much the people’s fault. I think it’s because we don’t have a
strong leader here.”successful pension privatization scheme. As early as 1973,

according to former George W. Bush Treasury Secretary Paul Schwarzenegger got teary-eyed in describing the Nazi
Party’s annual Nuremberg rallies, which he attempted to rep-O’Neill, Shultz was already peddling Social Security privati-

zation. In 1978, Shultz apparently sold the idea to a young licate in his own demagogic gubernatorial campaign: “To
speak to maybe 50,000 people at one time and have themTexan running for a U.S. Congressional seat. George W.

Bush, running in his first election campaign in West Texas, cheer, or like Hitler in the Nuremberg Stadium, and have all
those people scream at you, and just being in total agreementpushed Social Security privatization, on the fabricated

grounds that the system would be bankrupt by 1988. He was with whatever you say.”
defeated by a landslide. Some people never learn.

As Ronald Reagan’s Secretary of State, George Shultz The Imminent Dollar Crash
While George Shultz personifies that faction of the Anglo-was the first American official to call for the United States to

adopt the imperial policy of preventive war. Addressing a American financial oligarchy that has been obsessed with
tearing down the FDR legacy for decades, it must be empha-Jewish congregation in New York City in 1984, Shultz

warned that America could be forced to take preemptive ac- sized that the drive now to loot the Social Security Trust Fund
goes way beyond ideology. The urgency is driven by thetion against a terrorist threat—before it had the full and accu-

rate intelligence picture. Six years later, Shultz ally, Dick growing recognition that the entire post-Bretton Woods
floating-exchange-rate system is about to crash.Cheney, then the Secretary of Defense in the George H.W.

Bush Administration, attempted to promote the Shultz doc- At the recent Davos World Economic Forum and the
Group of Seven meeting of central bankers and finance minis-trine as part of a Defense Guidance. It was trashed by Presi-

dent Bush, his National Security Advisor Gen. Brent Scow- ters in London, a series of leading “Establishment” figures
admitted that the net inflows into the U.S. equity and bondcroft, and his Secretary of State, James Baker III. It would

take Shultz’s hand-picked “Bush 43” Administration to im- markets, which have prevented a precipitous crash of the dol-
lar up until this point, are about to dry up. C. Fred Bergstenpose this Hitlerian doctrine. Today, Shultz is promoting pre-

emptive war against Iran, Syria, North Korea, and, eventually, told the Davos attendees that the U.S. economy now depends
on a net inflow of nearly $5 billion per day, to cover theChina, from his latest perch, as the co-chairman of the Com-

mittee on the Present Danger. mushrooming U.S. Federal government deficits and current
accounts deficits. Fan Gang, a leading Chinese economist,
openly stated at Davos that China could no longer justifyGeorge and Arnie

But George Shultz’s real passion, at this moment, is to pouring good money after bad to defend the dollar.
On Feb. 4, on the eve of the G-7 meeting, former U.S.pave the way for Arnold Schwarzenegger’s ascent to the Pres-

idency—even though this will require a Constitutional Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, in a debate with Federal
Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan, warned that the U.S.amendment, to allow a naturalized American to seek the high-

est office in the land. Schwarzenegger is the kind of fascist deficits were unsustainable and that a systemic crisis was
being fuelled by the Fed and the Bush Administration’s re-demagogue who can play the Hitler to Shultz’s Schacht. To-

day, evan as President Bush peddles Social Security privatiza- fusal to deal with the debt bubble.
For Shultz and his ilk, the answer to the prospect of ation to an increasingly wary Congress and American public,

California’s “Governator” is moving to steal California’s drying up of foreign cash flows into the U.S. is simple: Steal
the biggest untapped income stream left in the bankrupt do-state pension fund system, through executive caveat, outright

theft, and the threat to bypass the “punks” in the state legisla- mestic U.S. economy—the Social Security taxes. Forget
about “saving Social Security.” Forget about Bush Adminis-ture, through a referendum. Schwarzenegger is pursuing a

Jacobin confrontation, modelled on the Venezuelan admirer tration concerns about the retirement funds for young work-
ers. This is a Schachtian grab pure and simple.of Carl Schmitt, President Hugo Chavez.

Shultz’s pet Arnie is a dyed-in-the wool Nazi. His father —by Jeffrey Steinberg, Richard Freeman, and Harley
Schlangerwas a member of the Nazi Party in Austria, who served in the
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Schwarzenegger Threatens Democrats,
Escalates Attack on Californians
by Harley Schlanger

In a series of outbursts that one wag called a “steroidal storm,” pharmaceuticals. In Arnie’s world, contributors from these
sectors—many of whom have already forked over amountsthe Governor of California went on a wild rampage the week

of Feb. 7, attacking Democrats who are opposing him as ranging from $21,200 to more than $1 million, and have bene-
fitted enormously from his efforts on their behalf—are not“evil,” and firing his own appointees to the state teachers’

pension board. These latest tantrums are part of a pattern “special interests.”
The “special interests” against which Schwarzeneggerof escalation, as the media-friendly nice guy persona of the

Governator is being upstaged by a smirking, angry one. The raves are nurses, who grew angry with him after he reneged
on his pledge to reduce the patient-to-nurse-ratio from 6 to 1,brutal intention of his regime is emerging, despite his best

efforts to deflect that reality with his sculpted smile and his to 5 to 1. When nurses demonstrated against him at a recent
event, he showed a bit of the old Conan the Barbarian, tellingscripted, goof-ball mugging in photo ops at shopping malls.

In his verbal assaults against Democratic elected officials, the audience to ignore them, because “they are the special
interests. Special interests don’t like me in Sacramento be-he made it clear that he will do the dirty work for his controller,

George Shultz, who is testing the former Austrian body- cause I kick their butt.” Another way he intends to “kick their
butt” is to abolish the Board of Registered Nursing, which willbuilder, to see if he has what it takes to become the Ameri-

can Hitler. give the hospital industry full control over licensing standards
and testing, as well as over investigations of complaints—At the Republican state convention in Sacramento on the

Feb. 12-13 weekend, Arnold played the bully, describing his against the hospitals!
He has also targetted teachers and other educators, whoconfrontation with Democratic state legislators as a “great

battle” against “evil.” He accused Democrats who have re- are insisting that he abide by his 2004 pledge to add more
than $2 billion to education spending this year, on conditionjected his agenda of being on “sleeping pills . . . or medi-

cation.” that they agree to accept no funding increase last year. He
reneged on this promise, outrageously insisting that cuttingWith the swagger of Italian Fascist dictator Benito Musso-

lini performing before crowds on a balcony, he threatened the $2 billion out of this year’s budget does not constitute a
cut in expenditures.that the Democrats “can go ahead and do whatever they want.

. . . The train has left the station and there [are] three things The “four reforms” he intends to place on the ballot in
November are the scam to privatize state employee pensions,they can do. One is they can join and then jump on the train.

Number two, they can go and stand behind and just wave and which will benefit the financial interests funding him, by
eventually dismantling the two largest public employee pen-be left behind. Or number three, they get in front of the train—

and you know what happens then,” i.e., they are crushed. sion funds in the nation, CalPERS and CalSTRS, diverting
retirement funds instead into individual 401(k) accounts;
slashing education spending by using the gimmick of “meritArnie’s ‘Four Reforms’

Schwarzenegger intends to back up his threats to run over pay”; redrawing election districts “Tom DeLay-style” to elect
more Shultz flunkies to the legislature; and imposing manda-uncooperative Democratic opponents, by using referendums

to bypass the legislative process. Boasting that he will raise tory spending cuts when budgetary expenditures exceed
income.at least $100 million to finance the referendums, he has set

up a special fundraising committee to circumvent existing
campaign finance rules. Money is pouring in, primarily from Revolt Brewing

Thanks to his first referendum, which passed in 2004, hethose who would benefit from his policies, which include
lower taxes on corporations, union-busting, privatization of added $15 billion to the state debt, which was borrowed to

pay off old debt. The budget submitted by Schwarzeneggerpensions, and a renewed effort at energy deregulation.
Among those interests, which gave Arnie almost $27 mil- for 2005-06 is running a projected deficit of almost $9 billion.

If the referendum he favors for a mandatory spending caplion in his first year in office, are individuals and corporations
involved in financial speculation, banking, real estate, insur- passes, it would necessitate enormous, automatic cuts, leav-

ing legislators no recourse to protect citizens from the effectsance, construction, energy, electronics, entertainment, and
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of the budget-slashing.
As for his Shultzian plan to steal the state pension

funds, the venality of his proposal is generating op-
position even from his own appointees. When four
of his hand-picked trustees joined with the majority
in opposition to his plan to transform CalSTRS, the
teachers’ retirement fund, into individual 401(k)-
style accounts, he fired them. One of those fired, Jim
Battey, a financial executive, called Schwarzeneg-
ger’s plan “a highly flawed piece of legislation—
bad for the state, bad for the system, bad for the
teachers.”

Also fired was Republican Jim Gray, whose
comments indicate that there is opposition develop-
ing even among Republicans. Gray told the Sacra-
mento Bee that he was fired for refusing to accept Governor Schwarzenegger at his budget press conference in Sacramento on
“marching orders. . . . If you have to be in lock step Jan. 10. He has now gone on a rampage against any and all opponents of his

brutal austerity policies.[with Schwarzenegger], I guess I shouldn’t be one
of his employees.”

Shultz’s Fascists stormtroopers; and the pathetic George W. Bush, selected by
Shultz to be a President who would willingly take the nationIt should come as no surprise to readers of EIR that

Schwarzenegger would demand absolute loyalty from his ap- to war based on lies, and steal Social Security, again based on
lies, in order to prop up the post-Bretton Woods system, whichpointees, nor that that one, such as Jim Gray, would refer to

the pressure on him to conform, so as to be in “lock step” has been bankrupted by Shultz’s lunatic axioms of free trade,
post-industrial policies.with Arnie. Schwarzenegger was selected by Shultz to be

Governor, based on his expectation that the former body The fourth among these Shultz protégés may turn out to
be the most dangerous. Arnold Schwarzenegger, who wasbuilder and action hero would convey an image of strength,

to impose discipline on those Republicans who might shrink propelled into the office of governor in a coup—the recall
election against former Gov. Gray Davis—gives Shultz aback from following through on the anti-human, fascist poli-

cies favored by Shultz. EIR has provided detailed evidence front-man with two additional unique qualifications to play
Hitler to his Schacht.of Shultz’s fascist proclivities, and of the hereditary inclina-

tion of Schwarzenegger toward fascism. First, unlike Bush, who has trouble getting through his
lines, Schwarzenegger has used his limited acting skills andThere are two characteristics which have been shared by

those vetted and promoted to high political offices by that old his celebrity status to develop a persona that has gained popu-
lar support for his efforts to wreck California.Nazi, George Shultz.

First, they have been either ardent supporters of Shultz’s Second, and most important, he is demonstrating that he
“has the stomach,” to use the words of a top Republican politi-brand of Schachtian fascist economic policies, in which the

poor, the elderly, and the disabled are squeezed by vicious cal operative, to trample on the hopes and dreams of millions
of Californians, ripping up the social safety net, dismantlingausterity to provide an additional margin of loot to Wall

Street; or they have proven to be at least willing to follow his health care, human services, and education, and tearing down
infrastructure, all the while mugging for the cameras, imitat-orders to implement such policies. Second, they have used

the technique of the “big lie”—as did Hitler, under Goebbels’ ing the fictional action figures he played as a second-rate actor.
Schwarzenegger’s recent belligerent antics demonstratedirection—to push through the “structural reforms” which

have driven the global financial system to the brink of a cata- his willingness to be Shultz’s Hitler—who was, by his own
admission, a hero to Arnold, when he was still seeking fame,strophic collapse.

Among those whom Shultz served as a would-be Hjalmar fortune, and power. A teacher in the Sacramento school sys-
tem had the guts to tell the Sacramento Bee what a growingSchacht (the London-Wall Street-backed banker who de-

signed Hitler’s economic policies) have been Richard Nixon, number of Californians is beginning to think of their Governa-
tor: “I think it’s fascism,” said Donna Baca, referring towho took Shultz’s orders to dismantle FDR’s successful post-

war Bretton Woods world monetary system; Gen. Augusto Schwarzenegger’s firing of pension trustees who opposed
him.Pinochet, who offered his dictatorship in Chile as a laboratory

for Shultz’s “Chicago Boys,” allowing bankers to steal that It will take many more displays of such courage to stop
Shultz’s “new Hitler.”nation’s pension funds, under the watchful eye of Pinochet’s
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the deputy chief of the Armed Forces General Staff.
Iran Policy Committee The MEK has been on the State Department’s terrorist

list since 1997, although a key appendage of the group, the
National Council of Resistance in Iran (NCRI), had been op-
erating quite openly in Washington for years, and has made a
name for itself in “exposing” hidden Iranian nuclear facilities.Shultzies Want Iranian
Finally, in August 2003, the State Department added the
NCRI to the terrorist list.Group Off Terror List

And yet, after George W. Bush decided to move into Iraq,
there was some ambiguity with regard to the MEK cells activeby William Jones
there. Bush ordered that their camps in Iraq be disbanded
and their people arrested, but over time, and with a growing

With the drumbeat building for a U.S. destabilization of Iran, interest in military planning for operations against Iran, there
has developed a symbiosis between the MEK and U.S. specialbut with invasion of Iran deemed a highly risky venture, the

Washington friends of George Shultz are pushing to drop forces in Iraq, operating on the Iranian border. The idea is to
use the MEK as a “fifth column” in the destabilization of Iran,an anti-Tehran terrorist organization, the Mujahedin e-Khalq

(MEK), from the State Department’s list of foreign terrorist which seems to be in hot competition with Syria as the next
target of Washington’s neo-conservatives.organizations, in order to utilize them to overthrow the Iranian

regime. On Feb. 10, representatives from a gaggle of neo- There has also been a steady stream of rumors in the region
that U.S. special forces are preparing contingency plans forconservative organizations announced the formation of the

Iran Policy Committee (IPC). The committee encompasses operations against Iran, and are grooming and probably train-
ing MEK operatives in Iraq for that purpose. There are credi-people from Shultz’s newly revived Committee on the Present

Danger, Frank Gaffney’s Center for Security Policy, the Inter- ble stories surfacing that MEK is already being used in cross-
border and reconnaissance operations, of the type reported bynational Republican Institute, and the Nuclear Control Insti-

tute, most of whom have served as officials at the Pentagon, Seymour Hersh recently in New Yorker magazine. One of
the members of the Iran Policy Committee, Maj. Gen. PaulState Department, or intelligence agencies.

Their purpose seems to be to build political support for a Vallely, who is also chairman of the Military Committee of
Frank Gaffney’s Center for Security Policy, indirectly corrob-more forceful policy toward Iran, including possible military

operations. But their “best-case scenario” is to promote re- orated what Hersh had been saying, by noting in regard to a
possible air strike on an Iranian nuclear facility or facilities,gime change by popular revolt. If this sounds like Richard

Perle’s “Iraq cakewalk” all over again, it’s because it is. As a that “the targetting has already been done.”
matter of fact, Perle was a speaker at one of the events orga-
nized by an MEK front group on Jan. 24 at the Washington Goal Is ‘Regime Change’

Such operations would have the same chance of successConvention Center. When it was exposed in the Washington
Post that the organizers of the event, allegedly a fundraiser of upsetting the Iranian regime as did Ahmed Chalabi’s Iraqi

National Congress of overthrowing Saddam Hussein—un-for the survivors of the Bam earthquake, were connected to
the MEK, Perle claimed ignorance. The event was not shut less the U.S. military is thrown into the picture. Although an

invasion of Iran is not the preferred Iran Policy Committeedown by U.S. authorities, although this option was consid-
ered, and FBI and Treasury agents did attend in order to keep alternative, there are a variety of economic and political mea-

sures, as well as covert and special operations, including aan eye on it.
blockade of Iranian ships through the Gulf of Hormuz, which
might be implemented, in concert with political instability,The MEK, Terrorism, and the Neo-Cons

The MEK has had quite a long history of involvement in which the IPC hopes would bring down the Iranian regime.
While the IPC, like the Bush Administration, focusses onterrorism. Founded in the 1960s in Iran as a Marxist-Leninist

organization, it was expelled with the fall of the Shah in 1979. the alleged “nuclear threat” posed by Iran, the real purpose of
the operation is “regime change.” Paul Leventhal, the presi-In the early 1980s, it was involved in bombings and assassina-

tions against Iranian officials, including President Moham- dent of the Nuclear Control Institute and one of the spokesmen
for the new committee, admitted this, when EIR pointed outmed-Ali Rajaei, Prime Minister Mohammad-Javad Bahonar,

and Justice Ayatollah Mohammad Beheshti. During the Iran- that nuclear energy, including development of the full fuel
cycle, is supported by the overwhelming majority of the popu-Iraq War, the MEK was operating out of Iraq as a tool of

Saddam Hussein against Iran, and assisted him in suppressing lation, even those who are opposed to the mullahs. If it were
a “democratic Iran” that had nuclear weapons, Leventhal re-the Kurdish and Shi’ite uprisings in 1991. In 1992, the group

conducted attacks against Iranian embassies in 13 countries. plied, it would not necessarily be such a threat, but in the
hands of the mullahs, this was unacceptable.In April 1999, it targetted military officials and assassinated
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son ridiculed Schacht’s claim to be an “honorable man,” stat-
Hjalmar Horace Greeley Schacht ing that it was he, while claiming to despise Hitler, who

“armed Hitler to blackmail a continent.”
Schacht, said Jackson, “boasts that he would have shot

Hitler if he had the opportunity, but German newsreel shows
that, even after the fall of France, he stepped out of line toAdolf Hitler’s
grasp the hand of the man he now claims to loathe and hung
on the words of the man he now says he thought unworthy of‘Respectable’ Banker
belief.” If Schacht did not believe in the Nazis, it made his
working for them in his position of minister that much worse,by Nancy Spannaus
because, in Jackson’s words, he gave “credibility,” especially
in international circles, to the Hitler regime. His alleged dis-

When one thinks of the great Nazi criminals these days, one taste for the Nazis and Hitler, said Jackson, was that of a
“Brahmin among the untouchables—he could not bear todoes not generally think of bankers. Yet, in the Nuremberg

Tribunals which were held after Nazi Germany’s defeat in mingle with the Nazis socially,” but still worked for them as
a member of a criminal regime. His opposition to the Nazis1945, the U.S. prosecution argued forcefully for the idea that

the Nazi crimes were the result of a criminal conspiracy, led and Hitler, which Schacht spoke of with the skill of a sophist
during the trial, was “over tactics, not principles. . . . Whileby bankers and industrialists, who set in motion, and collabo-

rated with the military, the ideologues, and the thugs, to carry he may have disagreed with his Nazi confederates about what
was expedient in reaching their goal, he never dissented fromout aggressive wars, and crimes against humanity. Justice

Robert Jackson said in his opening statement to the Tribunal: the goal itself.” Not to convict this man would be a travesty
of justice, Jackson argued.“The case as presented by the United States will be con-

cerned with the brains and authority in back of all the crimes. But a ruling by the Tribunal to limit the scope of the
conspiracy to 1937-45, and to restrict the charge to the “plan-These defendants were men of a station and rank which does

not soil its own hands with blood. They were men who knew ning of concrete crimes” for which evidence could be pre-
sented, in effect, prevented prosecutions for crimes commit-how to use lesser folks as tools. We want to reach the planners

and designers, the inciters and leaders with whose evil archi- ted before Hitler launched war in 1939, and saved defendants
such as Schacht and von Papen from harsh punishment. Thetecture the world would not have been for so long scourged

with the violence and lawlessness, and wracked with the ago- fact that Schacht had set in motion the economic policies
which led to the Nazi war crimes, was not able to be usednies and convulsions of this terrible war. . . .”

One of those key “men of rank” whom the United States effectively, and Schacht was acquitted by the Tribunal,
against the votes of the Russians and the Americans.insisted upon prosecuting, against the objections of the Brit-

ish, was a high-level banker indeed. His name was Hjalmar
Horace Greeley Schacht, a banker who had consorted with Schacht’s Actual Role

To those with any knowledge, of course, it was clear thatthe international banking elite in London and the United
States from the early 1900s on, and had served on the board Adolf Hitler would probably never have come to power with-

out Hjalmar Schacht. When Schacht left the Reichsbank inof the Bank for International Settlements, an institution of
which he claimed to be the intellectual author. Within Ger- 1929, soon after the adoption of the Young Plan and the new

round of murderous reparations being demanded of the Ger-many, this same Schacht served as chairman of the Re-
ichsbank during 1923-29, and 1933-39. Between 1934 and man government, he devoted himself assiduously to bringing

the Nazis, and specifically Hitler, to power.1937 Schacht held the position of Economics Minister in Hit-
ler’s government as well, and remained even after leaving the In promoting Hitler, Schacht knew precisely what he was

doing. He had read Mein Kampf with enthusiasm in the earlyReichsbank, as Minister without Portfolio until 1943.
Justice Jackson and the planners of the Nuremberg Tribu- 1930s, and wrote in his Memoirs: “What struck me was how

persuaded the man was that his views were right, and hownal were convinced that Schacht was a crucial player in creat-
ing and implementing the conspiracy that led to the hideous very determined he was to put those views into actual prac-

tice.” Schacht worked closely to mobilize among the industri-crimes of Hitler’s Third Reich, a conspiracy that actually
began as early as Schacht’s role in the pre-Hitler period. In alists, with the determination that, when Hitler was brought

to power, he, Schacht, could take over economic policy forhis summation of the case against the Major War Criminals,
he singled out Schacht as “the most dangerous and reprehensi- Germany.

Hitler became Chancellor on Jan. 30, 1933. By Marchble type of all opportunists,” someone who would use a Hitler
for his own ends, and then claim, after Hitler was defeated, to 17, Schacht had once again been made chairman of the

Reichsbank. In 1934, after the populist Sturmabteilung (SA)have been against him all the time. He was part of a movement
“that he knew was wrong” because he saw it “winning.” Jack- had been purged, Schacht became Hitler’s Minister of Eco-
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the productive power of industry. He was able to get away
with this policy because the Nazi state had the police power
to enforce a genocidal policy, which would otherwise have
led to popular revolt.

Thus, he was one of those whom Justice Jackson de-
scribed as refusing to soil their own hands with blood, even
disdaining the “barbarians” whom they employed to carry out
their dirty work, but who had moral and political responsibil-
ity for what they did.

Schacht’s accomplishment in looting labor in Germany
was impressive. Yes, there was full employment: In fact,
eventually a worker was not allowed to leave his job. But
under the government’s diktat, the recompense for employ-
ment went down, and down, and down.

For example, wage rates were fixed by Schacht through
Hjalmar the state-appointed Trustees of Labor at the depression level
Schacht with

of 1933, a level that was one-half of the weekly earning ofHitler in 1934,
1928. On top of that, there were a slew of deductions takenat the laying of
out of the workers’ pay. These included “old age insurance”the foundation

stone for the dues to the Labor Front, “Strength through Joy,” and other
new Reichsbank “voluntary” contributions such as those to the Nazi Party.
building.

Then there was the outright swindle of the “Volkswagen”
contribution, by which every worker was to pay to get his
own car, although not a single car was delivered during the
Nazi years (a precursor of Bush’s “ownership society”?). Innomics. Equally important for Hitler was the fact that

Schacht, as part of the international Synarchist bankers’ club, the mid-’30s, it was estimated that taxes and contributions
took from 15 to 35% of a worker’s gross wage.brought him a patina of international “respectability,” or at

least tolerance. Nor were the cuts in living standards simply reflected in
wage payments. Schacht’s policies also called for cutbacks inThe first phase of Schacht’s program for Hitler consisted

of public works slave-labor, an alleged response to the mas- investment in education, in hospitals, and in quality consumer
goods. The fact that these cutbacks began with certain catego-sive unemployment which had ravaged the German popula-

tion, and made them desperate for a “strong man” to take ries of the population whom the Nazis had demonized—the
Jews, the gypsies, the communists, and foreigners—did notcontrol. Key to this program’s success was the fact that it

was implemented in tandem with a brutal suppression of really bother Schacht, although he claimed to oppose Hitler’s
racialist views.labor unions and political associations, enforced by the

Nazi state. Some useful infrastructure was built by Schacht’s pro-
grams, of course. The Autobahn and dams were built, swampsAt the same time, Schacht moved rapidly to create the

“credit” for restarting industry, specifically the armaments were drained, and other structures were built, especially those
that would be useful for the war economy. The policy wasindustry. He created a corporate front group comprised of

the Reichsbank, the Ministry of Defense, and the four major known as Primitivarbeit, a concept which called for low-
technology labor, even hand-labor, so as not to “waste” scarcearmaments producers, which issued MEFO bills that were

backed by the government. At the same time, Schacht used machinery and other resources required for the armaments
industry. However, this “productive” industry amounted tohis international financial connections to bargain for raw

materials, even as he cut back on debt payments to foreign only about 20% of the Nazi economy, while the other 80%
went into the military.creditors.

What Schacht was famous for, was not only “solving un-
employment,” but “fighting inflation.” The method for thisThe Crux of the System:

Primitive Accumulation was simple: To pay for the monetary inflation, Schacht simply
gouged that amount out of the flesh and bone of the productiveThe key to Schacht’s economic system (as to that of his

followers today) was the policy of “primitive accumulation” economy. That’s the very same policy which his modern-
day followers, Milton Friedman, George Shultz, and others,against the living standards of the population, and the produc-

tive apparatus of the nation. In other words, in order to fund carried out in Pinochet’s Chile, and wish to carry out in the
United States today.war production, in particular, Schacht was determined to pay

less than the amount necessary to sustain the labor force, and Schacht’s policies of looting German labor and plant and
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equipment had limits, of course, and he was fully aware of
them. It was clear that Germany was going to have to acquire
resources from other nations. The fact that Hitler determined
to take these resources by force, to conscript the workforces Wall Street’s Eyes On
of Eastern Europe into German factories, to seize the factories
and raw materials, and to set up work camps that would work Social Security Loot
prisoners to death and cannibalize their bodies for “useful”
parts, may not have been Schacht’s idea, but it was the lawful by Richard Freeman
result of his economic system.

Hitler himself explained the relationship in an Oct. 15,
In the Bush Administration’s hell-bent-for-leather drive for1941 remark to his Berchtesgarten cronies: “Even to Schacht,

I had to begin by explaining this elementary truth: that the Social Security privatization, one unrelenting reality stands
out: If Bush forces privatization through, hundreds of billions,essential cause of the stability of our currency was to be sought

for in our concentration camps.” and soon trillions, of dollars will flow into the coffers and
accounts of the largest Wall Street, Boston, City of London,
and related banks, in the biggest financial bonanza since theSchachtianism Was Never Defeated

It is not surprising that Schacht was not convicted of the 1840s Gold Rush.
These wealthy financial institutions, and the oligarchicalcriminal conspiracy of which he was accused at Nuremberg;

his economic policy was shared by a very powerful pool of families that own them, have, in their own name and through
cut-outs like the Mont Pelerin Society’s Cato Institute, single-international bankers, starting with Montagu Norman, gover-

nor of the Bank of England, and including even powerful mindedly driven privatization: They have opened up their
deep wallets to finance the multi-hundred-million-dollar-a-American financiers such as the Morgans, the Mellons, and

the Harrimans. As Will Wertz pointed out in a recent article year campaign for privatization. They have directly crafted
and specified the key financial features of the reports and theon the Nazi cartels (EIR, Jan. 21, 2005), these bankers not

only played a crucial role in bringing Hitler to power, but proposed legislation on privatization.
The overseer of this drive has been George Shultz, thewere committed to a global fascist system. To have been

complete, the Nuremberg Tribunal would have had to deal modern-day Hjalmar Schacht. The world financial system,
overhung with $300 trillion in derivatives, racked by crisesnot only with Schacht, but the international bankers’ cabal of

which he was part. at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the U.S. Federal and current-
account deficits, and the like, is bankrupt. Shultz’s group andWorse yet, the economic theories of Schacht have been

preserved wholesale within the economics profession, and allied super-wealthy circles desperately need to get Social
Security’s funds into the markets—to get their hands on thebusiness schools, of Western society, although allegedly

divorced from their “jackboot” enforcement methods. This world’s largest cash flow.
In carrying out this gambit, the financiers believe thatpoint was dramatized during the early 1970s, when so-called

liberal, anti-war economists such as Queens College’s Abba charity begins at home: They will siphon off hundreds of
billions of dollars in a variety of fees that will be appliedLerner came out defending the brutal Schachtian austerity

programs being imposed by the International Monetary Fund to the newly created private accounts: administrative fees,
management commissions, advisory fees, custodial fees, etc.around the world. In a famous debate in late 1971, Lyndon

LaRouche provoked Lerner to the point that the professor This is what was done in Gen. Augusto Pinochet’s Chilean
model of social security privatization, imposed by Shultz’sendorsed Schacht’s policies during the Hitler period as

well as now. Lerner claimed that if the Germans had fol- “Chicago Boys” economists. There, fees gouged 15-30% of
the workers’ private accounts. Indeed, a recent study puts thelowed Schacht’s policies, Hitler “would not have been

necessary.” cumulative amount of fees to be collected in U.S. privatization
at a rate only slightly lower than that in Chile.Today, even that liberal cover has been ripped aside, as

the full Schachtian assault on labor and living standards is Nineteen financial firms are identified as either actively
organizing to impose privatization upon the United States,under way. The question remains: Will the modern-day

Schachts be stopped? and/or preferring services best suited to privatization. Not
accidentally, they feature the most powerful banks and insur-

Further documentation for this precis can be found in ance companies in the United States. They have the most to
gain from privatization, and the most to lose from a globalThe Hitler Book, edited by Helga Zepp-LaRouche, and

published by the Schiller Institute in 1984, and The Ugly financial breakdown. These are: Alliance Capital (Axa Insur-
ance); American Express; American International Group in-Truth About Milton Friedman, by Lyndon LaRouche and

David P. Goldman (New York: New Benjamin Franklin surance; Barclays, PLC; Citicorp/Salomon Smith Barney;
Deutsche Bank; Fidelity Investments; Goldman Sachs; Ed-House, 1980).
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ward Jones; Mellon Financial; Merrill Lynch; JP Morgan members of the CSSS Commission (Sam Beard, Tim Penny,
and Leanne Abdnor); another two members were people whoChase; Morgan Stanley; Northern Trust; T. Rowe Price; Pru-

dential Financial Management; Charles Schwab; State Street are ideologically and personally very close to Cato, and fre-
quently work on joint ventures with it. Finally, Robert Pozen,Corp.; and Vanguard Group. Together, these 19 firms have

more than $7.5 trillion in banking assets, an additional several the vice chairman of Fidelity Investments, was made a CSSS
member. The banks had 40% of the seats on the Commission,trillion dollars “under management,” and more than 70 mil-

lion individual customers in the United States. To that finan- and dominated the proceedings. Andrew Biggs, the chief re-
searcher for the CSSS, was Cato’s lead Social Security ana-cial muscle is added their ability to meet regularly with key

Cabinet officers like Treasury Secretary John Snow, and occa- lyst. By this process, Wall Street wrote the parameters and
the specific recommendations of the CSSS’s final report, pub-sionally President Bush; to capture and draft the recommen-

dations of the President’s official Social Security Commis- lished in December 2001, which President Bush adopted with
minor changes in his Feb. 2, 2005 State of the Union address.sion; and to generate a pro-privatization media barrage

through intermediaries. Small wonder Wall Street likes the plan. Wall Street
wrote it.These 19 financial institutions are constantly at work, al-

though frequently one will not recognize them unless one
knows the front group or groups through which they operate. Wall Street’s Gain from Privatization

The general direction and parameters of the Bush plan areWe will briefly show the work of one of Wall Street’s main
command centers, the Cato Institute. Second, we will explain known, although not all of the details. But the initial Bush

plan could serve as a “foot in the door” for even more extremehow privatization works, and what Wall Street intends to gain
from it. Third, we will look at the organizing and extended versions, were he able to ram the first version through Con-

gress.influence the 19 financial groups have achieved, by examining
four case studies. Under current law, the worker pays a payroll tax equal to

6.2% of his income toward Social Security. The employer
pays a matching 6.2% tax, so that a combined total of 12.4%Cato and the Chile Model

The Cato Institute is the most important institution organ- of the worker’s income goes to Social Security each year.
Under privatization, four percentage points of the worker’sizing for privatization. Between 1921 and 1945, certain

wealthy oligarchical families built the world Synarchist fas- 6.2% would be diverted out of traditional Social Security, and
into a Private Account (PA), managed by a Wall Street firm.cist movement until it was defeated by the World War II

coalition led by President Franklin Roosevelt. In 1947, they So, roughly one-third of the combined worker and employer
12.4% tax would be shunted into the markets. Cato Instituterelaunched that same fascist movement by creating the Mont

Pelerin Society in Vevey, Switzerland. In 1977, the Mont recommends a more extreme 6.2% diversion, or one-half of
the combined worker and employer tax.Pelerin Society created as an offshoot, the Cato Institute.

Cato has been funded by seven of the 19 principal finan- The Bush plan also provides that, at first, a cap would be
imposed, so that the maximum amount a worker could shiftcial institutions named above: American Express; American

International Group; Citicorp/Salomon Brothers; Fidelity In- into a Private Account would be $1,000 a year. However, the
cap would be phased out. An Administration official speakingvestments; JP Morgan Chase; Prudential Securities; and

Charles Schwab. Feb. 8, indicated that the cap may be phased out by $1,000 per
year, so that the first year, the cap on what could be invested inIn 1995, Wall Street set up at Cato a command center

to coordinate privatization in America: the Cato Project for a PA would be $1,000, the next year the cap would be $2,000,
and so on.Social Security Privatization. It appointed José Piñera as one

of the Project’s two co-chairmen. Under the direction of With this as a basis, the system has two tiers; Bush pre-
sented only the first tier in his Feb. 2 address. Some wouldGeorge Shultz, Piñera, as a minister in the Chilean fascist

dictatorship of Gen. Augusto Pinochet, privatized Chile’s so- say this can be attributed to Bush’s difficulty with the English
language, and his distress in explaining anything not verycial security system in 1981. The Chile model is a catastrophic

failure: The bank managers of the privatized accounts charged simple, but an ulterior motive appears to have been involved.
Tier I: Tier I and Tier II would both be administered byfees as high as 33% of the value of the accounts, while more

than half of Chile’s 6.6-million-strong workforce will retire the U.S. government, and contracted out to financial firms.
This first tier would be similar to the Federal employees’on benefits so small they will be plunged into poverty. Cato’s

stated objective is to pattern U.S. Social Security privatization retirement plan, the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). The worker
enrolled in a PA would be enrolled in “pooled stock or bondafter the “Chile model.”

Through Cato, Wall Street took control of President index-fund accounts.” What this means, is that a worker
would be allowed to invest in any mix he chose of five basicBush’s misnamed Commission to Strengthen Social Security

(CSSS), which was formed in 2001, and had 16 members. “index-fund” accounts. An index fund is a passive account: It
mirrors the performance of a pre-selected group of stocks andThree members of the Cato Institute or its Project were made
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bonds. The worker doesn’t choose the stocks or bonds, and through, it is not certain how many workers would join—or
be coerced to join—the privatized accounts. The Shultz forcesthe fund manager doesn’t add to or subtract from the fund any

new stocks or bonds. The five index funds would be: broad- might try to replicate what was done in Chile, where workers
were bribed with toasters and gifts, and then stampeded intobased equity (like the Standard & Poor 500 index); U.S. gov-

ernment bonds; commercial (corporate) bonds; international private accounts with threats that the country’s traditional
social security was going broke.stocks; and small-capitalization stocks. For example, the

worker starting with $1,000, could invest $200 into each of One well-placed Wall Street source told EIR Feb. 14 his
firm projects that $75 billion will flow into financial marketsthe five funds, $1,000 into a single fund, etc.

These and other restrictions—a worker could change into during privatization’s first year. This could build to $250 bil-
lion and then above that. How significant is $250 billion ofor out of his fund account only once a year—are intended to

reduce transactions, and keep fees down. The yearly fee is actual cash? Consider that since 1996, the average inflow into
U.S. mutual funds is $200 billion a year. This $250 billionexpected to be a relatively low 30 basis points (0.3%). The

government would bear a good deal of the administrative cost flow would be larger than that. It would also be equal to nearly
half of the annual $600 billion inflow of foreign capital intofor Wall Street, and a large company like Barclays or State

Street could make a profit based on volume. the United States that covers America’s current account defi-
cit. That could be strategically necessary, as the leading Euro-Tier II: Tier II involves, potentially, a lot of risk, and is

the tier that Bush doesn’t want to focus on (except when pean and Asian nations, shaken by the U.S. dollar’s plunge,
consider cutting back that capital flow.claiming big profits). A worker would be eligible to enter Tier

II when his account balance reached a minimum level, most The Social Security Administration’s actuarial projection
is that workers and employers combined will pay payroll taxlikely $5,000. At Tier II, his account could be actively man-

aged. Investment managers could offer the worker a selection contributions to Social Security of $582 billion in 2005, rising
to $898 billion in 2013. The political and financial stakesof mutual funds, individual stock accounts, etc. All these

products, and the active management, would mean a variety are high.
of fees. For an average mutual fund account, over the course
of a year, the fee structure comes to 1% (of the value of Case Studies: Power To Make Policy

The 19 principal financial institutions have been pouringthe assets in the account). That may seem a benign, even
negligible, amount to a newcomer. The key is to remember money out to push the privatization, and have developed ex-

tended organizing networks to push privatization through.that fees accumulate over the years. For example, assume that
a worker starts a Tier II account with $5,000, and then adds They have also displayed business activity so corrupt that

their ability to be trusted anywhere near a worker’s hard-to that amount each year. Assume that the worker will keep
that $5,000 floor in the account for 40 years. If fees are 1%, earned Social Security money is in doubt.

Charles Schwab and Co.: The top initiators of this socialhe will pay a 1% fee each year, for 40 years. That’s 40%, or
$2,000 of his original investment. If the account does well, engineering campaign are the leading Synarchist financiers

like George Shultz, the controller of Arnold Schwarzenegger.the worker may be willing to forget the fee. But if the account
bombs, then the fee will one of the elements draining it. This Shultz, for example, has directed the Charles Schwab broker-

age firm into becoming a major player in Social Securityis exactly what has happened in Chile since 1981, with disas-
trous consequences. privatization. In 1997, Shultz joined the board of the San

Francisco-based world’s largest “discount broker,” andAccording to a 2004 study by University of Chicago Busi-
ness School Professor Austan Goolsbee, financial firms that brought in Condoleezza Rice, his protégé, as well. Schwab

has become one of the largest brokerage firms, in number ofmanage the workers’ PAs which would be set up by Bush’s
privatization, could rip off management and other fees equal accounts, in the world. It manages client assets of more than

$1 trillion, and now also owns the 150-year-old New York-to 10-25% of the value of the accounts, an immense windfall.
At Tier II, most of the firms that did not come in during Tier based U.S. Trust, which is a manager for “uncommon families

with more than $100 million.”I would enter the picture, ranging from Charles Schwab and
Edward Jones, to Merrill Lynch and T. Rowe Price. Under Shultz’s guidance, the Charles Schwab firm played

a major role in Bush’s 2002 Waco “economic summit,” and
an even more prominent role in steering Bush’s Dec. 16-New Loot

However, from the upper levels of the oligarchy’s strate- 17, 2004 “economic summit” in Washington, which was a
propaganda barrage for Social Security privatization. Follow-gic picture, of much greater significance than fees is the need

to grab Social Security’s funds to prevent financial melt- ing Shultz’s lead, Charles Schwab is personally working out
plans with the Bush Cabinet, meeting frequently with Trea-down—from anticipated or unfolding eruptions in the hous-

ing bubble, the cancerous derivatives markets, or the yawning sury Secretary John Snow, who is coordinating with Wall
Street on plans to loot Social Security. Schwab funds the Catocurrent account deficit.

They must strive to get their hands on as much as possible, Institute’s Project on Social Security Privatization, finan-
cially backs Republicans who will push Social Security priva-as quickly as possible. Even were privatization rammed
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tization, and is likely to be a prime beneficiary thereof. Said Bank, as one of the two or three dominant institutions that
would manage Tier #1 Private Accounts, if privatization werea source at another Wall Street firm in the middle of the priva-

tization campaign, “Schwab has a mutual funds supermarket. adopted. State Street is pursuing that.
In 1996, Marshall Carter, chairman and CEO, and Wil-. . . They are well-positioned. They’ve been lowering their

fees, and would gain access to a lot of smaller retail brokerage liam Shipman, who was a principal of State Street Global
Advisors (the bank’s major investment arm), jointly wrote aaccounts.” The AFL-CIO has been picketing Schwab offices

to expose the firm’s gross conflict of interest in promoting book-length diatribe, Promises To Keep: Saving Social Secu-
rity’s Dream. It propagated the rhetoric of a “Social Securitydismantling of Social Security in order to enrich itself by

managing the resulting private accounts. crisis,” and asserted that “Social Security is irredeemably
flawed in design.” State Street Bank took the highly unusualOn Jan. 26, 2005, the AFL-CIO held picket lines outside

of Schwab’s San Francisco and Boston offices. A statement step of copyrighting the book under the name of State Street
Bank itself, rather than under the names of the two authors.by AFL-CIO president John Sweeney declared, “It’s uncon-

scionable for Schwab and other financial firms to promote a The book was published by the right-wing Regnery Press.
In 1995, Shipman helped usher into existence the Catoplan that will cut Social Security benefits for working fami-

lies.” Sweeney said Schwab was lining its pockets, and mired Institute’s Project on Social Security Privatization, taking
over as one of its two co-chairmen, a post he still holds. Thein a conflict of interest. The AFL-CIO pointed to the fact that

Charles Schwab Corp. is a member of the Alliance for Worker other co-chairman is José Piñera, an architect of the destruc-
tion of social security in Chile under Pinochet. State StreetRetirement Security (AWRS), an outfit set up by the Mont

Pelerin Society’s Cato Institute to promote Social Security funds the Cato Project. On Feb. 8 of this year, Shipman was
a featured speaker at Cato’s two-day conference on privatiza-privatization. It’s funded by the National Association of Man-

ufacturers and Schwab, among others. tion, speaking on the panel “The Tough Choices: Transition,
Risk, Administration.” Shipman told of a “creative” studyJP Morgan Chase: JP Morgan Chase is America’s third-

largest bank, with $1.1 trillion in assets, and the world’s that he and his associates had conducted to “prove” that ad-
ministrative fees for Social Security privatization would belargest holder of the highly speculative and risky instruments

called derivatives, with $43 trillion in deriviatives. George very low. Afterwards, Shipman told EIR he is “holding dis-
cussions” with people in the Executive branch on the “work-Shultz heads its International Advisory Board.

JP Morgan Chase is a long-standing funder of the Cato ings of Social Security reform.”
Institute’s Project on Social Security Privatization. William
Harrison, Jr., JP Morgan Chase’s chairman and CEO, is a
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director of the Financial Services Forum (FSF), a bank and
brokerage business group. The FSF just helped to form a
new umbrella group, the Coalition for Modernization and
Protection of America’s Social Security (Compass), which
has announced it will spend millions on a media campaign
for privatization. Other CEOs from FSF who have joined
in the new Compass group are those of Citigroup, Fidelity
Investments, Goldman Sachs, and Morgan Stanley, all among
the 19 financial institutions running privatization.

In early January, Treasury Secretary Snow said he would
consult with JP Morgan Chase about privatization’s funding
costs. The fitness of JP Morgan Chase to legitimately repre-
sent private accounts is certainly in question. In July 2003,
the bank had to pay $135 million in fines for helping Enron
disguise $8.3 billion in debt, which should have been on En-
ron’s balance sheet.

State Street Bank Corp.: Representing the nastiest Bos-
ton Brahmin families, State Street Bank has been involved in
retirement income and accounts since 1792. State Street has
$1.4 trillion in assets under management, one of the three
largest such institutions in the United States. State Street re-
ports that it is “the #1 investment manager of U.S. pension
fund assets,” and the “eighth-largest investment manager
worldwide.”

Because of its enormous size and data-keeping capability,
State Street is frequently mentioned, along with Barclays
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Dollar Crisis Evokes Panic
Among World Financial Elite
by EIR Staff

A series of international conferences, starting with the Davos matic terms at a meeting at the Council on Foreign Relations
in New York, complete with prescriptions for draconian aus-World Economic Forum, and extending into the United

States, has led to the open airing of panic within the interna- terity programs crafted to “solve” the problem. (We excerpt
from his remarks below.)tional financial elite. Top on the agenda is concern over the

U.S. dollar, which declined about 30% between early 2002
and early 2004, but, equally importantly, the debt-drowned The Dimensions of the Crisis

Bergsten’s statements about the current account deficitcondition of the U.S. economy, which an increasing number
of bankers believe cannot be sustained. are much more dramatic than they might appear. The fact is

that, up until a few months back, financial experts estimatedWhile none of these bankers has been willing to openly
embrace the viewpoint of economist Lyndon LaRouche, who that the United States needed to bring in approximately $2-2.5

billion a day to keep U.S. accounts in balance. If Bergsten’shas declared the current bankrupt system unfixable, and pro-
posed a New Bretton Woods in the tradition of Franklin Del- figures are correct, that figure has doubled!

The reasons are not hard to find.ano Roosevelt’s 1944 measures, there are stirrings in the di-
rection of recognizing the need for a new financial system. They start with the U.S. trade deficit, which reached new

highs at the end of 2004. The annual deficit went up to $617.7The dollar’s problems took center stage at the Davos con-
ference, which was held over the first weekend in February billion last year, up a whopping 24.4% from the previous

record set in 2003. Imports of food products hit a record,in Switzerland. Raising the alarum were former U.S. Treasury
official and head of the Institute for International Economics, resulting in a deficit for the third straight year; while imports

of foreign autos, industrial supplies, and consumer goods allC. Fred Bergsten, and Morgan Stanley’s chief economist Ste-
phen Roach, both of whom warned of an imminent popping set records, according to the Commerce Department. As all

rational people know, the U.S. physical economy is shuttingof one of the huge credit bubbles holding up the U.S. econ-
omy, not to mention the increasing U.S. budget deficit. down.

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan had said heMost alarmist was Bergsten, who addressed the danger
facing the United States in the form of its huge trade and expected the gap to fall, in large part due to the cheap dollar’s

effect on the pricing of exports. It didn’t happen.current account deficit. “The U.S. must now import $5 billion
in foreign capital a day merely to finance the current accounts Then there’s the extraordinary debt load which the U.S.

economy is carrying, which includes the Federal governmentdeficit,” Bergsten said. In the face of this, according to the
London Financial Times, he forecast a sharp sell-off of the deficit, the corporate bond bubble, and the real estate bubble.

These are, as Bergsten said, unsustainable. The corporate debtdollar coming “within weeks,” and a full-blown dollar crisis:
a combination of dollar selling by the foreign-exchange mar- crisis is shown in its starkest form by the fact that General

Motors, once the nation’s premier manufacturing firm, nowkets, coupled with a forced abandonment of the policy, up to
now, of central banks’ increasing their dollar holdings. has its bonds rated at near-junk levels.

Also contributing to the growing gap is the decline inTen days later, Bergsten reiterated his warnings in dra-
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purchases of U.S. assets by some of the leading holders of problems, to which we would attach a great degree of urgency,
of which two are at the forefront—one which you mentioned,dollars internationally, specifically the Chinese. Net inflows

of capital into U.S. assets fell from $89 billion in November, the current account deficit, and a possible sharp fall of the
dollar; and the other of the new sharp rise in energy prices.to $61 billion in December. While that is still enough to fi-

nance the current account deficit, the direction is negative. We think energy prices can easily go back up to $60 or $70 a
barrel. If that combines with the sharp fall of the dollar, youTreasury securities purchases were only $8.3 billion in De-

cember, a 16-month low, with only $7 billion net from Asia. could have a vicious scenario of a sharp spike in inflation, a
rapid rise in interest rates, and a sharp turndown in the econ-This is from Japan, while other Asian central banks are now

sitting on the sidelines. omy. It was a combination of those two things—and you will
remember it well—higher oil prices and a falling dollar—thatA full-page feature in the Feb. 16 Financial Times ex-

panded upon another dimension of risk, that posed by deriva- led to the term ‘stagflation’ in the 1970s, and in the late 1970s
produced the worst period for the American economy sincetives and hedge funds. These are the “crack cocaine of global

finance,” author John Plender wrote, and proceeded to de- the 1930s—double-digit inflation, 20% interest rates, sharp-
est recession since the Great Depression. I hasten to say I don’tscribe how the concentration of the banking sector into fewer

and fewer institution, the “phenomenal growth” in the number think things will get that bad this time, but the combination of
those two immediate risks implies moving in that direction,and size of hedge funds since 1998, and the “dramatic growth

of derivatives markets and, especially, over-the-counter de- which we saw not so long ago, and clearly do not want to
repeat.rivatives,” are leading to the exacerbation of “systemic risk.”

Plender refers back to the LTCM crisis of 1998 (which nearly “The most urgent of the problems, I think, is the one you
address, the risk of a sharp fall in the dollar. The latest numbersbrought the global financial system to a standstill), and asks:

“Has a newly resilient international banking system acquired suggest the U.S. current account deficit has now risen to about
7% of our GDP, well over $700 billion a year at an annualnear-immunity to crises? Or could a financial bolt from the

blue still expose global finance to a devastating systemic rate. . . . The previous peak, which led to a decline of the
dollar by 50% in two years in the middle ’80s, was just undershock?”
4% of GDP. Now we’re at 7%. And, even more importantly
than the level, rising by about $100 billion a year. We are on aSharp Warnings

For the most part, the press excludes the statements of trajectory that is not only in unsustainable and unprecedented
territory now, but is rising even more into terra incognita.those who recognize the breakdown crisis in process. In print-

ing the following statements, we are giving you a glimpse of Catherine Mann in our institute—who has been very accurate
on this, and she wrote the book on it five years ago—hassome of the discussions “behind closed doors.”

Robert Rubin: President Clinton’s Treasury Secretary recently updated her projections, and suggests another $100
billion per year into the foreseeable future. In short, whenwas one of the commentators on the speech of Fed Chairman

Greenspan at the Feb. 4 Advancing Enterprise 2005 confer- Chairman Greenspan tried to paint a rosier picture on this last
Friday—I understand why he did it—do not believe it. Theence convened by British Chancellor of the Exchequer Gor-

don Brown in London. After Greenspan expressed hope that outlook is not for a turnaround or even a leveling off; it’s for
getting worse.the U.S. situation was about to improve, Rubin said: “The U.S.

imbalances can have bond market effects and raise complex “As a result of that huge external deficit, the United States
has to borrow $5 billion every working day from the rest ofquestions about our currency. . . . There is a fairly good

chance the dollar could decline.” It “will not be fixed by tin- the world. That’s to finance the current account deficit and
our own foreign investments. And if we don’t get that $5kering around the edges. The U.S. is at a critical juncture.”

Paul Volcker: “Below the favorable surface [of the econ- billion inflow every working day happily invested by foreign-
ers here at existing interest rates, exchange rates and otheromy], there are as dangerous and intractable circumstances

as I can remember. . . . Nothing in our experience is compara- prices, then something has to adjust. And the main thing that
adjusts is of course the exchange rate of the dollar goes down.ble,” warned the former Federal Reserve chairman in a Feb.

11 speech at the Stanford University Center for Economic “When the dollar hit its peak three years ago, we at the
institute calculated, it would have to come down by at leastResearch conference. Volcker was referring primarily to

“wild fluctuations in currency values,” which he said, how- 30% on a trade-weighted average in order to restore at least a
semblance of sustainability of the U.S. external position—ever, were overwhelmingly dangerous to “small and emerg-

ing economies” in the Third World. not meaning elimination of the current account deficit—that
would be implausible and impossible—but cutting it in half,C. Fred Bergsten: The following excerpt comes from

Bergsten’s remarks at a Council on Foreign Relations briefing cutting it from the current level to maybe 3% of GDP. That
would take something like a 30% fall of the dollar from itson “America and the World Economy,” in New York City on

Feb. 10. peak three years ago. Over that period, the dollar has come
down about 15%. So it’s gone about halfway.”“But we focus [in our book] also on a series of immediate
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Brazil’s Agricultural ‘Success’
In the Cerrado Is a Disaster
by Marcia Merry Baker and Dennis Small

By all standard financial accounting measures of the globalist speech on Feb. 11, Brazil “has made efforts to reduce the
burden of its debts” by adopting the “prudent fiscal policies”institutions—the International Monetary Fund, World Trade

Organization, World Bank, the City of London, and Wall and other “structural adjustments” recommended by the IMF.
However, by all true measures of physical economy—inStreet itself—Brazil is today’s outstanding success in its posi-

tive balance of trade, with agriculture’s net trade surplus ex- terms of Brazil’s resource base, national public good, and
benefit to neighboring nations and internationally—the pro-pected to hit $30 billion for 2004, approaching nearly four

times what it was in 2000. Figure 1, giving Brazil’s balance of cess depicted in its trade balance statistics shows an epic di-
saster. What is under way is the forced imposition on Brazil’strade for the last 19 years, shows how the nation’s agriculture

trade surplus doubled, from $8.5 billion in 2000, to $17.3 economy—and also on those of neighboring Argentina, Uru-
guay, and Paraguay—of operations by cartels of multina-billion in 2003.

These booming foreign exchange earnings are being used tional food and agriculture trade companies, to transform this
part of the world into a commodities-source area for theirto keep up with payments on Brazil’s huge foreign debt—

at $500 billion, the highest in the world. Without them, the intended vast control of global food exports and supplies.
The most dramatic marker for this control process, is thecountry’s debt bubble would likely have exploded over the

last couple of years. As the IMF’s infamous First Deputy vast degradation of a world-class natural resource in Brazil,
the Cerrado—the huge grassland accounting for 24% of Bra-Managing Director, Anne Krueger, reported in praise in a
zil’s total area. Every week, soy monoculture dominates
larger and larger parts of the Cerrado, whose soy crops go
either directly for export (as beans or derivative products—
oil and meal), or indirectly as livestock feed for meat exports.
Less than half of the crop goes for Brazilian domestic con-
sumption, and this share is dropping every crop year.

In other words, despite Brazilian President Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva’s laudable pronouncements that solving the
problem of domestic hunger is the number-one policy com-
mitment of his administration—his “Zero Hunger” pro-
gram—the lion’s share of the country’s increased agriculture
and other production is not going for domestic consumption,
but is being exported abroad, for foreign exchange with which
to pay the debt.

Thus, there are two opposite approaches to the issue of
Brazil’s Cerrado region—which reflect a broader policy fight
occurring internationally. One is that of the multinational car-
tels, and the global financial institutions they are teamed up
with. In this approach, existing raw material and other re-
sources are grabbed and exploited, to keep the global specula-
tive bubble afloat.

The contrary approach is that of Lyndon LaRouche, who
was invited to participate in an October 2001 international
conference held in the Brazilian Congress on the subject of
“Brazil and the Free Trade Agreement of the Americas.” Al-
though LaRouche could not attend, he submitted a written
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FIGURE 2

Brazil's Agricultural Exports
(Billions $) 

Source: FAO, IBGE (Brazil).
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report on what he called “The Cerrado Syndrome,” which we
excerpt below. In it, LaRouche laid out an approach pivotted
on Vladimir Vernadsky’s concept of the Noösphere, which
emphasized the central role of science and human creativity
in both defining and developing new raw materials for the
benefit of the nation-state.

Exemplary of these battle lines is the attempt by the multi-
national agro-cartels to patent and control seed hybrids, and
the very science which led to their development, in order to
deny them to developing sector nations such as Brazil. There
has been strong opposition in Brazil to this neo-colonial ap-
proach, a resistance which has also been reflected in the coun-
try’s battle against the large global pharmaceutical compa-
nies, to produce and distribute cheap drugs for the treatment
and control of AIDS. Brazil has in fact played a pioneering
role in this regard. But will it be extended to the Cerrado,
as well?

Agro Giant
For the 2005 calendar year, it is estimated that Brazil’s

revenue for soy complex exports (beans, meal, oil) will hit
$8-10 billion, even though prices are dropping. The sheer
tonnage of cartel exports is gigantic. As of 2005, Brazil is the
world’s number-one nation in terms of exports of the follow-
ing commodities: beef, chickens, sugar, orange juice, coffee
and tobacco, and—combined with Argentina—soybeans and
soy products. It has the world’s largest cattle herd, with some
175 million head. Figure 2 shows the sharp rise in value of the physical geography and potential of the Cerrado, and pro-

ceeding to the activities and politics of how the commoditymeat and soy exports, in particular, from 2000-03.
The principal commodities cartel companies dictating cartels are operating.

terms of production and trade to Brazil, include: Cargill,
Bunge, Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), Smithfield, and oth- A Great Natural Treasure

The Cerrado of south central Brazil is a vast tropical sa-ers. The financial houses likewise involved include Spain’s
ubiquitous Banco Santander and BBVA, First Boston and vannah. (See Figure 1 on p. 25.) It is a well-watered grassland

of 205 million hectares, or 24% of Brazil’s total land area ofCitibank of the United States, Britain’s Hongkong and Shang-
hai Banking Corporation, and others. This interlock dictates 846 million ha., which in turn is 9% bigger than the continen-

tal United States. The extent of just one of the leading stateswhat is produced, where, and by whom; how commodities
are processed, transported, and sold. The cartel owns and in the Cerrado, Mato Grosso in western Brazil, comprises an

area larger than Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan com-dictates even what seedstocks will be allowed. The resulting
soy monoculture, and livestock concentrations, are excep- bined.

Three main river systems drain the region: The Araguaı́a/tionally vulnerable to disease.
The same cartel companies (many of which trace back Tocantı́ns (into the Amazon basin); the Paraná (southward to

the Rı́o de la Plata basin); and the San Francisco (to the Atlan-centuries), exerted as much domination as they could get
away with over the entire post-World War II period, espe- tic Ocean). Scrub trees interspersed by sparse grasses are the

natural vegetative cover of the Cerrado. The soils, in theircially using the United States, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, and Argentina as export commodities-source re- native condition, are geologically very old, and poor. But with

the right fertilizer and lime applications, the agro-climaticgions (meat, grains, dairy) for international trade and food
control. These same cartels suppressed the agriculture sectors potential is vast. The temperature regime for much of the

Cerrado will permit two, and sometimes three crops a year.of the newly emerging nations from the 1950s onward. But
now, a whole phase of globalization is under way. The cartel Thus this huge physiographic region—less well-known

than the Amazon rainforest—is a world-class opportunity,interests are concentrating on Brazil and the region, and mov-
ing farming “off-shore” from the United States and Canada, given its “man-made natural” resource potentials, for popula-

tion settlement, agriculture and industry. It is a priority devel-just as manufacturing has been outsourced under free trade.
The following are some key parameters, beginning with opment area of the hemisphere, which requires first-rate infra-
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structure (waterways, rail, urban, health and sanitation, etc.). Foods, Inc., the world’s biggest pork processor, and owner
of over 700,000 sows (at all locations). Some 600,000 tonsInstead, what has happened so far is a parody of pioneer-

ing, complete with everything from land grabs, corruption, of bulk feed a year flows through Wilmington, mostly from
South America.even slavery, alongside high-tech mechanized farming, in the

rush to get a piece of the action. The cartel companies moved Cargill is directly expanding its meatpacking operations
in Brazil. In 2004, it bought out Seara Alimentos SA, thein on Brazil and Argentina—taking advantage of their vulner-

ability due to their unpayable and illegitimate foreign debt— Brazilian meat firm, furthering Cargill’s use of Brazil as an
export source for pork and chicken. Brazil is now the world’sas the cheap source for export commodities.

There is a land rush for soy fields proceeding in the Cer- largest meat exporter, as noted above. But one impediment
is the presence of foot-and-mouth disease in the country.rado. Scrub trees and brush are cleared, the land plowed and

fertilized, and soy sown. Soybean production in this region This was addressed in January, when the Brazilian govern-
ment announced a $25 million plan for universal hog vacci-went up from 0.3 million metric tons in 1975, to 11.3 million

in 1995, and keeps rising. Nationwide, Brazil planted 13 mil- nation, intended to completely eradicate the disease by 2007.
The impetus for the action, of course of benefit to Brazil’slion hectares to soybeans in 1997, and now plants 23 million.

In Argentina likewise, about 6.8 million ha. were planted in herds, is, however, the insistence by the global meat compa-
nies that it must be done, to counter import bans of nations1997; today soybean crop area exceeds 13.6 million ha.

Thus, while the United States was the world’s single like Russia.
Ports, highways, river channeling, and other infrastruc-largest source of soybeans for cartel export for decades, with

about 29 million ha. cultivated to soy in 2004, the 37 million ture have been constructed, and/or privatized (by tolls, re-
stricted use, etc.), to serve the demands of the export-orientedsoy ha combined in Brazil and Argentina exceeds the U.S.A.

by far. Many U.S. farmers have joined the Brazilian land rush, commodity and financial houses. In their own right, these
structures are of benefit to the nations. But the siting, routing,farming six months each year in Mato Grosso, and six months

at home in the American Midwest. An acre of soybean land and related key aspects of the transportion grid arise from the
demands of Cargill, Bunge, ADM et al, and not from publicin Iowa might cost $2,000, whereas in Uruguay—also part of

the land rush—an acre could go for under $50 in 2004. Soy needs. At issue right now, for example, is Cargill’s demand
for paving of 1,071 kilometers of Federal highway BR 163,land speculators are operating all over the region.

China, besides being a major importer of Brazilian soy, to connect Cargill’s new soy terminal at the port of Santarém,
on the Amazon River, with the soy producing hinterland inmay soon farm on location directly and sell to itself. This was

indicated in November 2004, by President Hu Jintao on a state Mato Grosso to the southwest. More than half of the highway
is unpaved, mostly in the state of Pará, and can be unpassablevisit to Brazil.

In Argentina, soy is displacing huge areas of cattle ranches at times during the rainy season from November to June.
Serving exporter demands is a modern re-play of the infa-and grain fields on the famed Pampas, and even in the Chaco

region of the north. Since the mid-1990s, there has been a mous policy of the European colonial cartel mining compa-
nies in Africa and Ibero-America, which established a seriesconsistent fall in rice, corn, wheat and sunflower production,

while soy output in Argentina increased by 75% from 1997- of railroads and river channels going only from the “mine to
the mouth.” No rail grids, not even north-south, nor east-west2002. Animal protein production and consumption likewise

has declined drastically, in this nation famed for beef. Be- single rail lines were ever built. And those lines that were,
more often than not had different gauges, to ensure that directtween 1996 and 2000, the number of dairy farms in the coun-

try fell by 27%. connections and trade among sovereign nations was physi-
cally impossible.

Cartel Operations
The cartel companies are not only carrying out sweeping Globalization, Monoculture Menace

The combined result of these agri-cartel actions is summa-relocation of their soy, and certain livestock processing facil-
ities from North America to the Brazil/Argentina region, but rized in Figure 3, which shows the principal soy producing

regions in the Western Hemisphere, as of 2004. These regionsalso integrating output from Brazil/Argentina/Uruguay and
Paraguay with other cartel operations internationally. For account for 80% of all the world’s output of soy today, and

90% of soy exports. But the soybean is not “native” or espe-example, Brazilian-produced soymeal goes to America to
feed the mega-poultry and hog factory-farm concentrations cially adapted to the cropland areas shown. In the Cerrado,

the old soybean varieties failed entirely, until new strainsin the South. The Brazilian feed is imported significantly
more cheaply than the same feed produced domestically. were achieved that could thrive. These regions have become

soy hyper-regions as a result of cartel decree—“marketAn entirely new port was built to handle Brazilian feed
imports at Wilmington, North Carolina, to serve a consor- forces”—not by natural endowment or national sovereign

decision.tium of nine livestock companies headed by Smithfield
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Western Hemisphere Soybean Crop: 80% World 
Production, 90% World Exports

Brazil

agricultural powerhouse.
The company histories of the cartels forcing this process

are legendary, including ADM, Cargill, CentralSoya, Bunge,
Mitsubishi, and others. Archer Daniels Midland, based in Illi-
nois and headed for 70 years by the Andreas family, is the
world’s largest soy processor, calling itself, “Supermarket to
the World.” Its history is notorious for government swindling
and thuggery. Michael Andreas, son of founder Dwayne An-
dreas, did jail time in the 1990s for price-fixing.

But the soy monoculture alone is a menace. Single-crop,
and single livestock practices make the food chain very sus-
ceptible to being wiped out from pathogens. The invasion of
soybean rust makes the point. The soy fungus, Phakopsora
pachyrhizi, arrived in South America in 2001, and reached
Argentina in 2003. In Brazil, it is now widespread, manifest
in more than 400 districts in 13 states. In Mato Grosso, the
nation’s top soy-producing state, the rust is present in all 29
soy-growing districts. Soy rust can be controlled with four or
five applications of fungicide, at a large expense of about $20
per acre per application. In November 2004, the fungus—
also called Asian rust, from its endemic source area—was
confirmed in Louisiana. The winds of the 2004 severe hurri-
cane season were thought to have brought the pest to the
United States. It has since spread throughout more than a
dozen states.

The additional vulnerability of monoculture comes from
cartel control over seedstocks themselves. So not merely a
single crop, but even single strains are being imposed. During
the 1990s, Monsanto won a sweeping patent, not merely for
a new soybean strain, but for the bio-technology procedure
itself of genetic modification of soy! Patent laws had been
successively changed since the 1970s, to permit this hereto-
fore unthinkable granting of a patent to a private party, for
something in the category of the means to life. The principal
Monsanto soy is called, “Round-Up Ready,” referring to aThe soybean’s origin is considered to be Manchuria, some

3,000 years ago. Introduced into the United States in the bean that has the trait of being impervious to the Roundup
brand herbicide patented by Monsanto.1890s, it wasn’t until the 1930s, that commercial soybean

operations came into being, for food and livestock. But by Most of the U.S. soybean crop is now Roundup Ready. In
Brazil, even without Federal approval, an estimated 40% of1960, some 10.1 million hectares were planted to soy; by

1970, it was 17.5 million. In 2004, a record 30.4 million ha the crop in Rio Grande do Sul—the leading farm state, is
Roundup Ready. Right next door in Paraguay, in Octoberwent to soy in the United States, with a harvest of 84 million

metric tons, the largest ever. As production shifts to Brazil, 2004, the Agriculture Ministry approved four soybean varie-
ties containing Monsanto’s Roundup Ready trait.this may mark the peak in U.S. soy output, concentrated in

Iowa, Illinois, and southern Minnesota. Cargill and Monsanto operate through many joint venture
arrangements, in which Cargill processing—as well as itsIn Brazil, the 1970 soy crop was only 1.509 million metric

tons; but by 1980, it had grown to 15.156 million; 19.898 seedstock division—only accepts crops grown from
Monsanto patented strains. In Fall 2004, Cargill andmillion in 1990; and 52.6 million today. Vast fields have been

carved out of the Cerrado and the Amazon ecosystems. Monsanto announced a new partnership to get U.S. farmers to
switch to their new patented “low-fat” soybean strain (whichIn Argentina, the 1970 soy crop was 27,000 metric tons,

reaching 3.5 million in 1980; today, it is in the range of 34 requires less hydrogenation in the final product, for example,
for margarine, 80% of which comes from soy). The compa-million. In recent years, farmers have been displaced out of

wheat, cattle, dairy, etc.—with a drop in production of needed nies intend to make a killing on the miracle bean in the future,
and intend to coerce farmers to comply with growing it.foodstuffs to the point of hunger and starvation in a former
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LaRouche onVernadsky and
‘The Future of Brazil’s Agriculture’
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

This is excerpted from EIR, Oct. 26, 2001. It is reproduced typified by Presidents Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt, which
made possible the global monetary, financial, and economichere in the context of EIR’s feature last week on the

“Vernadsky Principle.” The complete paper was prepared disaster which has been building up during the recent thirty-
odd years.for an international conference in Brazil on the subject of

“Brazil and the Free Trade Agreement of the Americas,” at My present summation of what I have called “the Cerrado
syndrome,” is an expression of the legacy of that Americanthe end of October 2001.
System which brought the U.S.’s rapid rise to the position of
the world’s leading economic power among nation-states,The ABCs of Brazil’s Noösphere

I must now summarize, very briefly, the underlying prin- during the 1861-1876 period of the leadership of President
Abraham Lincoln and economist Henry C. Carey. The mostciples of my speciality, the science of physical economy. I

reduce all economic functions to the terms of mankind’s phys- authoritative definition of that American System, is supplied
by U.S. Treasury Secretary Hamilton’s most famous reportsical relations to nature. I describe all economic processes in

the way implicit in a strictly anti-Euclidean form of Rieman- to the U.S. Congress, on the subjects of public credit, a na-
tional bank, and manufactures.ian physical geometry. I define all essential such relations

in terms of interaction among three distinct phase-spaces: Three principles dominate that American System: 1.) The
absolute sovereignty of the nation-state republic, including1.) Non-living processes, the so-called abiotic; 2.) The long

wave of domination of abiotic by living processes, or what its sovereign monopoly over the creation and management of
its public credit and banking; 2.) The primary responsibilityVernadsky defined as the biosphere; and, 3.) Those functions

of human cognition through which mankind exerts its rightful of the national and state governments for the development
and regulation of basic economic infrastructure; 3.) The usesuperior authority over the biosphere.

Despite the many points of agreement between my defini- of the means of sovereign control over public credit, banking,
and basic economic infrastructure, to promote private entre-tion of these relations and Vernadsky’s, there are two most

crucial points of difference. First, where Vernadsky defines preneurship in agriculture, manufacturing, and related do-
mains.man’s power over the biosphere in terms of individual discov-

eries of experimentally validated universal physical princi- The importance of my work has been chiefly to clarify
previously ambiguous features of such an American System.ples, I insist that it is the individual’s use of such discoveries

to transform the culture through which society acts on the I apply these combined considerations now, to define “the
Cerrado syndrome.”biosphere, which is the primary expression of man’s power

over nature. Second, I have adapted Riemann’s principles of I measure the performance of national and world economy
by a rule-of-thumb standard which I have described as poten-physical geometry, as the way in which to conceptualize the

functional relations among the three primary phase-spaces of tial relative population-density. This means the comparison
of physical inputs and physical outputs as measured per capitaabiotic, life, and cognition.

What I have done, through my own original scientific and per square kilometer of surface area. These measurements
should be measured in terms of functional cycles of not lessdiscoveries in this realm, has been to supply a much needed

clarification of the reasons for the historically proven, abso- than one to two generations, as I have illustrated that by the
statistics referenced here.lute superiority, over the British free-trade system, of the

American System of political-economy, as this is typified In this long-term view of one or more generations, I assess
short- and medium-term, and local changes in functional fea-by Alexander Hamilton, Mathew Carey, Friedrich List, and

Henry C. Carey. Notably, it was the U.S.A.’s turn away tures of economies, in terms of their impact upon previously
foreseen long-term cyclical patterns.from that American System, as the American System is
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It is extremely important to emphasize, at this point, that
the attempt to measure performance of national economies
chiefly in terms of either financial accounting, or, worse, in
terms of the sum-totals of individual firms and localities, is
foolish, and even disastrous over longer terms. Hence, the
standard national-income and national-product accounting
employed in today’s national and international assessments,
are inherently misleading, and have been disastrously mis-
leading over much of the recent three decades.

We must also proceed from long-term cycles, as func-
tional units of accounting for entire economies, both national
and international.

The simplest way to demonstrate that point, is to note
that the relative net physical productivity of an individual
enterprise depends upon such external factors as the relative
state of development of basic economic infrastructure, such
as transportation, power, and water management. Similarly,
the quality and level of education, and prevailing physical
and cultural standard of living of households, is a principal
external determinant of the internal productive potential of
the individual enterprise.

We see such effects repeatedly in study of the problem of
underdevelopment in national economies. The introduction
of advanced industries into national economies, is beneficial
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on principle; but, if the level of general development of the
infrastructure and population is relatively poor, the perfor-
mance of even advanced individual enterprises will be crip-
pled by the poor development of the national economy as at between 1-2% annual simple-interest charges, needed to

“prime the pump” of the economy?a whole.
This brings us to the matter of national credit, especially Admittedly, in the case of Hitler Germany, from March

1933 on, until the outbreak of war, the British and New Yorkthe use of such credit for mobilizing an economic recovery
from a disastrous world depression, such as that of the early financier interests which had just recently put Hitler into

power, allowed British agent Hjalmar Schacht to draw upon1930s, or the worse collapse in progress today.
credit for the war mobilization which was then intended to
lead to Germany’s destruction by the Anglo-French allies atCredit Expansion

It is urgent that every government today look back to the the point Germany was trapped in an intended Napoleonic
invasion of the Soviet Union. Without such curious backingcrucial similarities between the recovery measures taken by

President Franklin Roosevelt, and the recently famous pro- as of the type provided by Hitler’s London and New York
financial backers, where does a national economy go to findposals delivered to a secret 1931 Berlin meeting of the Frie-

drich List Gesellschaft by Dr. Wilhelm Lautenbach. the credit needed to launch a general physical-economy
recovery?Given a situation, in which the physical economy of a

nation has fallen to levels far below those required for long- In such a conjuncture, the only possibility of gaining the
needed long-term forms of credit, is the power of the sover-term break-even, which is the state of every nation of the

Americas and of Europe today. Given, the added difficulty, eign nation-state, to put the existing financial system into
bankruptcy-reorganization, and to issue long-term, low-pricethat a collapse of nominal financial capital, in the order of

tens of trillions of U.S. dollars equivalent, has recently oc- public credit for large-scale investments in development of
basic economic infrastructure. The supply of income to thecurred, and that the bottom has by no means been reached,

as today. newly employed, the credits for purchase of needed supplies,
and the stimulation of the market of vendors and the consumerThe obvious objective of governments and private enter-

prises, should be to increase employment in physical output, market, provides the initial impetus for the needed avalanche
of economic recovery.to levels above long-term break-even, and do that rapidly.

Given the existence of idled labor-force and growing mass Virtually every economy in the world, especially those of
Europe and the Americas, is presently in such a desperateunemployment, where does one find the long-term credit,
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Cereals Production in Brazil’s CerradoPotential Use of Brazil’s Cerrado
(Millions tons)

Area Yield Production
(million ha.) (tons/ha.) (million tons) 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995

Cereals (rain fed) 55 3.2 176 Soy 0.3 1.8 6.0 6.3 11.3
Cereals (irrigated) 10 6.0 60 Maize 2.8 3.7 4.1 4.4 8.7
Meat 55 0.2 11 Rice 2.3 3.6 2.6 1.5 2.4
Fruit 7 15.0 105 Beans 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Total 127 Wheat 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0

Area in use 61

Area available 66

as a whole.
The fundamental principle of a science of physical econ-

omy, is the principled notion of the distinction which setssituation, actually a situation much worse in its underlying
man and woman apart from and above all other living crea-features than that of the early 1930s. Brazil is by no means
tures, the quality of non-deductive reasoning called cogni-alone in this predicament.
tion. In physical science, this signifies that life can not beBrazil should now view such matters in the following,
derived from non-living processes, and cognition can nottwo-fold way: domestically, and in its relationship with the
be derived from living processes in general. Each of theseneighboring states of the Americas. The infrastructural devel-
three are respectively distinct phase-spaces. To use preciseopment of the Amazon riparian region, and of the Cerrado,
scientific language, in Riemannian physical geometry, wetypify the larger package of measures needed for a successful
speak of these as multiply-connected phase-spaces of anuse of public credit.
unfolding differential form of physical geometry. This wasThese measures should be viewed from the vantage-point
demonstrated experimentally by Vernadsky et al. in oneof the noösphere as I have summarily described it.
way, by me in another.South America is a continent of vast, largely untapped

In laymen’s words, these three sets of principles alwaysnatural resources. The principal obstacle to the physical de-
coexisted and interacted in the physical universe as a whole;velopment of those resources is the lack of basic economic
their appearance in the modern forms of abiotic, living, andinfrastructure in categories of transportation, power, and
cognitive processes, is to be acknowledged as an expressionlarge-scale water-management. The objective must be to de-
of such ancient roots.fine the continent as a unified noösphere, which its inhabitants

This function of cognition, is expressed by mankind inmust manage.
the typical form of an original discovery of an experimentallyThe objective of management is not to maintain the bio-
validated universal physical principle. It is through the shar-sphere in its present state, but to raise it to a relatively elevated
ing of the act of discovery, as through a Classical humaniststate of health, which only mankind can do. It must be viewed
mode of general education, that humanity builds up a reper-as a vast farm, which, like a wilderness, must be improved
toire of interconnected cognitive capabilities for imposingand maintained so that the riches flow while the source of
successful transformations in both human behavior, and insuch riches is increased in a healthy way. We must not think,
the universe on which man acts.foolishly, of man as a parasite hunting-and-gathering in a

The possibility of increasing the rate of progress of man-biosphere; we must think of man as transforming the bio-
kind, in physical-economic and other terms, depends uponsphere, to raise it to higher levels of fruitfulness and good
the degree to which this accumulation of cognitive knowl-health than it could ever achieve without man’s willful
edge of principles is maintained and accelerated to the advan-intervention.
tage of the population in general. On this account, a system ofThat is, in fact, Brazil’s only chance for long-term survival
education, so tasked with this mission, becomes the highestas a nation. It is the only chance for that presently imperilled
ranking of all public investment in maintaining and improv-continent as a whole.
ing the basic economic infrastructure of the nation as aThe realization of the potential of the Cerrado typifies the
whole.kind of adopted sense of mission which is presently required

Projects conforming to “the Cerrado syndrome,” wouldfor not only Brazil, but the continent as a whole. That is what
bring Brazil safely out of the present crisis. The mission ofI signify by “the Cerrado syndrome.”
developing educational systems as the fountains of scientific,This brings us to consider the fourth, and most crucial
technological, and general cultural progress, will bring Brazilelement of basic economic infrastructure: education con-
and the continent to a brilliant future.ceived and directed as a science-driver force for the economy
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markets in Wall Street and the Street in London.
It was recently made public that, at least for the moment,

the Uribe government has decided not to completely eliminate
the ISS-administered public pension system. But in the annual
assembly of the National Association of Financial Institutes
(ANIF), held in Bogota on March 31, 2004, ANIF board presi-Private Pension Funds
dent and head of the Aval business group, Luis Carlos
Sarmiento Angulo, demanded that President Uribe eliminateAlso Failed in Colombia
the public pension system which has been coexisting with the
private system. Sarmiento proposed that the pension portionby Maximiliano Londoño Penilla
of the Social Security Institute be converted into a private
pension fund of individual savings.

The author is the president of the Lyndon LaRouche Associa- In that meeting, President Uribe greeted banker Sar-
miento’s initiative with a great deal of enthusiasm, whichtion in Colombia.
led to a great national debate, not only because the proposal
would seriously affect the general welfare of the lower in-Colombia and ten other countries in Ibero-America have pri-

vatized their social security systems along the lines of the come strata of the Colombian population, but also because
some of those who were “philosophically” in agreementPinochet model of private pension funds, in compliance with

orders from the International Monetary Fund and creditor with Sarmiento’s proposal, nonetheless found it politically
inconvenient at the moment, as it might put at risk a packagebanks. In every instance, it has been an abject failure. This is

the model that George Bush now hopes to impose on the of IMF-dictated legislative proposals before the Congress.
According to Juan Carlos Echeverri, Dean of the UniversityUnited States.

In Colombia, there are actually two social security sys- of the Andes economics department, and Finance Minister
Alberto Carrasquilla, it were preferable to have a more “mod-tems existing side by side: 1) the familiar U.S.-style pay-as-

you-go system, known in Spanish as “el régimen pensional est” approach, to insure its success. And so, for the moment,
the pension reform goals of the government have been paredsolidario,” and 2) the private pension fund system. The first

system is administered by the Social Security Institute (ISS) down to: eliminating “special regimes”; imposing taxes on
the “highest” pensions; raising the age at which one mayand by a handful of smaller public entities, the latter managing

the pensions of members prior to April 1, 1994. As of Decem- draw a pension; putting a limit on the size of pensions, and
so forth.ber 2004, the public system registered a total of 5,734,600

members (both paying and non-paying) and 793,170 retirees,
with resources equivalent to $635 million. Dismantling Public Health

Ever since Rudolf Hommes, Finance Minister under Pres-The private pension funds have 5,603,900 active contrib-
uting members and 15,570 retirees, but their resources ident César Gaviria, got his 1993 Law 100 approved, the

process of converting public health into a matter of financialamount to $9.298 billion, all of which is managed by six fund
administrators, only one of which is Colombian-owned. speculation has been gaining ground. Health management

organizations, known in Spanish as “Entidades PromotorasIn other words, the ISS was left with the retirees, and the
private funds with the money and with the majority of active de Salud (EPS)” appeared. Under the pretext of expanding

coverage, great amounts of state funds were allocated to pub-contributors still in their “savings phase,” most of whom will
be taking their retirement in about 15 years. lic health, but these somehow managed to remain in the hands

of the intermediaries, or financial octupuses. Colombia’s pub-But the reality is that even with the third pension reform
moving through the approval process under the current gov- lic hospital network, health professionals, and public health

in general took a beating.ernment of President Alvaro Uribe, the private pension sys-
tem is neither viable nor sustainable. Rather, the idea of the It was in that same period that the private pension funds

were created, under which pensions would be paid dependingbankers is to continue raising the age at which one can receive
a pension, while at the same time increasing the social security on the financial yields of the fund investments. The economic

think-tanks, Fedesarrollo and ANIF, following the guidelinestax on wages, and reducing the benefits to retirees. Under
such conditions, the few that will be able to meet the require- of the IMF and World Bank, prepared various reports to

“prove” that ISS was insolvent, or on the brink of bankruptcy,ments for drawing a pension under the privatized system, will
be “receiving” those benefits after they are in their graves. and that therefore it should be dismantled gradually, as has in

fact been occurring. A powerful campaign to strip the ISS ofThe private funds meanwhile will use the savings of their
contributors to try to prop up the collapsed international fi- active contributors was undertaken, and the entity itself was

subjected to every kind of administrative “reform” designednancial and monetary system, creating a speculative bubble
that can pump a little more air into the moribund speculative to ultimately liquidate it. For example, it was prohibited from
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accepting paying members. At the same time, ISS retirees ture corridors that Colombia needs to join itself to the rest
of the world.have been denied all kinds of medical treatments and medica-

tions, in a bald attempt to force them to turn to the private With productive, stable, and well-paying jobs derived
from such a genuine economic recovery, workers’ paymentsEPS (HMOs).

All of these well-financed campaigns have had their ef- into social security would be guaranteed, as opposed to the
current situation where many citizens are not able to pay intofect. In March of 1998, ISS had 4,645,000 paying members;

in June of 2000, it had 1 million fewer; today, ISS has fewer the fund because they are either without work, or without
regular work. But the private pension funds must be immedi-than 2 million paying members, and yet must respond to the

needs of more than 600,000 retirees. And so, the ISS, accord- ately eliminated, and adjustments made to the public system
to guarantee its viability and sustainability. A New Socialing to Minister Carrasquilla, has run out of its reserves, and

the government will have to disburse 16 trillion pesos in 2005 Security Institute (NISS), with all the country’s workers con-
tributing, would have no problem meeting pension payouts,to meet pension payouts. For this reason, banker Sarmiento

Angulo insists, the “inefficient and onerous” public system including to those unable to make the necessary contributions
to guarantee a minimum-wage pension.should be buried as quickly as possible.

As part of this slow strangling of the ISS, the three aspects Under these conditions, the fiduciary fund of the NISS
would be able to buy CFR bonds, thereby guaranteeing theof the system (health, pensions, and compensation) have all

been the targets of every conceivable nasty operation. With profitability of the investment, as the CFR would only be
allowed to finance infrastructure projects, and not to serveregard to ISS’s health-care division, the government has sepa-

rated out and transformed the public hospitals and clinics into as a “petty cash” account of consecutive governments who
cover their budgetary deficits by contracting new debt, forSocial Companies of the State (ESE), which have been given

legal status for a three-year probationary period, to see if “they example, through treasury bonds. If the solvency of Colom-
bia’s pension system is to be guaranteed, the Congress shouldsurvive on the resources they themselves generate.” That is,

they have been condemned to death, as more than 30 public immediately establish new legislation eliminating the private
pension funds, and restructuring the current ISS into anhospitals have already shut their doors. The government’s

plan, imposed by the IMF, is to be able to auction off the NISS, which would operate according to the criteria we’ve
described here.hospitals and clinics of the public health grid at bargain-base-

ment prices, which would then be picked up as so much “junk”
by the private EPS.
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The economy is
crashing, as LaRouche
warned. What should
you do now? 
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The immediate goal of the bankers is to seize control of
the entirety of ISS resources, and to have the freedom to invest
them in whatever they choose. Given that Rudolf Hommes,
despite the fact that he holds no official position in the govern-
ment, continues as the economic “Rasputin” of President Ur-
ibe, and that Uribe himself is known for his neo-liberal incli-
nations, the bankers are hoping that under this government,
the pension and health system will be totally privatized. Only
the person who can pay for his pension and can manage his
medical costs will survive, and we are speaking in the best of
cases of 20% of the population. The other 80% is condemned
to die to satisfy the usurious banks.

As U.S. statesman and former Democratic Presidential
pre-candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche has scientifically dem-
onstrated, the usury and the moribund international financial
and monetary system must be abandoned. Great new infra-
structure projects required by humanity to initiate a genuine
world economic recovery, along the lines of what Franklin
Delano Roosevelt did before and during World War II in
the United States, must be undertaken. In Colombia, a
Financial Corporation for Reconstruction (CFR) can be
created, which by virtue of being a public entity, would
not require state funds to operate, as it would be permitted
to finance itself through the bonds and other financial paper
it would issue. The entirety of the CFR’s capital would be
allocated to financing the great development and infrastruc-
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Business Briefs

Argentina stopped selling the tango bonds and citizens until the 18th birthday, and investing that on
had stopped buying. Wall Street. It will make every youngster a

sixty-five thousandaire, and every retiree aItalian Congressman Hits
millionaire, O’Neill says, and will cost onlyBerlusconi, Italy’s Banks $145 billion or so a year when fully imple-
mented.Labor

This utopianscheme would be, in reality,Speaking in Buenos Aires on Feb. 16, Italian
direct Federal government intervention, onU.S. Union Membershipparliamentarian Giorgio Benvenuto charged
that considerable scale, in the stock-marketthat “Italy should help Argentina get out of And Wages Are Falling bubble (in the name of children!). Some-its difficult situation, given the [Italian]
times called “forced savings,” and some-banks’ wrong behavior. . . . Given the long-
times just “socialism,” it shows how desper-Trade union membership in the Unitedtime ties between Argentina and Italy, it is
ate are the circles around Alan Greenspan toStates fell by 300,000 workers from 2003-crucial that there not be a ‘default’ between
get big new flows of cash into the markets.04, from 15.78 million to 15.47 million (12%the two nations.”
That it would be intended to replace Socialof the workforce), according to a report inAn opponent of the Berlusconi govern-
Security goes without saying, althoughthe Kansas City Star on Feb 15. It is downment, Benvenuto, one of three legislators
O’Neill only briefly implies it in this column.830,000 since George W. Bush took officewho went to Buenos Aires to get a first-hand

in 2001.look at the country’seconomic andsocial sit-
In the private sector, where the averageuation, was a prominent supporter of the

union wage is $739 a week and the non-2002 New Bretton Woods resolution in the
union wage is $604, membership fell by Raw MaterialsItalian Parliament, inspired by Lyndon
44,000 in the past year, to 8.21 million, orLaRouche’s programmatic initiatives.
only 7.9% of the workforce. Among publicBenvenuto emphasized that tensions be- Huge Uranium Reserves
employees, where the union wage is $832tween the two governments are “political.” Bought by Swiss Companycompared to a non-union average of $683Why, he asked, did Berlusconi delegate the
a week, union membership fell by 5,000, todelicate task of negotiating with Argentina
7.27million, although that iswhere theAFL-on its debt restructuring, to banker (and vul- The Swiss-based mining company Xstrata
CIO has placed its focus since 2000.ture fund kingpin) Nicola Stock, who isn’t a has been cleared to buy one-third of the

world’s uranium reserves in Australia. Aus-member of the government? “I am very
struck by the fact that there are no direct rela- tralian Treasurer Peter Costello during the

week of Feb. 7 cleared Xstrata, 40% ownedtions with the Italian government,” Benve-
Social Securitynuto said, referring to Argentina. The Italian by Zug-based Glencore, to buy Australia’s

government has a responsibility, but Ber- WMC Ltd., the owners of the Olympic Dam
mine in South Australia, which containslusconi simply acted “like Pontius Pilate”— O’Neill Goes Nuts

he washed his hands of the whole affair. 38% of the world’s known uranium reserves,Looking for More LootIn a Feb. 15 meeting with Argentine For- according to a Feb. 11 ABC News (Austra-
eign Minister Rafael Bielsa, he recalled how lia) report.

Before 1983, Glencore was owned byan Italian bank had repeatedly called his Former Bush Administration Treasury Sec-
retary Paul O’Neill, since 2000, has fre-mother in an attempt to convince her to pur- financial operative Marc Rich, and current

Glencore management are understood to bechase the so-called “tango bonds,” as an ex- quently proposed radical privatization
schemes which would take all workers underample of how the banks swindled 450,000 Rich protégés; Glencore markets most of

Xstrata’s copper, coal, and mineral produc-small Italian investors out of their money, in 35,orunder40 in othervariants, outofSocial
Security entirely and into Wall Street invest-order to get rid of the high-risk bonds based tion, and is an aggressive user of financial

derivatives. Xstrata’s bid for WMC requiredon Argentine debt. Benvenuto said that he ment accounts. He has attributed the origin
of these schemes to his discussions with U.S.finally got so angry at the bank’s harassment clearance by Costello, under Australia’s for-

eign investment review rules. It is a contro-of his mother, that he told her to “tell them Federal Reserve Chairman Sir Alan Green-
span, and has said they discussed fundingI’m going to send the Carabinieri” (Italy’s versial decision, as leading members of the

Australian establishment had called for thenational police) if they didn’t stop calling them with “a trillion dollars or two from
the Treasury.”her. Australian government to nationalize

WMC, in order to stop it from falling intoMeanwhile, the Italian Banking Associ- However, belatedly realizing that the
days of Federal budget “surpluses” are longation, which has worked closely with vulture Xstrata’s hands. Costello’s decision only

gives Xstrata permission to buy; a biddingfund kingpin Nicola Stock against Argen- gone, O’Neill is now proposing (in a Feb. 15
Los Angeles Times op-ed) that the govern-tina, issued a panicked statement Feb. 15, war is now expected between it and Anglo-

American giants like Rio Tinto and BHP-proclaiming its innocence, claiming that by ment simply establish a savings account for
every child born, putting into it $2000/yearthe first half of 2001, Italian banks had Billiton.
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Lebanon’s Hariri Killed
To Make a ‘Clean Break’
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

The assassination of former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafiq The reason for this, one regional expert told EIR, is that
if Iran were attacked militarily by the United States or Israel,Hariri, in Beirut on Feb. 14, was a carefully planned and

executed act, geared to trigger a chain reaction of events in the Islamic Republic would respond asymmetrically, un-
leashing allied and sympathetic Shi’ite forces in the Persianthe region, that would conform with the long-standing policy

of the neo-conservative junta running Washington. Gulf and in Lebanon: Hezbollah’s capabilities to target Israel
could be effectively deployed. Thus, the source said, the needTo understand the why of the assassination—although the

material perpetrator, the who, remains unclear—one must to eliminate the Lebanese-based Shi’ite Hezbollah as a factor,
and at the same time neutralize Syria, before moving againstlook back at the 1996 policy paper prepared under the supervi-

sion of now-Vice President Dick Cheney, and his neo-con Tehran.
The stage for the immediate destabilization was set diplo-task force of Richard Perle, Doug Feith, David and Meyrav

Wurmser, et al. Entitled “Clean Break: A New Strategy for matically by UN Resolution 1559, presented by the U.S. and
France together, and at the forefront of recent discussionsSecuring the Realm,” this paper outlined a scenario whereby

the 1993 Oslo Accords between Israel and the Palestinian between Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and French
President Jacques Chirac. UN Resolution 1559, adopted lastAuthority would be torn to shreds, and, first Iraq, then Syria,

Lebanon, Hezbollah, and Iran, would be targetted for military September, demands the termination of the Syrian presence
in Lebanon (estimated to be 15,000 troops) and the disarmingassault and political destabilization.

The document flatly stated that Israel should engage of the Hezbollah. Instead of mounting an Israeli assault di-
rectly on Syria—which would have provoked an international“Hisbollah, Syria, and Iran, as the principal agents of aggres-

sion in Lebanon, including by . . . establishing the precedent outcry—a flanking operation was launched, with a terrorist
act that would trigger mass forces on the ground to movethat Syrian territory is not immune to attacks emanating from

Lebanon by Israeli proxy forces [and] striking Syrian military against the Syrian presence.
Thus, the assassination of Hariri.targets in Lebanon, and should that prove insufficient, striking

at select targets in Syria proper.” Furthermore, it said, Israel
should divert “Syria’s attention by using Lebanese opposition Hariri: ‘Mr. Lebanon’

Rafiq Hariri, a building magnate, was Lebanese Primeelements to destabilize Syrian control of Lebanon.” The paper
also called for focussing on “removing Saddam Hussein from Minister from 1992-1998 and again from 2000-2004, when

he resigned, in protest over the re-election of Presidentpower in Iraq. . . .”
The outcome of the regional convulsions provoked by the Lahoud, who was backed by Syria. He was known for his

key international connections, both with the Saudi Royal“Clean Break” doctrine, was to be a new Middle East, with
Israel hegemonic in the region, presiding over a series of Family (he became their personal contractor after building

a palace for a member of the Saudi Royal Family in Taef,newly balkanized states, run by puppet regimes. The Bush
Administration has recently restated its intention to pick off Saudi Arabia in 1977), and with French President Jacques

Chirac. Hariri invested massively in rebuilding Beirut afterthese governments, dubbed “outposts of tyranny,” one by one.
The order in which they were to be hit was assumed to start the civil war, and made an estimated $3.8 billion. Thus he

was considered “Mr. Lebanon,” and enjoyed broad popularwith Iran. Instead, Syria was moved into first place.
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support. After he resigned in protest against Syria, he ethnic/religious/sectarian entities. Tensions among factions
in the country had been heating up prior to the Hariri assassi-became a symbol for the opposition. Any harm done to

Hariri would automatically unleash factional strife and anti- nation. Walid Jumblatt, for example, speaking to Christian
Maronites at St. Joseph University, accused “elements” of theSyria protests.

As soon as the news of the brutal car bomb explosion Syrian Baath Party of killing his father in 1975. The Baath
party then demanded that Jumblatt be prosecuted in Lebanonbroke, crowds of Lebanese opposition forces, who saw Hariri

as one of their own, took to the streets. At his funeral on for slander.
Meanwhile, members of the Lebanese government ac-Feb. 16, hundreds of thousands demonstrated, demanding the

expulsion of the Syrians. At the same time, before any investi- cused opposition figures of being tools of the United States
and Israel. The Mufti of Lebanon, Mohammad Khabani,gation had yielded any leads, a well-rehearsed chorus pinned

the blame on Syria. Exiled Lebanese political figure Michel added fuel to the fire, when he stated that the Sunnis in Leba-
non believed that they were being targetted through the mur-Aoun, for example, stated categorically from Paris: “They

[the Syrians] are responsible. It’s they who control the secu- der of Hariri, who was a Sunni. As journalist Robert Fisk,
who was on site when the bombing occurred, stressed in therity and intelligence services” in Beirut. Druze leader Walid

Jumblatt, now with the opposition, echoed Aoun’s words, as British paper the Independent: “Anyone setting out to murder
Hariri would know how this could reopen all the fissures ofdid Israeli Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom.

After lodging an official diplomatic note of protest with the civil war from 1975 to 1990.”
the Syrian government, U.S. Secretary of State Rice ordered
the withdrawal of U.S. Ambassador Margaret Scobey from Iran and Syria Close Ranks

In response to the propaganda barrage aimed againstDamascus. “The proximate cause was Lebanon,” Rice told
the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, “but unfortu- Syria, the government strengthened its strategic alliance with

Iran, another neo-con target. Syrian Prime Minister Moham-nately we have an increasing list of problems with Syria.” U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State William Burns, who attended the mad Naji al-Otari visited Tehran, and after talks with Iranian

First Vice President Mohammad Reza Aref, stated: “Thisfuneral, said that Hariri’s death “should give renewed impetus
to achieving a free, independent, and sovereign Lebanon. meeting, which takes place at this sensitive time, is important,

especially because Syria and Iran face several challenges andWhat that means is the complete and immediate withdrawal
by Syria.” it is necessary to build a common front.” The two discussed

increasing cooperation in transportation, oil, irrigation, en-In a press conference on Feb. 17, President Bush went
further, saying, “[W]e’ve talked clearly to Syria about . . . ergy, and trade, as part of their “common front,” and Aref

pledged Iran’s support.making sure that their territory is not used by former Iraqi
Baathists to spread havoc and kill innocent lives. We expect More significant, strategically, is the support which

Moscow has lent to both Syria and Iran. Flying in the face ofthem [Syria] to find and turn over former regime—Saddam
regime supporters, send them back to Iraq. . . .” Israeli and U.S. protests, Russian President Vladimir Putin

sent a letter to Israeli Prime Minister Sharon, one day afterBut why would Syria, already politically targetted, kill
Hariri, when it would obviously be the first place at which Hariri’s assassination, saying that Russia would fulfill its

pledge to sell Syria vehicle-mounted anti-aircraft missiles.accusing fingers would be pointed? “What exactly would the
Syrians gain from this?” asked Rime Allaf, Middle East ana- The next day, Feb. 16, Colonel-General Leonid Ivashov, for-

mer senior member of the Russian Defense Ministry, andlyst at the Royal Institute for International Affairs in London.
“It doesn’t make any sense. The first people who will be hurt currently president of the Academy of Geopolitical Problems,

warned: “Should an aggression be launched against Iran, theby this is Syria. Given the chaos in Lebanon and the rising
anger between the factions, analytically Syria loses a lot by war will come to Russian borders.” Hassan Rowhani, head of

the Iranian Supreme National Security Council (and a negoti-this,” Allaf told Aljazeera.net.
A Syrian analyst at the Middle East Institute in Washing- ator on nuclear issues), visited Moscow for talks with Defense

Minister Sergei Ivanov. And on Feb. 26, the head of the Rus-ton, told Aljazeera, “The Syrians are not crazy and they are
not going to be assassinating Lebanese officials.” He pointed sian Federation Atomic Energy Agency, Alexander Rum-

yantsev, is expected in Iran, to sign the final agreements onto the fact that the Syrians had been engaging in dialogue with
the opposition. Others noted that Hezbollah, another prime the Bushehr nuclear reactor. According to regional sources,

Russia has de facto established guarantees for Iran’s security,suspect, had been lying low in the recent period, on the recom-
mendation of Syria and Iran, both eager to avoid confron- and is beefing up its southern border, from the Black Sea into

Central Asia, a signal that Moscow is taking the threats againsttation.
Iran and Syria very seriously.

One Iranian official summed up his view of the situationChaos and Civil War
The easiest way for the “Clean Break” scenario to be by saying, “The Third World War has already begun.” Unless

the political opposition inside the U.S. takes over policy-mak-implemented now, would be through a new civil war in Leba-
non, which would lead to the balkanization of the country into ing soon, that indeed is the danger.
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region,” Schröder urged.
Wehrkunde Conference Report German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer, in his speech

Feb. 13, also frankly told the Bush Administration to “engage
positively . . . to substantially strengthen the European drive.”
And he added, in apparent congruence with Iran’s views on
the matter, “if the whole process collapsed, then we wouldSchröder Drops
have to go to the [United Nations] Security Council.” Sanc-
tions against Iran would be counterproductive, Fischer‘A Munich Bombshell’
warned, as they could “strengthen hardline elements in the
Iranian government. . . . Iran is not Saddam Hussein. There,by Rainer Apel
we have a contradictory mixture of very dark elements and
democratic elements.”

A meeting of 400 top officials and defense experts of predomi- Fischer and Struck emphasized that a diplomatic deal with
Tehran would only work if Iran’s legitimate security concernsnantly NATO countries on Feb. 11-13 in Germany revealed

that the Bush Administration’s new “charm offensive” has were properly taken into consideration. But U.S. Sen. John
McCain’s (R-Ariz.) open endorsement of “Ukrainian-stylebeen a dud. German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder made that

clear, in his speech to the 41st Munich Conference on Security regime change in Tehran,” which did not draw any criticism
from among the American delegation in Munich, showed thatPolicy (known as the “Wehrkunde Meeting”), in which he

laid out a quite different perspective for transatlantic rela- the aim of diplomacy (if there is any at all) on the U.S. side
apparently is to interfere in Iran’s sovereign affairs.tions, than that upheld by the U.S. representatives there. The

“new Rumsfeld,” a role performed by an over-jovial U.S. Rumsfeld’s references to Iraq and Afghanistan as being the
alleged beacons of “new democracy,” as opposed to Iran,Secretary of Defense in Munich, failed to smooth over the

deep transatlantic differences, and neither did U.S. Secretary underlined the prevailing U.S. approach, which the Europe-
ans are concerned about.of State Condoleezza Rice’s blitz tour of Europe the week

before. For those who wanted to listen, the speech given in Mu-
nich by Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister Gholamali Khosh-The fact that the same old Bush Administration policy

remains in place, behind this public relations maneuver of the roo on Feb. 12, provided additional evidence that neither Iraq
nor Afghanistan is in reality what McCain or Rumsfeld pre-second Bush Administration, was not missed by the European

attendees at the Munich conference. The “in your face” for- tend they are: Khoshroo said that unlike the pre-war Iraq of
Saddam Hussein, today’s Iraq is a vast breeding ground formulation which Rumsfeld used repeatedly in Munich, that

“the mission determines the coalition, and not the other way domestic and international terrorism, and Afghanistan, since
the U.S. military attack, has turned into the world’s largestaround” (meaning that the Bush Administration will cooper-

ate with NATO only if it serves its own designs), revealed that farming area of opium-producing poppy.
nothing has changed with the re-elected Bush. The Munich
debates on the Iran issue showed how deep the transatlantic Schröder Demands a New Approach by NATO

But the Iran controversy was overshadowed by the bigfrictions are: The Europeans want diplomacy, to end Iran’s
isolation, whereas the Bush team wants to increase the isola- impact made by the remarks of Chancellor Schröder on the

issue of “NATO reform.” He began his speech with a refer-tion—not only with diplomacy but also with military threats.
The Bush Administration has not given any indication of ac- ence to the unprecedented, worldwide solidarity for the vic-

tims of the tsunami catastrophe in the Indian Ocean region,tive support for the Europe-Iran diplomacy; rather, the im-
pression in Europe is that the American side prefers to wait saying that it implied a mandate for a new approach to the

challenge of economic development. “Poverty and underde-for a deadlock or failure of the talks, in order to forge ahead
with their own approach. velopment pose no less a threat” than the “proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction and instability caused by failingIn his keynote address to the conference, Chancellor
Schröder (whose speech was read by German Defense Minis- states,” Schröder said, urging that the “modernization crisis

in many parts of the world” must be overcome, because thister Peter Struck, because Schröder was ill) uncharacteristi-
cally and bluntly addressed the Bush Administration’s views has direct implications also for the ongoing debate about a

reform of the transatlantic alliance.on Iran in unmistakable language: “I want the U.S. Adminis-
tration to actively support the Europeans’ diplomatic efforts. “The maxim continues to apply: Close transatlantic ties

are in the interests of Germany, Europe, and America,” theWe must overcome Iran’s massive isolation. For Iran will
only abandon its nuclear ambitions for good, if its economic Chancellor said. “However, we cannot look to the past when

it comes to translating this maxim into policies, as is so oftenas well as its legitimate security interests, are safeguarded.”
The Iran issue must be discussed also in “a dialogue with the the case when transatlantic loyalty oaths are made. Rather, we

must adapt to the new circumstances. . . . In fact, the strategicregion to develop sustainable security structures for the Gulf
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German Chancellor Gerhard
Schröder shocked the Munich
Conference on Security Policy by
stating that “poverty and
underdevelopment pose no less a
threat” than the “proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction and
instability caused by failing
states.” Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld, shown here
addressing the conference, had no
comment.

challenges lie today beyond the North Atlantic Alliance’s clear after the Munich conference, that he would address the
other leaders of NATO at their meeting in Brussels with Presi-former zone of mutual assistance, and they do not primarily

require military responses. In Asia, China and India are dent Bush on Feb. 22, on more details of his thoughts.
The German Chancellor, who began receiving more sup-emerging as new world powers whose weight will have an

impact not just on the region but on global politics as well. port from prominent figures on the European side of NATO
and from the European Union after the first two or three daysAnd, the enemies we are facing today are no longer function-

ing states with a defined territory, but the new global risks.” of initial shock after his Munich speech, reiterated his views
in an interview Feb. 16, with the leading German businessBearing a greater role for international stability and order,

Germany also sees that this brings with it the “right to be daily Handelsblatt. Schröder said that despite the heavy criti-
cism which his proposal had drawn, which he thought wasinvolved in decision-making,” Schröder said. “Our wish to

see Germany become a permanent member of the UN Secu- unfounded, he sticks to his idea; namely, to “first have strate-
gic discussions, before political decisions in NATO arerity Council derives from this need to base responsibility on

legitimacy. I believe that the transatlantic partnership must taken.” He welcomed the offer made by Secretary of State
Rice during her recent visit to Germany, whereby a “newtake such changes into consideration, and to be honest, it does

so insufficiently at present. This becomes clear when we look chapter of transatlantic relations” should be opened between
Germany and the United States. But Schröder added that heat the institutions which are supposed to serve this partner-

ship. The admission of new members is proof that NATO saw the Bush visit to Mainz, on Feb. 23, as an opportunity
to reaffirm that transatlantic commitment by entering a newcontinues to be attractive. And NATO’s presence in Afghani-

stan has highlighted how helpful its military organization can dialogue—on the level of true partnership.
As far as Iran was concerned, Schröder reiterated that thebe even in distant crises. However, it is no longer the primary

venue where transatlantic partners discuss and coordinate policy of his government and of the EU was very clear: Iran
must renounce possession of nuclear weapons, but negotia-strategies.”

Questions related to this, Schröder added, would and tions can only be successful between the EU and Iran, if the
“linkage is made with economic and security cooperation.”should be on the agenda of talks with President Bush during

the latter’s visit to Europe and Germany, Feb. 22-23. Schröder The ideal solution would be if both the United States and
Europe would guarantee such an agreement, Schröder noted,proposed that the reform of the Western alliance, as outlined

by him, should also be discussed by a “high-ranking panel of adding that he opposed “automatically” implementing puni-
tive measures against Iran. “I am against military interven-independent figures from both sides of the Atlantic.”

These bold assertions are being described by conference tion, but in any case, let’s not speculate,” he said, also refusing
to answer a question about whether he thought the Iraq experi-participants as “Schröder’s Munich bombshell.” The “new”

Rumsfeld was apparently taken by total surprise, indicated ment would be repeated by the United States in Iran.
The upshot of the Munich conference: The transatlanticby his refusal, when asked during the discussion period, to

comment on Schröder’s remarks; Rumsfeld said that he first row since the Iraq War has grown deeper. The other message
from Munich is that some Europeans are ready for a new kindhad “to read the text.” The majority of even the German media

ran alarmist reports indicating that Schröder intended to “un- of cooperation on economic development to eradicate poverty
in the developing sector, a necessary precondition for peace.dermine or abandon NATO.” Schröder, for his part, made it
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Administration attitude has encouraged hostile anti-U.S. re-
marks in Europe. Some British newspapers even suggested
that the U.S. benign neglect is due to the fact that the Afghan
heroin gets consumed in Russia and western Europe, and doesAfghan Drugs Spiral
not reach the shores of the United States.

Out of Control
The Journey of Mules

In the Spring of 2002, the British newspaper the Guardianby Ramtanu Maitra
reported a warning issued by the British police and intelli-
gence agencies, which had said Britain was facing a poten-

In early February, the Kabul government declared that opium tially huge increase in heroin trafficking because of massive
and unchecked replanting of the opium crop in Afghanistan.output in 2005 will be significantly less than last year’s. The

likely drop in production follows three years of production The Guardian pointed out that the heroin assault on Brit-
ain was generated by the Afghan drug traffickers with theboom. Habibullah Qaderi, head of the newly established

counter-narcotics ministry under President Hamid Karzai, es- help of Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) agency,
ostensibly one of Washington’s favorite allies. In reality, thistimated a 30-50% reduction in cultivation this year. “I want

to see it with my own eyes,” said Antonio Maria Costa, execu- link-up got developed in the 1980s when the Afghan mujahi-
deen, backed by the U.S. and Pakistani intelligence agencies,tive director of the Vienna-based UN Office on Drugs and

Crime, prior to his departure for Afghanistan. were battling the Soviet army.
Broadly speaking, there are three routes through whichIf the news turns out to be true, no one will be happier

than the law-enforcing authorities in Europe, and Europeans the Afghan opiates travel to Europe. These are: the “North-
ern” route passing through Central Asia and Russia; thein general. The flow of hundreds of tons of heroin through

Central Asia, Russia, and eastern Europe into the farthest “Southern” one through the Balkans; and the third one is
through Iran via Pakistan.corner of western Europe has created a massive security prob-

lem. Europeans will be watching this year’s crop particularly, According to the UN estimates, 65% of Afghan opiates
pass through Central Asia, and there is no question that thissince the Karzai government has categorically rejected the

U.S. State Department’s approval to spray the poppy fields route is growing in importance every year. But before the
Afghan opiate heads westward, it gets converted into heroin.from the air. The spraying has not begun yet, but unless Kabul

succeeds in cutting down opium production significantly, the The precursor chemicals required for this process, such as
acetic anhydride, are often diverted illegally from factories inspraying will begin, with attendant harmful health effects on

the population. Uzbekistan or Turkmenistan. From these states, the lethal
consignments—hidden in truckloads of raisins or walnuts,The entire Eurasian continent has been affected by the

proliferation of Afghan opiates, which are reaching almost disguised as bags of flour, or transported in rusting Soviet-era
railway cars—travel to western Europe. The route followsall European countries by road, rail, and sea. Afghan opiates

have penetrated thoroughly as far into Europe as Portugal the old Silk Road into Russia, the Baltic states, Poland,
Ukraine, and the Czech Republic. From there, it runs throughand also the sparsely populated far eastern reaches of Russia.

Western Europe is the main market for heroin transported via Scandinavia, Germany, and points farther west.
the southern Balkan route, but it is also the countries bordering
Afghanistan—Russia, Central Asia and the Caucasus, Iran, Old Silk Road/New Drug Route

Suddenly the old silk routes were revived, to let the Af-Pakistan—and eastern Europe, which are acting as conduits
bringing Afghanistan’s main produce into Europe. ghan opium and heroin move up north. Rashid Alimov, Taji-

kistan’s UN representative, said his country was a victim ofWith almost $600 billion in drug money laundered annu-
ally through financial markets and international banks, there an “opium tsunami” and “narcotic aggression.” Tajikistan

claimed to have experienced a 250% increase in drug traffick-is no doubt that some U.S. and European banks routinely
profit from laundering the proceeds from the Afghan drug- ing between 1998 and 1999 alone. His Uzbek counterpart,

Kamol Dusmetov, reported a 600% increase during the samegenerated cash. The former editor of the Geopolitical Drug
Dispatch, Alain Labrousse, has estimated that 80% of the period, while in Kyrgyzstan the Interior Minister reported a

1,600% increase in illicit drugs seizures between 1999 andprofits from drug trafficking ends up in the banks of the
wealthy countries or their branches in the underdeveloped 2000, including an 800% increase in heroin alone.

The area north of the Pyandze River separating Tajikistancountries, where legal control is weaker.
But what angers the Europeans is the United States’ “be- from Afghanistan, has become the main corridor for Afghan

opiates traveling to the emerging Russian market and the tra-nign neglect” toward the bumper opium and heroin produc-
tion in Afghanistan during the last three years, since the ditional European markets. Travelling from Ishkoshim to

Nijni Pandj, drug traffickers have turned Khorog into a mainUnited States has had control over that country. This Bush
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transit town, from where the main road from Badakhshoni The Balkan Route
As new routes were established to link the Balkan nationsKuhi province in Tajikistan led, via the Tajik capital,

Dushanbe, to Osh in Kyrgyzstan, and to the Ferghana Valley. with eastern Europe, police reports show that almost the entire
gamut of criminal activity was taken over by ethnic-AlbanianAfghan opiates are then carried westward to the Caspian Sea,

Azerbaijan, and Georgia, or northward, through Kazakstan to syndicates as drug-smugglers. These syndicates, whose ori-
gins are likely in Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia, or in the long-Russia. A poorly manned border in Turkmenistan has invited

a massive influx of Afghan opiates in recent years. Many established Albanian communities of southern Italy, have ap-
parently made peace with Serbian gangsters. They share withmajor seizures have been reported in Kushka, the main border

post between Afghanistan and Turkmenistan. them the proceeds from drug and gun running, as well as the
trafficking in prostitutes from Ukraine, Romania, andRussian and Kazak authorities mention the leading role

of Tajik drug traffickers: One-third of traffickers arrested on Moldova. According to Europol, ethnic Albanian drug-run-
ning families are almost impossible to penetrate because ofthe Dushanbe-Saratov train are Tajik, and Russian police

forces in Irkustk have declared that they seized heroin in the closeness of the family-structure and clan-structure, and
the difficulty of the language.trucks driven by traffickers suspected of being Tajik special

services personnel. In Kazakstan, in January 2000, a Tajik In Prague, Albanians are fighting turf wars to oust Ukrai-
nians who still control the heroin trade there, while in London,police officer was caught preparing to deliver 7 kilograms of

heroin to a senior Tajik official, while in May of the same Jamaican drug dealers complain of Albanian violence toward
the east European prostitutes they control. When police inyear, 62 kg of heroin was seized from the car of the Tajik

Ambassador to Kazakstan. According to the Russian Interior Oslo made Norway’s largest-ever heroin seizure in 2002, they
discovered that former fighters from the Kosovo LiberationMinistry, in 2000, half the heroin penetrating Russia came

through Kazakstan. Army (KLA) controlled the drug-distribution chain in Nor-
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way. Heroin-dealing in Switzerland is dominated by Alba-
Grigori Bondarevskynians. It is also said that much of the money made through

drug trafficking was used to buy arms for the rebels fighting
in Macedonia and in a strip of southern Serbia.

In western Europe, less than an hour’s drive from Vienna,
where the UN bureaucrats monitor the Afghan opiates’ move- Remembering a Great
ments, the town of Graz serves as a sort of nodal point for
connections to the Balkans. Again, reports indicate that the Scientist of History
heroin dealers who operate in Graz are from northern Albania,
plying their trade in western Europe. by Mary Burdman

The southern, or Balkan, route goes through Turkmeni-
stan, across the Caspian Sea, into the Caucasus, then into

The legendary Russian Professor Grigori Lvovich Bondarev-Turkey, from where the heroin is shipped to Albania and
Italy. Other consignments cross Bulgaria and Macedonia in sky (1920-2003), Academician of the Academy of Social Sci-

ences, was honored at a memorial meeting at the Institutecontainer trucks, finding their way to Serbia, Hungary, and
Austria. A second route goes through Albania, then across of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences in

Moscow on Feb. 9, to mark his 85th birthday anniversary.the Adriatic in speed-boats on nocturnal dashes to beaches on
the eastern coast of Puglia, and then by motorway into Aus- For more than 60 years, Bondarevsky was the great

pioneer of Russian oriental studies, bringing an ever-growingtria. A third route involves container vessels sailing from
Constantza, on the Black Sea, to Turkey and on to Italy. knowledge of history, and a commitment to truth, to his

work. This work included advising Soviet and Russian gov-Several other ex-Soviet republics, including Ukraine, Be-
larus, and Lithuania, with good road and rail routes, have been ernments on Indian, South Asian, Islamic, and Central Asian

affairs during six decades; training and advising some 100described in U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) reports
as having become increasingly important conduits for heroin candidates for advanced academic degress; ceaseless activity

in building relations between his nation and his belovedfrom Afghanistan. Meanwhile, the German authorities have
been struggling to stem the flow of drugs coming through India, Kuwait, Iran, Cambodia, Great Britain, and other na-

tions; writing 27 books and more than 300 articles; andPoland. In 1999, for example, 80% of all heroin stopped on
Germany’s borders was seized at the Polish frontier. Euro- amassing his great pride: his 7,000-volume library and ar-

chive of articles and reports going back half a century. Thepean authorities are particularly concerned by the arrival on
the international market of a strain of high-grade narcotic Professor was murdered on Aug. 8, 2003, while he was at

work on a report on the situation in Chechenya for theknown as Heroin No. 4, or white heroin, which is estimated
to be at least 80% pure. Recent seizures in Germany, Turkey, Russian goverment.

The Professor was a dear friend, consultant, and teacherFinland, and Poland have all proved to be white heroin trans-
shipped via Central Asia from Pakistan and Afghanistan. for my husband Mark Burdman, who himself died a year later,

on July 8, 2004. He was also a great friend and collaborator
of Lyndon and Helga LaRouche.The Third Route

The third route runs through Pakistan, Iran, and Turkey, The distinguished participants and speakers at the memo-
rial in Moscow included Prof. Rostislav Rybakov, Directorand was once arguably the main route for Afghan opiates to

get into Europe. In 1998 in Khorasan, opiate seizures by Iranian of the Institute of Oriental Studies; Prof. Anatoly Khazanov,
head of the Institute’s Department of International Relations,authoritiesaccounted forabout 40% ofall such seizures world-

wide, with the country as a whole accounting for 85% of which was founded by Bondarevsky; Academician V.S. My-
asnikov, Deputy Director of the Institute of Far Eastern Stud-worldwide opiate seizures. Iran shares borders with Afghani-

stan and Pakistan, and was a convenient outlet for Afghan ies; Prof. Tatiana Shaumian, Director of the Center for Indian
Studies; Prof. Leonid Medvedko of the Orient Institute; Pro-opiates on their way to the main consumer market, Europe.

A 2,440-km-long coastline also makes Iran highly attrac- fessors Mikhail Savin and Nicolay Merzlikin of the Institute
of Social-Political Studies of the Russian Academy of Sci-tive to maritime drug traffickers. In Iran, as well as in Pakistan,

anti-drug-trafficking operations are characterized by their ex- ences; and his daughter, Dr. Lyubov Bondarevsky.
The theme that ran through all the speakers’ words, wastreme violence: Drug traffickers are typically armed with

weapons such as rocket-propelled grenade launchers, and the Professor’s great commitment to truth. For him, history
was a science, and its reality could only be established bylarge-scale battles are regularly waged with Iranian law en-

forcement authorities. During 20 years of anti-drug opera- looking at the real historic records. He spent many years of
intensive work in the vast archives of Russia, India, Greattions, Iran has lost close to 3,000 men on active duty. Iran’s

anti-drug-trafficking effort is subsidized by Switzerland, Brit- Britain, the United States, and other nations, establishing
what actually happened in important events in history. Heain, and Germany.
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also, every day, gathered information on what was happening
in the world, from the news media and from his great number
of friends and contacts in many countries. For him, there were
no “current events”; there was always current history.

A Living Legend
I can only highlight the proceedings of the Moscow

meeting, which was done in the Russian manner, in a series
Grigory L.of tributes. Director Rybakov expressed his appreciation that
Bondarevsky, aso many—some 40 people attended—had come during a
brilliant and

busy day, to commemorate this man. Every time he heard original thinker,
Bondarevsky speak, the Director said, he would be amazed pioneered in the

Soviet and Russianat his fundamental approach to every issue, and the breadth
study of history,of his knowledge; it always seemed impossible that someone
especially thecould be so well educated, and so serious about so many
colonial and post-

issues. Always, Bondarevsky had a remarkable ability to colonial history of
look ahead, not only in his own work, but for that of his Asia.
many collaborators. He was also a true citizen of Russia.
He had many reasons to be disappointed in his life, but
never allowed this to stop his work. He was not just the
contemporary of his colleagues, but a contemporary of those doctoral thesis, written on the Berlin-to-Baghdad railroad in

1949, remains the classic work on the subject in Russia today,who will come after us.
Professor Khazanov, who chaired the meeting, called as does his famous, 2,000-page second thesis, later published

in 1968 as Russia and the Persian Gulf. All of modern RussianBondarevsky a brilliant and original thinker. The importance
of his work, especially the colonial and post-colonial history Oriental studies are based on Bondarevsky’s work on the

Baghdad railroad, Khazanov said.of the nations of West, South, and Central Asia, was compa-
rable to that of Heinrich Schliemann in Troy. Khazanov then
quoted Helga Zepp-LaRouche’s commemoration of Bondar- Rings in the Water

Professor Medvedko said that to judge about someoneevsky in the Sept. 26, 2003 issue of EIR: “In an extraordinary
way, his loss meakes clear that human individuals are unique who has passed away, you must think of his life as a stone

thrown into water: You can only truly understand it, whenand irreplaceable; and even though this saying is always
true, so much more huge is the gap in the ranks of his you see the rings which spread out, farther and farther. The

ripples from Bondarevsky’s life are spreading ever wider.contemporaries, which he leaves behind. The Professor was
a completely extraordinary personality, an intellectual of In Russia today, there is much controversy over heritage,

including that of the state. There is material heritage, but theregenius . . . and the lack of him makes Russia and the world
a bit poorer.” is another heritage, that of the soul. This is something much

greater, and can live much longer. Bondarevsky’s heritage,The full scope of Bondarevsky’s personality, said Khaza-
nov, is not yet properly evaluated; it may well be that he will said Medvedko, is clear: the group of scholars to whom he

passed his knowledge. His heritage also includes his greatbe understood only by the next generation. He was a living
legend. Khazanov then described Bondarevsky’s remarkable library, now carrying his work further among his friends

and collaborators.career and work. The Professor built his academic work on
evidence, not myths, as the many stories he himself told dem- Academician Myasnikov praised Bondarevsky’s energy,

and his love for Russia. His work for the Russian governmentonstrate. He was always working, no matter what hit him. His
life proved how talent, and a love for truth and science, can was of great importance, especially his understanding of the

history and causes of critical conflict areas, including Afghan-bring a man to great heights.
Professor Khazanov, and every other speaker, also paid istan. Bondarevsky had a great gift of foreseeing events in the

international arena, and at the same time proposing manytribute to Alexandra Arkadievna, the Professor’s beloved
wife of 62 years, and his best friend, collaborator, and helper steps to prevent or lessen conflicts. Professors Savin and

Merzlikin of the Institute for Socio-Political Research empha-in all his work. She herself had degrees in medicine and his-
tory, but dedicated her life to his work. sized that Bondarevsky was a scientist at the highest level,

who managed to reflect all the processes of our time.Khazanov’s words, that only in the future will the full
scope of Bondarevsky’s personality be understood, were The speakers at the memorial included Prof. Raila Muki-

mdjanova of the Oriental Institute, who had been Bondarev-echoed by every other speaker. It was proposed that Bonda-
revsky’s key writings be re-published. The Professor’s first sky’s student decades ago in Tashkent; Prof. Vitaly Sheremet
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of the Orient Institute; Dmitry Kasatkin of the journal Issues in the London Public Records Office, the world’s greatest
archive, in the Professor’s view.of Asia and Africa Today; Prof. Mikhail Burian of the Center

of Oriental Studies of the University of Lugansk in Ukraine; In 1968, he was the first Soviet scholar to visit Cambodia;
in 1969, he led a delegation of Soviet scholars to Iran; in 1971,and myself. Dr. Lyubov Bondarevsky, herself a historian of

the railroads of Persia and Iran, and who has done so much he was first Soviet scholar to meet the Dalai Lama in India.
He was also awarded honorary degrees in Great Britain.since her father’s death to catalogue and distribute his books

and papers, said she had, through this process, truly learned India was his greatest love. In Taskhent, Bondarevsky had
received Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru during histo know him.

I spoke, representing the Schiller Institute, to bring the 1955 visit to the Soviet Union. Bondarevsky committed him-
self to ensuring that Nehru’s book, Glimpses of World His-greetings of Lyndon and Helga LaRouche to the memorial

meeting. I described the impact of Bondarevsky’s great vision tory, would be published in the Soviet Union. He edited the
Russian translation and saw through the remarkable achieve-of Eurasian cooperation on the work of the Schiller Institute.

In many ways, the thinking of Bondarevsky cohered with ment of its eventual publication in 1981. Later, Bondarevsky
had numerous meetings with Prime Ministers Indira Gandhithat of Lyndon LaRouche, particularly in their conception of

“current events” as, in reality, current history. The Professor and Rajiv Gandhi, and many other Indian leaders and schol-
ars. He was a recipient of the International Jawaharlal Nehruwas also committed to using his profound knowledge of his-

tory, to change its course, as demonstrated by his proposal to Award, and in 2000, President Raman Narayanan received
him at his official residence to award one of India’s highestHelga LaRouche in 1991, to set up the Committee to Save the

Children of Iraq. honors, the Padma Shri medal. These honors will go on dis-
play at the Historical Museum of Russia next month.The Geistesmassen, the “thought objects,” created by

Bondarevsky’s wonderful mind, certainly live on after his The Professor also became an expert on the history of
Kuwait, which knowledge became of great value in Augustdeath. When LaRouche recently proposed the cooperation of

nations to ensure the vital supplies of raw materials, we knew 1990. He demonstrated how dubious it was, that the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait had “surprised” the United States, andthat this was something that the Professor would agree was

“of greatest importance.” that the Iraqi-Kuwaiti border had been established in the pre-
vious century.

His Life
Grigori Bondarevsky, who was born in Odessa, was ad- Russian Patriot

Professor Bondarevsky summed up much of his own lifemitted to Moscow State University in 1939, a remarkable
achievement for a Jew in those times. Already then, he got work, in a 1998 interview with Kuwaiti television. Asked why

he dedicated his life to history, the Professor said: “We havehis first precious permission to go into Russian Archives; he
preserved his Archives pass to the end of his life. After the to understand the importance of history for the contemporary

world. Look at the great political mistakes which have beenGerman invasion of the Soviet Union, Bondarevsky served
in the Soviet special forces, and was among the elite troops made. When Napoleon invaded Russia, he had the arrogant

illusion that the Russian peasants would support him. Napo-deployed to protect Joseph Stalin during the Tehran Confer-
ence with Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston Churchill, in leon put out leaflets, claiming he would free the serfs. But

instead, the peasants went into the woods, and became parti-late 1943. In 1945, because of his great knowledge of Central
Asia, he was sent to Tashkent, where he became Deputy Prime sans, fighting and defeating Napoleon. This was the reality:

This was the real beginning of the Russian nation. OthersMinister of Uzbekistan and also founded the Chair of Oriental
Studies at the University of Central Asia. should have understood this history.”

He described Russia’s unique role as a Eurasian nation,He returned to Moscow in 1956, where he carried on his
work at the Institute of Oriental Studies, founding its Depart- and how this contributed to his own work. Russia lived for

250 years under the Tartars, and as a result is much nearer toment of International Relations in 1956, and creating a bril-
liant team of scholars. From the 1960s, his great project was Asia than Western Europeans are, politically and culturally.

He also stated his profound love for his country. He wasstudying the colonial policies of Western powers, especially
Great Britain, in the East. After 1976, Bondarevsky moved asked what he thought about so many Russian scientists now

going to the United States or Europe to live and work. Bonda-to the Institute for Socio-Political Research of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, and was elected Academician of the revsky himself had been invited to move to Britain, to take

up a chair at one of its leading universities, but he had refused.Russian Academy of Social Sciences in 1995.
His remarkable work in the national archives of India, “You have only one motherland in your life,” the Professor

said. “It may not be easy, it is not alway easy to be a scholarselecting and copying some 74,000 pages of historic docu-
ments, enabled him to bring this material to the Oriental Insti- in Russia, but it is your country. You have to defend it with

your brains.” Certainly Grigori Bondarevsky’s great brain,tute in 1978, where they form an invaluable resource today.
Many of these documents were duplicates of originals held was, and remains, a national treasure of Russia.
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Janus: very redoubtable and stern, with a patriotic flavor, for
From the EIR Berlin Seminar domestic consumption; and very shy, modest, and humble

towards the outside audience. The only problem is not to
allow somebody to perceive these two sides of the face simul-
taneously, and be shocked by the two disparate facial expres-
sions. It is noteworthy that exactly in the period when theAScientific Strategy for
reins of government are in hands of the so-called Petersburg
group, we are very close to the total annihilation of theEurasianDevelopment
achievements (geopolitical exploits) of former generations,
including Peter the Great. And in Ukraine, very soon, if thereby Dr. Yuri Gromyko
is a conflict between the inhabitants of the eastern regions of
Donbass, Dnipropetrovsk, and Crimea (who supported Yanu-

Dr. Gromyko is a member of the Moscow Academy of Culture kovych2) and the inhabitants of the western regions (backing
Yushchenko3), it may be decided by the EU leadership andand Educational Development. On Jan. 12-13, he was among

the 40 or so participants in an EIR seminar in Berlin based the NATO Council that the government of Ukraine is unrelia-
ble and that it is necessary to deploy NATO troops in theseon Lyndon LaRouche’s two breakthrough documents, “A Di-

alogue of Eurasian Civilizations: Earth’s Next Fifty Years” territories. So, this would be a NATO invasion of Russian
geopolitical areas. It is exactly what Karl XII [of Sweden](EIR, Jan. 7, 2005) and “Toward a Second Treaty of Westpha-

lia: The Coming Eurasian World” (EIR, Nov. 29, 2004). Con- tried to execute in the period before the Battle of Poltava.4

Of course this first, complete inner ring (no longer merelytinuing our coverage, which began with our Jan. 28 issue, we
publish here the text of Dr. Gromyko’s presentation, which an arc) of instability around Russia’s perimeter is coordinated

with an outer surrounding zone of smoldering and burninghe titled “A Scientific Strategy for Eurasian Development
Could Save Russia from the Approaching World Financial conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, the Palestinian territories, and

Kosovo. We are currently facing terrific possibilities of theTsunami, and Social Tsushima at Home.” Footnotes are the
author’s, unless indicated otherwise. exacerbation of continuous war without end in Iraq, and its

transfer to Syria, with Israeli participation, or even a new war
in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia. As LyndonThe Geopolitical Fault Line From Beslan, to

the Transfer of Ukraine’s ‘Orange Revolution’ LaRouche constantly stresses, because the whole world is
approaching very near to a financial tsunami, petroleum re-Into Russia

After Beslan1 and the alleged “orange revolution” in serves are very important for delaying an inevitable disaster
for some period of time.Ukraine, Russia is very close to the brink of geopolitical catas-

trophe—geopolitical disintegration. We do not have stable We in Russia live under the pressure of preparation for
the next terrorist attack after Beslan, which is a key elementborder areas, around the entire perimeter of the Russian Fed-

eration. We have the Caucasus, which has exploded, and tur- of the war declared against Russia, as Vladimir Putin has
emphasized. If the Beslan terror attack is compared with themoil between Georgia and North Ossetia, between Georgia

and the self-proclaimed independent state of Abkhazia, and— atrocities committed in a Russian theater during the Nord-Ost
show,5 we can see that the message of this attack has changedon Russian territory—the smoldering conflicts in Chechnya,

and instability in Ingushetia and Dagestan. The instability and addressees. The attack in the theater was directed against
Muscovites, and the content of message was the following:conflicts in Dagestan, a country of many ethnic groups and

many languages, are the key factor for smashing and breaking “You won’t have safe shelter and peace in Moscow, which
strives to be a European capital, until Putin withdraws troopsup all of Russia as a multi-ethnic and multi-confessional

entity. from Chechnya.”
We have instability near our eastern borders, where there

are a huge number of territorial claims from Japan and China. 2. Prime Minister Victor Yanukovych claimed victory in the October-No-
vember 2004 Presidential election in Ukraine, but the results were overturnedIt was decided to concede some of these claims, without even
after mass protests. (Editor’s note.)any coverage in the mass media. And right now, for example,
3. Victor Yushchenko won the re-vote of the Ukrainian Presidential electionin the Amur Region and Sakhalin Island, and in the Primorye
and is now President of Ukraine. (Editor’s note.)Region, we have continuous protests by public groups against
4. The Battle of Poltava, on July 8, 1709, was a turning point in the GreatRussian foreign policy.
North War (1700-21), when Peter the Great’s Russian forces repelled theRussian foreign policy today is organized as a two-faced
Swedish invasion of the Russian Empire. (Editor’s note.)

5. An armed band of Chechen separatists took the cast and audience hostage
during a Moscow performance of the musical Nord-Ost, in October 2002.1. Beslan is the town in North Ossetia, in the Russian North Caucasus, where

an armed band seized a public school on Sept. 1, 2004, taking more than 1,000 Russia special forces broke a stand-off in a raid during which all the hostage-
takers and officially 129 hostages died. (Editor’s note.)people hostage in a siege that ended with hundreds dead. (Editor’s note.)
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The message of Beslan had a very different content. It
was simultaneously addressed partly to a Western audience
and partly to the Russian population. The meaning of this
message was the following: “The Russian government is a
group of cruel, terrible persons, who can’t change their policy
in the North Caucasus even for the sake of children’s lives,
for the life of a future generation.” And so, the next attack
could involve the capture of a nuclear power plant or a recycl-
ing plant for nuclear waste or hazardous chemicals. And the
message of this attack would be addressed only to the Western
audience, with the following content: “The Russian govern-
ment and Russian Presidents are not reliable authorities, so it
is necessary to deploy Western troops (gendarmerie) to de-
fend a civilized social order.” This terror attack, which is
right now in preparation, would be directed against Vladimir
Putin personally.

A Social Tsushima?
When recalling memorable dates in 2005, it’s good to

mention that this year is the centennial of the huge defeat
of Russian troops in the Russo-Japanese War in 1905, for
example in the naval battle between the Russian and Japanese
fleets near Tsushima. And also we have the 60th anniversary
of victory over Hitler in the Second World War. Such anniver-
saries certainly have an effect on the national sense of identity.
So, it is very important to steer the ship of state by the beacon
of the victory in the Second World War, rather than to run
aground upon the rocks of Tsushima. The Russo-Japanese

Dr. Yuri Gromyko, who addressed the “approaching world
War was not a local war, as is assumed according to the so- financial tsunami and social tsushima at home,” presented a plan
called conception of “overture” wars. The British-Boer War, that includes “an international university named after Lyndon

LaRouche and Pobisk Kuznetsov, to prepare young people from allthe Spanish-American War, and the Russo-Japanese War,
over the world to organize Eurasian development, in opposition toaccording to this theory, were preludes to the real show, the
the financial collapse.”First World War, beginning in 1914.

The Russo-Japanese War was the first episode of world
war in the 20th Century, with the participation, for example,

industrial development of Eurasia in that period.of English and American banks in support of the Japanese
The defeat of the Russian Navy near Tsushima, togetherside, and Russia, in turn, being backed by the French intelli-

with the treacherous surrender of Port Arthur by its comman-gence community.6 Study of the Russo-Japanese War makes
dant, Stessel, were very specific events that demonstrated theit clear that the background of this war was shaped by financial
weakness and the total wreckage of the Tsar’s administration,oligarchical British-Dutch groups, associated with some
and served as a stimulus for the first Russian Revolution, inAmerican banks and with the Japanese military elite, which
1905. “Tsushima” entered the language as a common noun,had a strong interest in stopping Russia’s advance in China.
designating a social catastrophe.7 And we are very near, at theThis advance was based on Sergei Yu. Witte’s approach. Wit-
moment, to a social tsushima in Russia.te’s approach was a continuation of Dmitri Mendeleyev’s

The underlying reason for this has to do with the timinglegacy, and was connected with the development of railroad
of certain social reforms, elaborated by the [Prime Ministertransport corridors. So it is possible to assume that the Japa-
Mikhail] Fradkov government. The Russian people today,nese-Russian clash was deliberately orchestrated, to stop the
most of all, detest the very word “reform,” because it was
under the aegis of His Majesty Reform, that the Russian popu-6. See a forthcoming book The Russo-Japanese War in Global Perspective:

World War Zero: Edited by John W. Steinberg, Bruce W. Menning, David lation was raped and robbed two or three times over. Those
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, David Wolff, and Shinji Yokote (Leiden: devastating reforms destroyed the industry and scientific re-
The Netherlands) now in preparation for publication; for example Chapter 14
“Intelligence Intermediaries: the Competition for Chinese Spies,” by David
Wolff, who has kindly allowed the use of the pre-publication proofs of this 7. For example, we could call the Yeltsin-Grachov war in Chechnya a real

new tsushima.material.
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search institutions of the Soviet Union, forcing Russians to
yield their leadership in these areas. Now, however, we are
coming nearer and nearer to the end point of this liberal exper-
iment with our national identity. In our Russian national tradi-
tion of hard drinking, we have a saying: “Drink, old boy,
drink, but don’t squander your own mind on drink.” Because
after this squandering, you totally destroy yourself. And, in-
deed, we are now on the brink of ruining our very identity,
and simply renouncing the possibility of teaching future gen-
erations, undertaking new research for the acquisition of new
knowledge, or producing new spacecraft that astonish people
in other countries. If science, industry, and education are ru-
ined, we won’t be able to do anything in Russia.

Today, as if someone deliberately concocted this, we have
simultaneous, drastic anti-social changes in public health, ed-
ucation, science policy, and social and municipal services.
Contrary to all the good declarations and intentions, with
which the road to Hell is paved, the main idea of all these
reforms is austerity: not to produce, but only to try and make
ends meet. It is proposed to cut federal expenditures and shift
them onto regional governments. For example, in education
these reforms will deprive many universities in different re-
gions of their federal status. Under the concept of health re-
form, many hospitals will disappear, because they won’t have
federal status, so they won’t get federal money. At the same
time, people will have to pay more for electricity, central
heating and other municipal services. And so all of these
measures are directed to destroy social security. The reason
for these so-called reforms is not clear to our population,
because we have a budget surplus, with a huge amount of
money earned last year from oil. Why don’t the government Russian President Putin mourns the victims of the Beslan terrorist

massacre, on Sept. 7, 2004. Gromyko writes, “We in Russia livefinancial specialists want to invest the “oil money” in the
under the pressure of preparation for the next terrorist attack afterproductive economy, instead of using it to support foreign
Beslan, which is a key element of the war declared against Russia,financial institutions?
as Vladimir Putin has emphasized.”

But the smoldering discontent of the Russian population
is connected less with the reforms as such, than it is with Putin
himself, because after the Duma and Presidential elections
[of 2003 and 2004], he really has complete power and thus term projects. But those are precisely the type of projects

that could provide a possibility to increase jobs and also tobears all the responsibility for the intended changes. United
Russia—the party of Parliamentary majority—personifies reinvigorate our science and innovative industry. So the

Mayor of Moscow, Yuri Luzhkov, was correct when he saidVladimir Putin and acts on his behalf. People remember very
well that it was United Russia that voted up the so-called that the Russian federal government had not, in the entire

period of Putin’s Presidential tenure, proposed one singlemonetization of benefits, which is the direct cause of the cur-
rent social turmoil. nationwide project. It means that the Russian people don’t

have mission for their lives.Why do we have such a situation? What exactly is the
landscape in which we are situated? Our dangerous sharp turn towards a social tsushima is

connected not only with incompetent government, but alsoFirst of all, because people in government are totally
incompetent, they don’t understand the investment process with the absence of a sound political party system. So far, we

have no opposition party that could represent the interests ofor the way a productive national economy functions. They
are against physical economy, which has to do with the those in the population who disagree with the reforms. The

lack of such a party is connected with moral and politicalincrease of material and technological goods, and they are
in favor of the financial alchemy of Mr. George Soros. They corruption. The so-called opposition party Rodina (Mother-

land) was, from the very beginning, a design of Mr. Vladislavare skillful players in a game of short transactions, organized
like a poker game. Nobody wants to invest money in long- Surkov, who works in the Kremlin administration. Surkov
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intended to have a manageable
and controllable opposition.
There are a great number of
talented and clever people in
Motherland, but this party can’t
function effectively as a political
force, as became clear most re-
cently after an “anti-Semitism”
scandal around a letter written by
some members of this party to the
newspaper Rus Pravoslavnaya.

We are approaching an under-
standing that there is an urgent
need to cancel Putin-Bush per-
sonal deals as the basis of Rus-
sian-U.S.A. relations. It is not
known precisely, if this habit of
deals began with the Kursk sub-
marine disaster, during the Clin-
ton Administration, when, after a

A demonstration in support of Ukrainian Presidential candidate (now President) Victorcollision of Russian and Ameri-
Yushchenko, October 2004.can submarines, the leaders didn’t

want to destroy the fragile sympa-
thy between the peoples of Russia

we must return to the brilliant Ivashov-Primakov8 geopoliticaland the U.S.A. But in the situation with Afghanistan and
plan that consists in the organization of close cooperationIraq after the events of September 11th, it became clear that
among Russia, India, China, and Iran in Asia, and with Ger-relations between V. Putin and G. Bush were regulated by a
many and France as the pivotal geopolitical axes in Europe.special “mutual understanding.” This personal deal consists
This cooperation must be organized not against the U.S.A.,in non-interference by Russia in Afghanistan and Iraq, as
but together with patriotic intellectual groups in the U.S.A.,payment for American non-interference in Chechnya, the
to develop Eurasia. Russian leadership in the world is neces-North Caucasus, and other territories of the former Soviet
sarily connected with Eurasian development. And this leader-Union. We don’t mention the result of such an international
ship is greatly needed for planetary development.policy: We allow the Bush Administration to recast the world

The key elements of this Eurasian Russian policy areorder, in exchange for Bush’s promise not to interfere in our
knowledge management and resource management. But firstinternal affairs. But after the participation of American private
we must, as the great Chinese thinker Confucius said, “chengfoundations (George Soros) and some official persons in or-
ming”—to correct names, and to correct concepts.ganizing the liquidation of the Shevardnadze and Kuchma

So-called resource management is not a form of the “inno-regimes in Georgia and Ukraine, and after suspicions that
vation economy” that is currently a trendy word in the lexiconsome people close to Cheney advised the terrorists on how to
of [Minister of Economic Development and Trade German]organize the operation in Beslan, it became clear that the Bush
Gref and other members of the Russian government. ThisAdministration had been continuing to interfere, and to act
trendy buzzword means simply the commercialization of sci-according to its own geopolitical interests.
entific discoveries that were made earlier, in the period of
outstanding Soviet science, by the older generation of scien-What To Do When Breezes From the
tists. And now it is proposed that Russian scientists shouldOncoming Financial Tsunami
stimulate the interest of private corporate bosses in paying forTouch Your Face
the new use of these old fundamental discoveries. Such aHere it is important to say what is at stake, in a situation
science policy means the suffocation of Russian breakthroughof the possible disintegration of Russia. What is at stake, is
fundamental science. Very often the protagonists of this viewnothing less than the planetary development of the entirety

of Eurasia and the whole world, which is connected with a
Russian policy for Eurasian development, not yet declared by

8. Yevgeni Primakov is a former Foreign Minister and Prime Minister of
Russian officials. This policy of Eurasian development is even Russia, who today heads the Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
more important in a period of huge financial crisis that the Gen. Leonid Ivashov formerly headed the International Department of the

Russian Ministry of Defense and is now a geopolitics analyst. (Editor’s note.)world financial elite is trying to hide. From this point of view,
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speak about venture funds as a special financial instrument for power stations to produce cheap energy. Also very important
is energy production on the basis of renewable resources,giving Russian scientists incentives to propose technological

solutions that could be interesting for private companies. But above all water. But of course it is very important to manage
all renewable resources: for example, bio-resources (fish, tim-the problem is, how to organize new breakthrough scientific

research programs, to create technologies to work with new ber, and so forth). But Russian hydroelectric power is simulta-
neously connected with energy management, water manage-types of energy, new transportation systems and vehicles, or

new machine tools. ment, and industrial development. Russia’s riches for the 21st
Century are not only gas and oil, but also the fresh water inIn the context of Eurasian development, knowledge man-

agement must be connected with two core elements: the orga- our rivers. But members of our government don’t understand
that hydroelectric power could be the locomotive of economicnization of cooperation around the most important break-

through scientific research programs in different spheres, and development in Russia. So, for example, they don’t under-
stand why it is necessary to invest money in rebuilding thethe promotion of technology transfer.

In China’s northern provinces, it has been declared that hydroelectric power sector, building new turbines (and
thereby upgrading the national machine-making industry),there will be re-industrialization, and special resolutions have

been prepared to allow the investment of money in the devel- reproducing engineers, and reinforcing the banks of rivers,
water reservoirs, and water storage pools.opment of industry. The question is, what kind of participation

there might be from the Russian side. Are we ready to take part We must have a satellite system for the whole of Asia, to
manage the raw materials resources. Russian satellite engi-in new economic development, together with our neighbors?

Our large firms are interested in acquiring assets in China. neers are working in Indonesia to monitor forest fires, but it
is possible to organize prospecting for resources for the en-But this interest very often is connected with rather primitive

business schemes, based on access to cheaper labor than is tirety of Eurasia. It is also necessary to elaborate new geologi-
cal models of raw materials resources, because in the northernavailable in Russia. Much more interesting business plans

involve decisions to organize the transfer of new technologies and eastern provinces of Russia (for example, in Norilsk)
we are still using models of geological processes that werefrom one industrial system to another, to upgrade the whole

industrial platform. In the steel industry, for example, the so- elaborated in the 19th Century. So resource management and
knowledge management are interconnected, of course, ascalled cast-strip technology is now being developed. It makes

it possible to cast steel, not first in the form of slabs and they were interconnected in the works of the outstanding
[18th-Century] Russian scientist M.V. Lomonosov.then to roll out the slabs into sheet, but rather from the very

beginning to cast the steel in sheets. Through this technology It is very important to continue to populate Eurasia and
simultaneously to increase the standard of living. It is veryit is possible to reconstruct all the old-fashioned steel plants

in China, India, and Kazakstan, which represent the results of important, that Russian people have experience in organizing
life in cities above the Arctic Circle, where there is perma-Soviet industrialization. With such types of technologies, it

is possible to have not exactly industry, but a meta-industry frost. We currently have an exodus of the population from
such cities in Russia, because it is impossible to live theredealing with old-fashioned technological systems that need

to be modernized. after the liberal reforms. It is necessary to artificially construct
life-support systems for living under permafrost conditions.According to the meta-industry approach, the goals of

meta-institutional decisions cannot be reduced simply to out- In building them, we introduce indispensable standards for
human life, which must not be distorted, because the result ofsourcing, to destruction of the Ford industrial system, and the

total de-industrialization of regional economies, but rather distorting them has genocidal effects. This work prepares us
to populate not only regions of permafrost and desert, but alsothey have to do with the organization of advanced manufac-

turing systems. It is possible to do this in every sector of the floor of the world ocean and extraterrestrial space. As the
great Russian scientist Pobisk Kuznetsov stressed, it is veryindustry, with every technological platform. To manage tech-

nological development on the scale of Eurasian development, important to construct life-support systems on a scientific
basis, to extend the phenomenon of life into new spheres.we must have a list of such possible breakthrough technologi-

cal products, as well as itineraries for the transfer of advanced
technologies from technological centers to their use points. Not Benchmarking, But a Real Workbench of

Eurasian DevelopmentWhen we speak about resource management, it doesn’t
mean simply taking advantage of speculative oil and gas How is it possible to achieve the implementation of Eur-

asian development? We must develop a general vision ofprices for the sake of monetary profit. Rather, it has to do, first
and foremost, with the estimation of what amount of resources Eurasian development as a system of technology and knowl-

edge transfer corridors, and simultaneously elaborate con-and energy we have in Eurasia that could be used to organize
high standards of living in different areas. Resource manage- crete scenarios in correspondence with this global vision for

different macro-regions. From this point of view, the globalment means, above all, energy resource management, but the
demand for energy must be satisfied by building new nuclear development of Eurasia must be understood as interconnected
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macro-regional scenarios, in the implementation of which of Eurasia. As in the case of resource management, we must
elaborate a global vision—multifaceted, but at the same timerepresentatives of different sovereign nation-states partici-

pate. For example, we currently have a group of scientists at integrated—of the thought, language, and societal develop-
ment of all the nations of Eurasia.Vladivostok University and at some other institutions in the

region, who together with Chinese, Korean, Japanese, and I would like to give just two examples about this very
intriguing subject. Alexander Kudakin, who is ExtraordinaryAmerican scientists are elaborating different scenarios for the

development of the northeast macro-region. Such scenarios and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of the Russian Federation
in India, writes: “Not long ago I had a conversation with amust be proposed for the different parts of Eurasia. From this

point of view, we have macro-regionalization, as opposed to Brigadier General of the Indian Army who several years
back had been posted to Moscow as Assistant Military Atta-globalization. But who will implement these scenarios?

For this we need an international university named after ché; off-duty he is a keen student of history. The gentleman
told me that he was much amazed when during his officialLyndon LaRouche and Pobisk Kuznetsov, to prepare young

people from all over the world to organize Eurasian develop- trips to the Khanty-Mansy Region, he discovered that the
indigenous peoples of the Russian North, living in Siberiament, in opposition to the financial collapse. The main idea

of such a university must be connected with a scientific revo- in the Ob River basin, have much in common with the
inhabitants of ancient and modern India in terms of mythol-lution in different scientific disciplines and spheres of activ-

ity, on the basis of Vernadsky’s program. For Russia such a ogy, religion, and worship. Once retired, he half-jokingly
suggested to devote himself to studying this phenomenaluniversity could be a real tool for organizing contact between

the older generation of scientists, and young people of the historic and cultural connection between the two great Eur-
asian civilizations. These field observations are to somewhole world, who are interested in organizing global Eurasian

development. Young people educated at this university must extent corroborated by the findings of professional histori-
ans, both Indian and Russian. It was in 1903, that Balbe able to understand just what are the frontiers of the next

technological breakthrough and how it is possible to organize Gangadhar Tilak published his work The Arctic Home in
the Vedas, where, having analyzed the Rigveda and otherthis new scientific-technological-humanitarian revolution in

accord with how they define the mission of their generation. sacred Hindu texts, he asserted that the Aryans originated
from the Arctic region, much farther North than historiansThese young people could go back and forth around the whole

Eurasian continent, to master and assimilate the cultural, his- had previously reckoned. In our country this paradigm is
upheld by a well-known Indologist Dr. N.R. Guseva.”9torical resources of different countries, in order to elaborate

new projects and specific plans, and then to implement such The work of our group with educational leaders of the
Khanty and Mansy peoples proves this vision, because thescenarios in contact with different scientific groups in differ-

ent countries. development of categorical thinking and religion among these
peoples is very close to that of the Vedic people of India.How can we organize intercultural, intercivilizational dia-

logue between different nations of Eurasia, so that they will From other side, the very interesting Chinese philosopher
Xiong Shi Li demonstrates in his books that Chinese thoughthave deep trust in each other? Unless we discuss the global

dominance of the Anglo-Dutch liberal financial model, all is a kind of reflection on the interconnection between the
geometry of processes that was developed in the I Ching—dialogue between cultures and civilizations will be reduced

to trivialities. So we must understand, as Lyndon LaRouche The Book of Transformations—and Chinese hieroglyphical
language. But the same could be said about the genesis ofemphasizes, and demonstrate to our politicians and people,

that this financial architecture is doomed and it is necessary thought in ancient Greece. In the works of Plato, the Pythagor-
ean numerical structure of thought (the one or the many) col-to exit from this financial institutional order. We can come to

understand and discuss the real essentials of Eurasian anthro- lides with the categorical representation of thought processes.
And only through the deliberate comparison of such endeav-pological and cultural development, which are closely

guarded and not always apparent to the outside observer, only ors, made in different cultures by outstanding thinkers and
spiritual leaders, to reveal the interconnections between theon the basis of a shared resolve to restructure the existing

financial order and get rid of the Anglo-Dutch financial domi- schematical-visual representation of thought processes and
the metaphorical-conceptual reproduction of thought in com-nance. Because first we must acquire mutual confidence and

trust, in order to organize cultural exchange and gain access munication, can we approach the enigma of the genesis of
thought and language.to the real cultural treasures and patterns that are basis of

different spiritual traditions. This access is very important. These ideas are presented in detail in my book A Panoply
of Scenarios: A New Agenda for the President, Moscow,At the moment, we don’t know many things about cultural

genesis—the origin of thought and language. Because to un- 2004.
derstand such things, we must have knowledge about the
thought and cultural development of different nations, and we 9. See http://www.bmatch.ru/showart.php3?nomerst=1465&lang=russian

%D0%A0%D0%8E%D0%B2%D0%8 2%D1%99also must understand the spiritual endeavors of all the people
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International Intelligence

“The United States seems to want other in some sections. Luzhkov is a member
Sharon Consolidates Grip people to fight for them,” he said on Feb. 16, of the United Russia bloc, whose leader,

Speaker of the Duma Boris Gryzlov, some-in response to a question on the developmentOn Military, Security
of the Iranian and North Korean nuclear what lamely rejoined that the Mayor has

a right to his opinion and will not beissues.An Israeli intelligence source told EIR that
The United States, he said, would attack subjected to “party discipline”!the termination of Israeli Chief of Staff

Iran because it thought that the latter had no Novgorod Governor Mikhail PrusakMoshe Ya’alon is aimed at consolidating
weapons of mass destruction, although such told Itar-TASS he would support Luzhkov’sfull control of the Israeli security/military
an allegation had been made against Tehran. initiative. He said that Novgorod Region isestablishment by those loyal to Prime Minis-
“They attacked Iraq because they knew Iraq implementing the reforms gradually, only aster Ariel Sharon and Defense Minister Shaul
had no weapons of mass destruction,” he funds are available to make the cash pay-Mofaz. These loyalists are hardliners who
added. ments, and he criticized the implementationshare Sharon’s and Mofaz’s views on Syria

of this policy, which hits senior citizensand Iran.
hard, in the year of the 60th anniversary ofZe’ev Schiff, military corresopndent for
victory in World War II.the daily Ha’aretz, wrote similarly on Feb. Protests Continue in In Chita Region, the local government17 that the charge that Sharon and Mofaz are
has filed a complaint with the Prosecutorputting out, that Ya’alon opposed the Russia Against ‘Reforms’
General’s office against a pharmaceuticalsplanned disengagement from Gaza, is
company called Rosta, which won the tender“groundless.” Political tension is running high around
for the right to supply medicines in SiberiaElsewhere it is reported that also in- the devastating entitlements reforms, im-
and the Far East under the new system, forvolved in the decision was Sharon’s per- posed in Russia since the start of the year.
failing to provide the drugs they are re-sonal advisor, Dov Weisglass, who is also The protest demonstrations of the weekend
quired to.Sharon’s principal emissary to the Bush of Feb. 12-13 involved several hundred

White House, particularly to Vice President thousand people, with particularly large
Dick Cheney. While the top prospect for turnouts in the central and Volga River

basin regions.Chief of Staff is Ya’alon’s deputy and 10 Million African AIDS
Sharon favorite Dan Halutz, another Sharon At the Feb. 14 Cabinet meeting, Prime

Minister Mikhail Fradkov chastized theman is expected to move up the command Deaths Preventable
ladder: Gen. Moshe Kaplinski, who just fin- Minister of Health and Social Development

for poor implementation of the reform. In aished a tour of duty as commander of the A study published in January shows that a
combination of wide access to AIDS treat-Central Command. Prior to that he was Shar- session with State Duma (parliament) lead-

ers the next day, President Vladimir Putinon’s personal military secretary, in which ment and national prevention activities
could avert 10 million deaths in Africa bycapacity he often travelled to Washington continued to stress that the problem was with

“glitches” in implementing the measures,to meet Bush Administration officials, He 2020.
In the first modeling done of the long-could become Deputy Chief of Staff. Gen. rather than with the conception of the pol-

icy—which is based on the classic Mont Pel-Benny Gantz, former Northern Commander, term effects of treatment and prevention on
the HIV epidemic in Africa, the Harvardis expected to be made head of military intel- erin Society dictum that people should have

cash with the “freedom to choose” how toligence. School of Public Health, in collaboration
with UNAIDS, UNICEF, the FuturesThe Knesset member representing the spend it, rather than a guarantee of social

security in the form of in-kind benefits. StateYahed Party, Yossi Sarid, told EIR that it Group, and the Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
analyzed the potential impact on the rate ofwas irresponsible for Sharon to be “shaking television on Feb. 17 showed Putin in in-

tense conversation with Gov. Nikolai Vino-the boat” just at the time that his disengage- new infections and mortality, if large-scale
treatment is used, either alone, or combinedment plan is supposed to be implemented. gradov of the Vladimir Region, who was

giving a detailed report on the availability of with scaled-up prevention efforts.
medications there. With no change in current levels of pre-

vention and care, new HIV infections andMoscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov an-Mahathir Warns, U.S.
nounced on Feb. 16 that he would ask deaths from AIDS in Africa are expected to

continue to rise. The authors of the studyProxy May Bomb Iran the Constitutional Court to review the
cash-for-entitlements policy, saying that estimate that a combination of treatment and

prevention could reduce projected new in-Former Malaysian Prime Minister Tun Dr. the law “grossly infringes the rights of
the constituent territories of the RussianMahathir bin Mohamad predicted to the Ma- fections by 74%, and projected annual mor-

tality by half, which would mean about 29laysia Star of Feb. 17 that the United States Federation” (i.e., the regions, which are
forced to pay some of the cash compensa-may use Israel as a proxy to launch an attack million new infections prevented, as well as

10 million deaths averted in total.against Iran’s nuclear facilities. tion to people) and is incomprehensible
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Democrats Take Leadership To
Expose Administration Crimes
by Carl Osgood

Congressional Democrats are keeping their promise to pro- ourselves in today. . . .” Later, during the hearing, the point
was made that the cost of this criminal activity is not justvide oversight of the Bush Administration when the GOP-

controlled Congressional committees refuse to do so. The in millions of dollars lost, but also lives, as the insurgency
responds to the resultant collapse in basic conditions of lifeSenate Democratic Policy Committee held its second hearing

of the year on Feb. 14, the first having been held on Jan. that Reid referred to.
Rep. Henry Waxman (D-Calif.), during his opening28 on the Bush Administration’s plans for privatizing Social

Security. The second hearing, chaired by Senate Democratic statement, noted that while there’s been a lot of attention on
possible fraud in the UN-administered Oil for Food Program,Policy Committee chairman Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.) focus-

sed on contracting abuses in Iraq, and follows up two earlier “we should also be investigating our own administration’s
conduct.” He noted that not one hearing has been held on thehearings held last year, on other aspects of the same subject.

Dorgan described the Coalition Provisional Authority, which, successor to the Oil for Food program, the U.S.-administered
Development Fund for Iraq “to examine the evidence offor over a year after the U.S. invasion, ruled Iraq, as directly

answerable to the Bush Administration. Yet, “judging from a mismanagement, overpricing, and lack of transparency. . . .”
Waxman also noted reports by the Special Inspector Generalnumber of scandals involving mismanagement of funds, U.S.

taxpayers and the people of Iraq were often not well served.” for Iraq Reconstruction, on the billions of dollars dispensed
with almost no accounting at all. Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.),Throughout the hearing, the leading Democrats concen-

trated on the issues of State—not partisan jibes—which taking up the same issue during a hearing of the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations on Feb. 16,should be of concern to all patriots, Republicans definitely in-

cluded. quoted from the report of Paul Volcker, on the UN’s manage-
ment of the oil for food program, which stated that thereSenate Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.), in his open-

ing statement, noted that “when the unemployment rate for were abuses in the program, but that it is not known whether
any of the money got to Saddam, as opposed to “middlemenyoung Iraqis still stands at over 50%, when Iraqis have to

stand in line for hours for a single gallon of gasoline, when and corrupt individual Iraqi officials.” In fact, Levin noted,
most of the money that Saddam got from oil sales camewater and electricity are only sporadically available, you be-

gin to have conditions that allow insurgencies to thrive. Many from sales arranged by the U.S. outside the sanctions, and
therefore outside the framework of the Oil for Food program.ordinary Iraqis, the ‘fence sitters’ as some call them, are prone

to either join those fighting U.S. forces or at least give aid And while neither Waxman nor Levin touched further on
the program itself, testimony from UN officials and humani-and support to the insurgents as the quality of their own life

degrades.” He added that “when we talk about an absence of tarian organizations throughout the 90’s, and almost up until
time of the U.S. invasion, shows that, however uneven andcontracting controls, badly qualified contractors, poor man-

agement by inexperienced officials, over-billing and profi- burdened with corruption the Oil for Food program might
have been, food was purchased with proceeds from Iraqi oilteering, corruption, failure to deliver basic services to Iraqis,

not only is this wrong and in some cases possibly criminal, sales and distributed to the population through the govern-
ment’s distribution system.but it also contributes to the poor security conditions we found
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Like the Wild West $100 bills for a contract to transport the new Iraqi dinars
around the country, cash money that was handed to themThe evidence presented at the hearing suggested that a

lawless atmosphere prevailed in Iraq during the entire life- directly by Willis from the vault in the basement of the
CPA’s headquarters.time of the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA). Frank

Willis, who spent several months in Iraq in 2003 as the Grayson made reference to an internal Custer Battles
memo, dated Feb 28, 2004 and posted on the website of theCPA’s Senior Aviation Official, described a situation of utter

chaos brought about largely by CPA head Ambassador Paul Taxpayers Against Fraud Educational Foundation, by the
company’s “Corporate Integrity officer,” a man named PeterBremer’s own decisions. “As a consequence of our decision

to disband the Iraqi army,” he said, “security was simply a Miskovich. Miskovich was in charge of reviewing the docu-
mentation regarding Custer Battles execution of the moneyblack hole filled, in part, by private security forces at scandal-

ous cost, or by our armed forces. . . . Lack of security, exchange contract to distribute Iraqi dinars around the country
for the purpose of closing it out. However, he found so muchrestricted meetings, difficulty of communication, made every

task longer and slower, in short, severely inhibited our ability fraud, in the form of deliberate over-billing and fraudulent
signatures that he could not do that. Invoices were submittedto do our job.” He also noted that Bremer’s de-Ba’athifica-

tion decision stripped Iraqi government ministries of their for work not performed, or for amounts substantially more
than the actual cost of work that was performed. “Indicatedentire top and many-mid level officials, leaving low-level

officials who had no experience in positions of significant in this report are enormous areas of discrepancies and irregu-
larities that lend themselves to elements of criminal fraud,”responsibility. “This chaos,” Willis said, “I have referred to

as a ‘Wild West.’ ” Miskovich wrote. The documents he had in his position “are
prima facie evidence of a course of conduct consistent withWillis then went through in some detail, the case history

of one of the firms that filled the security vacuum, a Virginia- criminal activity and intent,” he added. Some of the docu-
ments in Miskovich’s report were provided by Baldwin, whobased private mercenary firm called Custer Battles, which he

used to illustrate that the inefficiencies characteristic of the Custer Battles now describes as a “disgruntled former em-
ployee.”CPA were avoidable, despite the circumstances on the

ground. In a very short time, Custer Battles went from a firm Grayson said that he and his clients estimate losses of
the government to Custer Battles’ fraud to be in the tens ofof uncertain existence and experience to having in hand over

$100 million in U.S. government contracts, including a $15 millions of dollars. “Yet for more than a year, the Bush Ad-
ministration has done nothing to recover these ill-gotten gainsmillion contract to provide security for civilian airline flights

into and out of Baghdad’s airport. Of course, there never were from Custer Battles, much less bring the wrongdoers to jus-
tice.” He reported that the Bush Administration has declinedany civilian airline flights into or out of Baghdad during the

life of the CPA. Willis described how, despite working 15 to participate in the case, the reason being that the Bush Ad-
ministration has decided “that cheating the Coalition Provi-hour days virtually every day, he and his colleagues found it

impossible to supervise Custer Battles, to actually see if they sional Authority was not the same as cheating the United
States.” There might be another reason, however. “In an inter-were complying with the terms of their contracts. “I believe

the 500 or so [people] at CPA headquarters should have been view with two federal agents,” Grayson reported, “Scott Cus-
ter suggested a different answer: ‘Battles is very active in the5,000,” he said. This would have made possible effective

oversight of not only Custer Battles, but of all contracts let by Republican Party and speaks to individuals he knows at the
White House almost daily.’ ” After all this, Waxman notedthe CPA in Iraq.
that with the Bush Administration not interested in oversight
of the money it spends in Iraq, and its attempts to block theEvidence of Criminal Intent

The Custer Battles case is, in fact, the subject of a civil lawsuit filed by Grayson’s clients, “what you’re really talking
about is a ‘no fraud’ zone in Iraq and a ‘no fraud’ zone wher-suit filed under the Federal False Claims Act in February

2004 by William D. Baldwin, a former employee of Custer ever the Bush Administration is involved.”
Grayson concluded that the fraud alleged by his clientsBattles, and Robert J. Isakson, a former subcontractor, alleg-

ing war profiteering “resulting in tens of millions of dollars was perpetrated by a company that the U.S. Military hired to
provide security services in a war zone. “If that companyof fraudulent damage to the United States. . . .” William

Grayson, the attorney for the two men, described some of never has to answer these serious allegations, then perhaps the
next fraud will provide the military with bombs that explodethe more famous scams run by Custer Battles. Besides the

Baghdad airport security contract, Custer battles also before they are dropped, flak jackets made of cheap polyester,
empty fire extinguishers, or parachutes that don’t open. Thecharged the CPA $157,000 for constructing a helicopter pad

that actually cost $95,000, and there was also a case in which False Claims Act was enacted in 1863 because, among other
things, contractors back then were selling defective rifles tothey appropriated and repainted three forklifts formerly

owned by Iraqi Airways, and charged the CPA as if they the Union Army. If Custer Battles can evade this law so sim-
ply, it can happen again.”owned them. They were also paid $4 million in brand new
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effect personnel, no longer have to be subject to collective
bargaining. Sanders claimed that this is needed because the
present law doesn’t allow the department to make changes
such as introducing new technologies into the workplace, or
to prepare for emergencies.Rumsfeld Reorganizes

The American Federation of Government Employees
(AFGE), along with four other unions, announced that theyPentagon for Fascism
would be filing a lawsuit in Federal court to challenge the new
work rules. “To call this a ‘National Security’ system is aby Carl Osgood
joke,” said AFGE President John Gage. “If anything, the
Rumsfeld plan makes the nation less secure.” The unions

On May 10, 2003, then-Democratic Presidential pre-candi- charge that the DoD did not consult with them, as required by
the legislation creating the new system. “Instead of workingdate Lyndon LaRouche warned that legislation that had just

been sent up to Capitol Hill by Secretary of Defense Donald with the longstanding representatives of the military’s loyal
civilian employees, the Pentagon apparently would ratherRumsfeld’s Pentagon to allow the Defense Department to

rewrite the rules governing its civilian workforce “would be duke this out in Federal court,” said Gage.
a grave material breach” of the U.S. Constitution, “a leak in
the dike which opens the way for the kinds of dictatorial The Army Gets Hit, Too

Meanwhile, Rumsfeld’s transformation of the Army haspowers assumed by the Adolf Hitler regime on Feb. 28, 1933,
powers from which all the principal crimes of the Hitler re- been proceeding on a parallel track. The Army has borne

the brunt of Rumsfeld’s military transformation under thegime ensued.” Almost two years later, on Feb. 14, 2005, that
“material breach” bore its first fruit, with the publication in pressure of the war in Iraq, as is shown by the Fiscal 2006

budget, released on Feb. 7. Much of the cost of reorganizingthe Federal Register of the proposed rules for the National
Security Personnel System. the Army into Rumsfeld’s vision of a “lighter, faster, more

lethal force” is still being funded largely through supplemen-The proposed rules constitute a complete rewrite of the
laws that have governed the Civil Service system for the tal budget requests. This includes reorganizing the Army’s 33

combat brigades into 43 “modular” brigades and temporarilypast half-century, and are intended to be a model for the
rest of the Federal government. This was long suspected by increasing the size of the Army by 30,000 personnel, to

512,400.Federal employee unions and opponents of the legislation
in the Congress, but was confirmed by acting Director of A senior Army budget official, briefing reporters at the

Pentagon on Feb. 4, left no doubt that it is the Cheney-the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), Dan Blair,
who told reporters on Feb. 10 that the new system “gives Rumsfeld perpetual war doctrine that is behind this reorgani-

zation. He explained that the supplemental budget request,us much needed momentum to our efforts to transform and
modernize the entire Civil Service.” He pointed out that which was released on Feb. 14, would cover the military costs

of the extra 30,000 soldiers, which the Army describes aswith the DoD’s new rules, plus the new rules for the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security and other agencies to which giving it the “head room” it needs for its reorganization. The

budget official explained that “the investment we would con-Congress has granted “flexibilities,” “more Federal workers
will be covered by reformed and modernized systems than ceivably make in a supplemental would be for a force that’s

deploying in the battlefield and one that comes back that wethe current general schedule.”
Blair and Navy Secretary Gordon England, who together would reset, and that means, we fix the equipment, overhaul

the equipment, and then prepare them to go back again. . . .”oversaw the writing of the new rules, both argued that the so-
called reform is needed so that the Pentagon can hire and The official admitted that without the war, this kind of reorga-

nization of the Army would not be possible. This reorganiza-retain “the best people,” people who expect to be paid and
promoted based on their performance, such as is common in tion is anything but a temporary expedient however. It’s in-

tended to be ongoing, just like the war, itself.the private sector. As such, it replaces the general schedule
system with a pay-for-performance system, speeds up the In spite of the supplemental spending, the strain on the

Army imposed by the Iraq War is nonetheless affecting itshiring and firing process, and places strict limits on collective
bargaining and other union rights. On the union rights, Blair baseline. This is acknowledged by Pentagon plans to add $35

billion to the Army’s baseline budget over the next six years,said that the aim of the new system is to “change the paradigm
from an adversarial relationship to one that is much more which will be paid for by shifting money from the Navy and

Air Force. This, the Army budget official said, is “acknowl-cooperative.” Ron Sanders, OPM’s Associate Director for
Policy, further explained that collective bargaining has been edgment and support from the Office of the Secretary of De-

fense to increasing the capability of the Army, to enhance itsretained at the level of local workplaces only. Under the new
rules, any department-wide personnel or policy changes that capability based on the strategic environment that we’re in.”
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DeLay (R-Tex.), seeing they didn’t have the votes, held the
vote open for an extraordinary three hours (until 6:00 a.m.),
so that DeLay could strong-arm Republicans who’d voted
against it to switch their votes. What makes the news evenBush’sMedicare ‘Reform’
more galling, is that Bush, to get the plan passed, assured the
nation in his 2003 State of the Union speech—falsely—thatIs Back ToHauntHim
it would cost just $400 billion. The fact that the costs were
much greater was known to the White House, as evidencedbyMary Jane Freeman
by its threat to fire the chief Medicare actuary, Richard Foster,
who had briefed the White House on that fact five months

The truth is out: President Bush lied to get his 2003 Medicare earlier. To ensure passage of the MMA, he was silenced, since
at least 13 conservative Republicans opposed the bill if it wereModernization Act (MMA) through Congress. Instead of the

much-touted “prescription drug benefit for seniors” costing to cost more than $400 billion. Bush signed it into law on
Dec. 8, 2003. Once passage was secured, the White House$400 billion over 10 years, the administration has revealed it

will cost three times that much. The Feb. 8 “news” fueled a admitted the cost would be at least $534 billion.
Most egregious was DeLay’s effort to bribe Rep. Nickfuror on Capitol Hill where both Democrats and Republicans

reacted with incredulity. Smith (R-Mich.), a matter which later came before the House
Ethics Committee. DeLay said he would support Smith’s sonBush’s promise to protect and aid our senior citizens with

the Act was empty, as EIR exposed at the time; now the hidden who was running for Congress to replace his father, if Smith
would vote for the MMA. “I will personally endorse your son.costs prove that the MMA was nothing but a boondoggle

to fill the coffers of pharmaceutical companies and private That’s my final offer,” Smith reported DeLay telling him.
There were also unconfirmed offers of a $100,000 campaigninsurance companies. Or, as Bush recently put it, “the Medi-

care reform bill really began to change Medicare as we knew contribution. Smith didn’t support the bill and his son lost the
Republican nomination.it. . . . It introduced market forces for the first time.”

The bill was rammed through a reluctant Congress only The same clique of neo-conservatives leading the charge
to dismantle our Social Security system and transform ourafter Reps. Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.) and Tom “The Hammer”

fee, to cover the costs of the Federal government’s provid-MMA ‘Clawback’Wounds ing prescription drug benefits for dual-eligible beneficiar-
ies who enroll in the MMA’s plan when it goes into effectStates’ Finances
in January 2006. That is, these indigent elderly and disa-
bled will no longer receive Medicaid coverage for medica-

For years, the states have asked the Federal government to tions. States will no longer provide prescription drug bene-
help pay for the medical costs of their indigent elderly fits; but they will be required to pay 90% of the estimated
population, especially those in need of long-term or nurs- prescription drug expenditures for dual-eligible people
ing home care. Instead, the Bush Administration sucker- that their Medicaid coverage had paid, before the new law.
punched the states with its “Medicare Prescription Drug, Thus, states will be financing a large chunk of the Medicare
Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003,” (MMA). drug benefit with monthly payments to the Federal govern-
Not only does the law give billions of dollars away to ment. This is considered a “maintenance” fee for Washing-
private for-profit HMOs, insurers, and employers; it forces ton assuming medication coverage for these people.
states to subsidize all this “into perpetuity”! By 2015, the amount states pay will go down to 75%

Most people, including state elected officials, don’t of the total costs for this population. They will have to pay
understand how this financing scheme will work, nor how this 75% “into perpetuity” as the National Conference of
much it will cost the states. State Legislators told EIR. This is the infamous “Claw-

The law increases each patient’s Medicare Part B pre- back” provision or, the Phased-Down State Contribu-
miums (which cover physician care) by 17.42%, from tion—the costs of which are yet undetermined; no details
$66.60 a month in 2004, to $78.20 a month in 2005. For have been released from the Federal government. If a state
those elderly individuals who are indigent and covered by fails to pay the “clawback,” the MMA requires that the
their states’ Medicaid program, Medicaid pays that pre- Federal government simply deduct that amount, plus inter-
mium. These individuals are called “dual eligibles” be- est, from the amount it owes the state in Federal Medic-
cause they qualify for both Medicare and Medicaid. aid payments.

States will be required to pay a “maintenance of effort” —Linda Everett and Mary Jane Freeman
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FIGURE 2

Medicare Part B: Income Sources as of 2003

Sources: EIR; Trustees’ 2004 Annual Social Security and Medicare Trust 
Fund Report.
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FIGURE 1

Medicare Part A: Income Sources as of 2003

Sources: EIR; Trustees’ 2004 Annual Social Security and Medicare Trust 
Fund Report.

Payroll Taxes 
85%

Interest Earnings
 9%

Taxes on Benefits 5% Other 2%

tax on covered earnings. Employees and their employers each
pay 1.45% of earnings, and self-employed workers pay 2.9%military, are the ideologues who drafted and promoted the

MMA. Three key moving forces of the Act were Newt Gin- of net income. Interest income from securities held in the
trust fund is also included. A small percentage of the incomegrich, Vice President Dick Cheney, and the Heritage Founda-

tion. Gingrich, then head of the Institute for Public Policy at derives from taxes on benefits. (See Figure 1.)
From Medicare Part B, payments are made to physiciansthe American Enterprise Institute (AEI), worked on Medicare

and health policy reform, pressing for private healthcare and for other health professional services, as well as to man-
aged care plans, and for the administration of Medicare. Partschemes. AEI aided in drafting the Medicare bill. Cheney, the

Wall Street Journal revealed the day after Bush signed the bill, B’s main source of income (75%) is Federal general revenues,
while most of the remainder (24%) comes from premiumsworked with Gingrich behind the scenes, to “goad members of

the House and Senate to come together” on passing the bill. paid by Medicare beneficiaries. (See Figure 2.)
With the passage of MMA, a new division was added,Heritage, then as now, played the role of propagandist for

scare tactic warnings that Medicare was soon be bankrupt and Part D. It was euphemistically labelled the “Prescription Drug
Benefit” plan because it adds Medicare coverage for sometherefore needed reform; i.e., to be privatized.
drugs—something Medicare did not do. Funding for Part D
expenditures, starting in 2006, will come mostly out of gen-Medicare Before and After MMA

Medicare was established in 1965 as an adjunct to the eral revenues and beneficiary premiums and co-pays, as Part
B does. One provision, however, will require the states to kickSocial Security Act, providing medical insurance for Ameri-

ca’s elderly citizens. Today, the program provides health in- in funds. (See box.) Coverage for prescriptions for seniors
could be a very important aid. But the MMA, as Florida’ssurance to 40 million-plus senior citizens to aid in paying for

doctor and hospital bills. This New Deal-styled legislation Palm Beach Post put it, “is . . . this century’s most overhyped
and deceptive legislation.” It is a “reform’ bill that would nothas added to the longevity of our elders, a fact disliked by

conservative revolutionaries such as Gingrich who has advo- offend special interests that donate to the GOP,” the paper sur-
mised.cated a 20% reduction in medicine use by Medicare enrollees

in their last years of life to cut costs. This is because they Indeed, the MMA provides subsidies to private insurers
and HMOs; it has a slush fund to pay businesses to retain“consume 50% of [Medicare’s] expenses,” he told an AEI

conference in August 2003. coverage of retirees; and most incredibly, drug companies got
a gift from its express prohibition of bulk purchase bargainingBefore the passage of the MMA, Medicare had two princi-

pal divisions and two funding mechanisms. Part A pays for for drugs. So, not only will seniors have to pay full retail
prices for medications, but the MMA also requires co-payshospital services, skilled nursing facilities, home health care,

and is a trust fund. It is financed primarily (85%) by a payroll and deductible payments such that, of the first $5,000 cost, a
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nursing homes, and things of that nature. They will be
kicked out, without doubt. If Medicaid won’t be paying,‘TheyHaven’t Thought relatives won’t be able to get care for them. It’ll be difficult
for their whole family. We hope we can solve it. Its veryOf 2006 at All’
difficult to cover the costs of dialysis and certain amenities
that go with the Medicaid program, like transportation.

EIR spoke with Mississippi State Rep. Credell Calhoun Yet, everything’s on the table [for cuts].” Without Medic-
(D-68th District) on Feb. 2 during the legislative battle in aid for the PLAD group, “People are going to die,”
the state to re-instate about 50,000 people who, except for Calhoun warned.
a court order, would have been thrown off Medicaid last EIR asked if legislators are seeing this battle as some-
year by Gov. Haley Barbour. These individuals in the Pov- thing larger than Medicaid, involving the entire national
erty Level Aged, and Disabled group (PLAD) have renal economy. “No, they don’t know that,” he replied. “Some
failure, five chronic medical conditions, cancer, heart dis- of them are just following Haley Barbour. And some of
ease; their income is just over the Federal poverty level. them don’t care yet. It’s going to hit them, and it’s going
They account for 54% of prescription drug costs in the to hit [President] Bush, when that Medicare prescription
Medicaid budget, but the aged among them are “dual eligi- drug law takes effect next year. I don’t think a lot of people
ble” for Medicare as well (see box on “Clawback”). Next are going to be getting care when that law takes effect.
Jan. 1, under the Medicare Reform Bill, Mississippi will Medicaid won’t be able to pay for the increased premiums.
have to pay, to the Federal government, their increased We don’t really know what the costs to the state will be.
Medicare prescriptions premiums as well. Now, as Missis- The legislators have been struggling so hard to find a way
sippi legislators debate their future again, the disabled peo- out of this crisis, that they haven’t considered 2006 at all.”
ple and their families have been protesting in Jackson and “We know there will be fallout, but they don’t care;
calling their representatives. some Republicans don’t seem to give a damn,” said

Asked what is at stake for those in the PLAD program, Calhoun. But I hear everyday now, that they are not going
Calhoun said, “A lot of these people are on dialysis, or in to support Barbour again.”—Linda Everett

beneficiary will pay 75% out-of-pocket before full coverage Congress and the American people.
There is a long-term solvency problem, but it cannot bekicks in.

As of 2002, the Medicare Trust Fund was projected to be solved in a “budget” context. Rather, we must step out of
the box and think big, as President Kennedy did when hesolvent with a surplus until at least the year 2030, even with

a large portion of the Baby Boomers hitting retirement age by mobilized the nation to get to the Moon. Health care in a
productive, growing economy is integral to the functioningthen. But with the appointment of Thomas R. Saving as a

Trustee to the Social Security and Medicare Trust Funds— of such an economy. Under such conditions, public health
becomes a priority. For example, adequate immunization pro-he was described by CATO Institute’s Social Security Privati-

zation Project executive director Michael Tanner, as “the real grams will lead to fewer hospitalizations and thus lower these
costs. In a productive and scientifically advancing economichero of the [privatization] revolution”—with skyrocketing

costs of health care and prescription drugs, and with the added environment, new medical technologies will not be limited
by HMO gate-keepers. A case in point was the developmentcosts of implementing Bush’s prescription drug swindle, that

solvency is now projected to vanish by 2019. Saving rants, of MRI scanners, in the late 1970s, which were to be an aid
to doctors in preventive care, because early detection of a“the financial problem of Medicare is five times as great” as

the alleged Social Security “crisis.” disease can lead to considerable cost reductions.
In a message included with the 2004 Annual Report of

the Social Security and Medicare Boards of Trustees, it is Will Congress Repeal MMA, or
Gouge Medicare?reported, “the projected financial status of Medicare has taken

a major turn for the worse since last year’s reports.” The Reacting to the Bush Administration’s latest cost revela-
tions, both Democrats and Republicans raised their voices.trustees assert that the increase in the deficit in the Part A

(Hospital Insurance) trust fund is “mainly due to higher actual Sen. Diane Feinstein and Rep. Nancy Pelosi (both D-Calif.)
each called for re-opening the 2003 MMA, due to the hugeand projected hospital expenditures, as well as lower actual

and projected taxable payroll, and new Medicare legislation” cost increase. Feinstein said, “the Senate Finance Committee
should investigate the process used to estimate the cost of(emphasis added). So, clearly, the Feb. 8 revelation was no

surprise to the trustees. It’s just that Bush didn’t want to tell the bill.” Pelosi demanded, “Congress must have oversight
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hearings on the Republican Medicare prescription drug law,
and reopen it to hold down costs,” adding that “an ethical Book Review
cloud has hung over” the law since it was “passed in the dark
of night.” Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) greeted the news by
saying, “If the numbers don’t add up for Medicare, how can
we be sure they will add up for Social Security?” House Mi-
nority Whip Steny Hoyer (D-Md.) said, “The President’s Gold andTreason
credibility is in tatters when it comes to cost estimates.”

Democratic Senator Mark Dayton (Minn.) has introduced by Anton Chaitkin
a bill, “Meeting Our Responsibility to Medicare Beneficiar-
ies,” (S.18.IS), which would phase out the nearly $4,000 out-
of-pocket “gap” put into Bush’s bill, which is to be paid by
the senior beneficiaries who are covered. Senator Kent Con- Rebel Gold: One Man’s Quest to Crack the
rad (D-N.D.), along with 11 other Democrats, introduced a Code Behind the Secret Treasure of the
bill to rescind the $10 billion fund which the MMA created Confederacy
to “entice” private insurers, i.e., HMOs, into offering cover- (Previously published as Shadow of the Sentinel)
age to Medicare seniors. byWarren Getler and Bob Brewer

As for Republicans’ reaction to the ballooned costs New York: Simon and Schuster, 2004
304 pages, paperback, $12.00“news”—many of them did not initially support the bill, but

succumbed to DeLay’s heavy-handed tactics—they too are
rethinking the bill. Sen. Judd Gregg (R-N.H.) demanded that
Congress revisit the MMA prescription drug plan, to limit its Today’s reading public is understandably receptive to a

highly entertaining book about elite-managed terrorism anddecade-long costs to the $400 billion price tag Bush put on it
to get it passed. Senator Trent Lott (R-Miss.) spoke of revising giant looting schemes. Getler and Brewer’s Rebel Gold, a

treasure-hunting non-fiction mystery tale, carries a hauntingthe bill so as to cut “middle- and upper-income” seniors from
getting the drug benefits. One must take caution with the “cut historical metaphor for the current deadly struggle over man-

kind’s fate. The book shows the American Republic as thecosts” initiatives as they will translate into benefit caps and/or
cuts, to the detriment of the very senior citizens Bush declaims target of an imperial assassination initiative called the Knights

of the Golden Circle, the core of the Southern slaveowners’he’s out to protect.
In the House, Rep. Gil Gutknecht (R-Minn.) said he will Confederacy, before, during, and after the American Civil

War.seek the repeal of the drug benefit provision. He, like many
Democrats, objects to the provision that forbids Medicare Brewer, a technically-sharp Navy veteran returning home

to Arkansas’s Ouachita Mountains, investigates childhoodofficials’ negotiating with drug companies for bulk discounts
on drugs. “We have got to deal with the cost of drugs. We suggestions from elderly family members about buried trea-

sure. There are puzzling signs inscribed on rocks and trees inhave got to force the drug companies to play by some set of
rules that is fair to everybody,” Gutknecht said. the area. He does find some valuable stashes, worth thousands

of dollars. It begins to appear that his own family were guard-The President, in turn, reacted to all this: “I signed Medi-
care reform proudly, and any attempt to limit choices of our ians of the buried loot of the Knights of the Golden Circle

(KGC), passing this role of secret sentinels through the gener-seniors and to take away their prescription drug coverage
under Medicare will meet my veto.” But Bush’s bluster met ations into the 20th Century.

Brewer and journalist Getler relate Brewer’s searchreality in a Feb. 11 statement issued by Senate Democratic
Leader Harry Reid of Nevada. “Make no mistake, the Presi- across the U.S.A. for the identity of the buriers, and for the

ultimate big stashes. Readers meanwhile go on a well-re-dent’s blanket veto threat is designed to protect only special
interests—the big drug companies and HMOs his flawed bill searched tour of criminal intrigue and treason.
gave billions to in the new law.”

It seems the strong-arming used to get the MMA passed The Knights of the Golden Circle
The Knights of the Golden Circle are generally known asis now coming back to bite Bush.

a paramilitary movement beginning about 1853, which aimed
at breaking up the Union and creating a feudalist, slave empire
extending across Central America and the Caribbean. Presi-To reach us on the Web: dent Lincoln countered the KGC as saboteurs within the
Union, and as terrorists based in the then-British colony of
Canada.www.larouchepub.com

Getler and Brewer present the Knights as a conspiracy,
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Stanley Ezrol on the later Nashville Agrarians (EIR, Aug. 3,
2001), who prefigured fascism and our present Straussians/
Cheneyacs/neo-conservatives.

Rebel Gold stirs the reader’s historical imagination by
giving many likely sources for the supposed hidden treasure:

• Confederate Secretary of State Judah P. Benjamin sent
gold to England during the Civil War. He later fled to England,
concerted there with Chief Baron of the Exchequer Frederick
Pollack, and prepared to smuggle finances back to America.

• The Confederate Congress (Feb. 15, 1864) appro-
priated $5 million for the use of Confederate terror managers
such as George Sanders and Thomas Hines, stationed along-
side the British military in Canada.

• This Canada gang raided banks in the Northeastern
United States.

• Bandit leader Jesse James, portrayed as a post-Civil
War KGC field commander, robbed banks, trains, and stage
coaches, with aid from Wall Street accomplices. The James
mystery gives the authors many strands to weave together
elements of the book, across two centuries.

• The Hapsburg Maximilian, imposed as ruler of Mexico
by invading European imperialists during the American Civil
War, is reported to have paid a substantial sum to Jesse James.

• The book quotes from an earlier study of Jesse James:
“this secret organization [in the U.S. West] was financedReviewer Anton Chaitkin, at the microphone, demonstrates against

the Albert Pike Statue in Washington’s Judiciary Square, in 1992. mostly by a foreign government to make regular espionage
Foreground: civil rights leader Hosea Williams. reports on the United States outpost forts, from 1865 to

1892. . . .”
We are gripped by even the most technical passages, on

deciphering the messages and maps, right up to the climax infirst, around 1830, centered in the South Carolina nullifiers’
secession threats; evolving through the 1840s Young Arizona’s Superstition Mountains.

There is an Epilogue, an unsuccessful attempt to link theAmerica movement, “allied with European radical move-
ments led by Giuseppe Mazzini”; through the secessionism Knights to Rosicrucianism and complex European mystical

legends. Since it lauds these Masonic antecedents as liberalbuilt up under Presidents Franklin Pierce and James Bu-
chanan; to the murder of Lincoln; to digging and guarding in and freethinking, it could be seen as the authors’ polite gesture

to the anti-human oligarchy—whom they have just smartlyhundreds of underground depositories, the financial resources
for a renewed war against the U.S.A. upon some future oppor- slapped in the body of the book.

The story has popular appeal at this historic moment. Wetunity (as in, “The South Will Rise Again”).
We see the partnership of two arch-conspirators from are threatened by bankrupt financiers, using their hired, often

Southern, politicians to loot pensions and other potential reve-Massachusetts, Caleb Cushing and Albert Pike, and the use
of Scottish Rite Freemasonry as a vehicle for covert action nue streams. They project unending military adventures, ter-

ror and counter-terror, and plunder.and for the mumbo-jumbo of the treasure secrets. The authors
have taken (and acknowledged) some of their cues, as for To avert financial collapse, they would tear up the Consti-

tution and the sovereign republic. They rage against the leg-Cushing and Pike, from this reviewer’s work, including the
1985 book, Treason in America: From Aaron Burr to Aver- acy of Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt, who blocked finan-

ciers’ power, built high-wage industry, and inspired the worldell Harriman.
In Rebel Gold, Scottish Rite chief Pike is the architect of with America’s advanced living conditions.

These are the European and Anglo-American lordly ban-the Knights, along with their later front group, the Klu Klux
Klan. Pike is the Confederate army and KGC master manipu- ditti who have fought against the project of the American

republic over many centuries, continuing an exercise of powerlator of Indian tribes who fought against the Union, and likely
an instigator of the Indian wars of the 1880s. and venom against Promethean ideals from ancient times to

the modern era.Some action revolves around Pike’s own Arkansas resi-
dence, not far from Brewer’s home. Researchers may wish Rebel Gold gives the reader a little glimpse of that univer-

sal history,to look further into certain leads which overlap the work of
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EIRScience & Technology

The Fraud of Bush’s
‘Pro-Nuclear’ Policy
The contrast between the Chinese program to build the next
generation of nuclear plants, and Bush’s energy plan, shows the
“pro-nuclear” label to be a fraud. Nancy Spannaus reports.

Speaking at the Detroit Economic Club on Feb. 8, President provide the basis for cheap, safe, and massively expandable
nuclear power generation worldwide.George W. Bush took a brief side-trip from his continuous

litany about Social Security privatization, and talked about The contrast between the Chinese commitment to the
frontiers of nuclear technology, and the U.S. programthe need for a national energy plan. He said: “And that plan

must modernize the electricity grid, and it must encourage couldn’t be greater.
conservation, and it must encourage increases in domestic
production. And we can do so in an environmentally friendly The Bush ‘Energy Program’

The very mention of the Bush energy program bringsway. We’re spending money—and important money and
good money—on new technologies such as clean coal techno- three subjects to mind: first, the Enron scandal; second, the

Energy Taskforce run by Bush’s svengali, Vice Presidentlogies, and ethanol, and hybrid and fuel cell vehicles. I believe
that we ought to expand the use of safe and clean nuclear Dick Cheney; and third, the Iraq War. The smell is over-

whelming: What is being produced is not energy, but cor-power. And I think we ought to allow for exploration in envi-
ronmentally responsible ways in the Arctic National Wild- ruption.

In this case, that smell is a fairly accurate guide. The majorlife Refuge.”
Some advocates of nuclear energy have desperately focus of the Bush energy policy has been to permit the leading

oil and gas companies, and so-called energy companies likegrabbed onto this statement to reinforce their hope that the
Bush Administration will finally ditch the anti-nuclear hyste- Enron—most of which were major political contributors to

his political campaigns—to make more money. The primaryria of the past decades, and embark on what they call a “nu-
clear renaissance.” thrust has been deregulation, whose implementation had the

well-known results of 2001, with the massive running up ofWhat a delusion! What a fraud!
The fraud was writ large by a front-page article that ap- electricity prices in California and the other West Coast states,

the ripping off of small investors in companies such as Enron,peared the same day as Bush’s speech in London’s Financial
Times, under the headline “China Claims Nuclear Power First and the subsequent exposé of the financial frauds and looting

by these companies. The fact that Enron’s bubble burst, andAs It Selects Site for Pebble Bed Reactor.” That article,
backed up by an extended feature about China’s nuclear pro- its management is now on trial, has not changed that funda-

mental thrust.gram, accurately described China’s drive to develop the
world’s first commercially operated version of a revolution- Even as the Enron scandal blew up in 2001, the Bush

Administration and former Halliburton CEO Dick Cheneyary nuclear design which would be “meltdown-proof,” and
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continued to push for an energy bill whose main feature was but pulled out in April 2002. Clearly, the Enron example
should be a warning to all.deregulation. Despite all the muscle that House Majority

Leader Tom DeLay (R-Tex.) and Cheney himself were able But, so far, the big companies have continued with elec-
tricity production, and have put their major efforts into lobby-to deploy in Congress over the next few years, the Bush en-

ergy bill has not been passed. ing the Department of Energy for more streamlined licensing
procedures for building new plants in the future, and for Fed-But, thanks to Freedom of Information suits going after

the secretive Cheney Energy Taskforce, more information eral government funds in order to build at least one nuclear
plant by the year 2010.about the Administration’s energy plan has been revealed.

Documents obtained in July 2003 from a lawsuit filed by In February 2002, the DOE announced a Nuclear Power
2010 Initiative, with the goal of building that one plant, byJudicial Watch against the Energy Taskforce featured maps,

dated March 2001, of Iraqi oilfields, pipelines, refineries, and either the end of this decade, or the beginning of the next. The
point is to demonstrate that a new nuclear plant can be builtterminals, as well as “exploration blocks.” The documents

also contain a listing of “Foreign Suitors for Iraqi Oilfield in the United States on time and on budget, and for that reason,
the Congress has appropriated monies toward paying for halfContracts”—none of which at that point were U.S. compa-

nies. The documents included similar maps and charts for the cost of siting and licensing. Three nuclear consortia are
preparing proposals for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. Not surprisingly,

the publication of these maps (including in this magazine) in the hopes of getting the contract to produce this plant.
What a contrast! Here the Chinese are putting major re-raised the question of whether the war in Iraq was not an

integral part of the Administration’s “energy plan.” sources into building a whole new generation of advanced
reactors, on top of purchasing regular light-water reactors off
the shelf, and developing their own conventional reactors,The Question of Nuclear Energy

As reflected in President Bush’s Detroit speech, the nomi- and the big pro-nuclear policy of the Bush Administration is
to build one.nal position of the Administration is to expand the use of

nuclear power, the most efficient source of power for a mod- The DOE has put research monies into advanced systems
research, as well, including a variety of high-temperature re-ern, advancing economy, but one that has been blacklisted by

the malthusian mafia within the industrialized world for the actor designs, breeders, and multipurpose reactors. There is
also a program called the Nuclear Hydrogen Initiative, whichpast 20-30 years. This goal, of course, comes within a laundry

list of other programs, including boondoggles for the grain aims to demonstrate the commercial-scale production of hy-
drogen using nuclear energy. But, as you can see from thecartels such as ethanol.

While the overall Bush energy bill has not passed, its story of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) included below,
even the commitment in this direction is half-hearted, at best.objectives are known, and they do not include anything like

the 20-plus-year perspective of the Chinese government, for
large expansion of nuclear power, or even ambitiously accel- A New Dark Age

Most telling about the Bush Administration nuclear pro-erated development of the next generations of nuclear reac-
tors, on which much work has been done. gram, however, is its policy toward nations such as China,

South Africa, Brazil, and Iran, which are in the process ofThere have been changes in nuclear policy carried out
through the budgets adopted in the last few years. But the committing major resources to develop the full fuel cycle for

nuclear energy. The policy is firm: No country that is notprimary development in the nuclear industry was that accom-
plished by deregulation: the buy-up of a dominant portion of already a nuclear-weapons state should be allowed to have

access to nuclear technology, period. They should not havethe existing 103 nuclear plants in the United States by three
energy giants: Exelon, Entergy, and Dominion Resources. the science, they should not have the scientists, they should

not have the capability, to develop the most efficient, clean,Exelon, a company formed by the merger of the holding com-
panies for Commonwealth Edison and the Philadelphia-area powerful energy source man has yet produced.

Back in the 1970s, the LaRouche-sponsored Fusion En-utilities, is the nation’s largest owner and operator of nuclear
plants, and is planning to purchase at least 3 more, bringing ergy Foundation did a study estimating that millions of Afri-

cans had already died due to the lack of economic growthits total to 20 out of the 103. These companies have been
successively relicensing the aging nuclear stock, which is caused by the denial of nuclear energy to that continent. To-

day, that denial policy continues with a vengeance, includinggenerally operating safely and well.
Such a concentration of ownership of this vital resource threats of obliteration, as the Iraq example shows without

a doubt.could well represent a danger to the energy supply of the
nation, should these companies—at least one of which, En- The world does need a nuclear renaissance, in the spirit

which the Chinese have adopted. But a close look at the Bushtergy, is known to be politically close to Bush—decide to go
for the quick buck. Exelon, as of 2001, was a 12.5% partner Administration shows that it is an obstacle, not a stimulus, to

that urgent mission.in the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor project in South Africa,
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coal per year (two-thirds of China’s energy is produced from
burning coal). Alhough China is the world’s sixth-largest pro-
ducer of petroleum, it now imports one-third of its oil. As far
back as the late 1970s, China knew it had to go nuclear; nowChina’s 21st-Century
it is systematically carrying out the multifaceted program that
will make it a world leader in nuclear energy technology.Nuclear Energy Plan
China Goes Nuclearby Marsha Freeman

China’s multi-pronged nuclear strategy follows the same
strategy as its program in space exploration. First, rather than

The People’s Republic of China is implementing an energy reinventing the wheel, China has imported commercial power
plants from Russia, France, and Canada, to have the immedi-program which will bring online as many as to 30 new nuclear

power plants over the next 15 years, and which has put China ate benefit of nuclear energy, and to train its own cadre of
engineers and operators. Today, China has nine reactors op-in the forefront of world research and development in nuclear

science and engineering. This effort stands in stark contrast erating and two under construction, with nuclear energy ac-
counting for about 2% of its total electricity output.to the situation in the United States, where the Bush Adminis-

tration’s “pro-nuclear” energy plan is to try get one new com- In the late 1990s, as the large-scale construction of nuclear
plants was under way, Chinese officials were already planningmercial power plant built over the next decade, and to delay

development of advanced reactor systems—some of which for the 21st Century. China plans to choose one reactor design
(and supplier) for its next group of nuclear plants, to enablethe U.S. tested decades ago—into the indefinite future.

The Chinese economy has been growing at an average it to standardize its nuclear operations, rather than continue
with the widely varying designs now in place, from differentrate of 8% per year, with electricity demand growing twice

that fast. The Ministry of Electric Power has estimated that suppliers. The goal is to have an increase of nearly sixfold in
nuclear capacity, up to 40,000 MW by 2020, from 8,700 MW15-20% of China’s present energy demand cannot be met,

and that 100 million Chinese have no access to electricity. today. Due to the size of China’s electric system, even this
aggressive effort will bring nuclear’s share up to only 6% ofLast year, China’s State Electricity Regulatory Commission

warned that the situation was worsening, as the country faced, installed electric-generating capacity. This program requires
that at least two new reactors come online each year, over thein the Summer of 2004, a shortfall twice as large as that of the

year before. To keep up with its rate of economic growth, next 16 years. By 2050, China plans to have 150,000 MW of
nuclear capacity, equivalent to 150 large power plants. ThereChina estimates that it will have to double its electric-generat-

ing capacity every decade. At 385,000 MW (megawatts) of are about 440 nuclear reactors today, worldwide, and 103 in
the United States.current online capacity, China has an electric grid system

second only to the United States. Critics of all political persuasions have insisted that such
“breakneck” speed in nuclear power plant construction can-Simply expanding the use of coal to meet this growing

demand is not an option. Already 40% of China’s railroad not be achieved. John Moens, an analyst at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, begged to differ. On Jan. 15, he told the Newcapacity is dedicated to hauling more than 1 billion tons of

China’s high-temperature gas-cooled pebble bed
reactor (HTR-10) in Beijing. Right: Scientists at
Tsinghua University power up the reactor for testing in
December 2000. The reactor design is considered
“inherently safe.”
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York Times: “In 1970 we had a net capability of 7 million
kilowatt hours [of nuclear generating capacity in the U.S.],
and by 1981 we had reached 56 million kilowatt hours. So the
rate of growth [the Chinese] propose is not only conceivable,
it has been done before.”

According to officials from the China National Nuclear
Corporation (CNNC), the decision has not yet been made as
to how many reactors in the next group of imported plants
will incorporate the newer, recently licensed next- or third-
generation technology, and how many will use the current-
generation designs, with “some improvements.” CNNC esti-
mates that for quick expansion, the most efficient approach is
to add more plants at existing sites, using the same reactor
design as the operating units. More advanced, next-genera-
tion reactors will likely be chosen for new power plant sites.
This program is of such national priority that, according to
China Business Weekly, delegations which included Chinese
President Hu Jintao have been visiting existing and potential
sites for nuclear plants, along China’s coastal areas.

In July, the government approved the construction of four
Sources: Andrew Kadak, MIT; Institute of Nuclear and New Energy Technol-

nuclear plants, and in September, CNNC director Yu Jianfeng ogy, Tsinghua University; World Nuclear Association.
said during an interview at the World Energy Congress in A schematic of the pebble bed reactor. Thousands of billiard
Sydney that China will soon award an $8 billion contract for ball-sized fuel pebbles power the reactor, each coated with

impermeable silicon carbide and packed with 15,000 tiny uraniumthe four nuclear reactors, with work to begin 2007. Each set
dioxide flecks, each of which is encased in its own silicon carbideof two reactors will be located in Guangdong and Zhejiang
shell. The pebbles flow through the reactor vessel, heating heliumprovinces, which have been suffering from power shortages,
gas, which in turn flows into the water-cooled conversion unit and

and are expected to come online in about 2012. Yu said that pushes a turbine (right), generating electricity. The gas then cycles
about 70% of the equipment for the reactors will be Chi- back to the reactor vessel to be reheated.
nese-made.

China has invited Westinghouse, French-based Areva,
and Russia’s AtomStroyExport to bid on the first four plants.
In September 2004, the government also approved construc- production infrastructure is aimed at export, as well as do-

mestic deployment. In 1999, the Chashma-1 nuclear reactortion of another four reactors.
As a second aspect of its overall effort, at the same time became operational, 167 miles south of Islamabad, in Paki-

stan. The 300-MW reactor had been completed with helpthat China has been importing commercial-scale nuclear
plants to add to its electricity grid, domestic programs have from China. In 2004, China’s First Heavy Industries Com-

pany won a public bid to supply the Chashma-2 reactor’sbeen under way to develop indigenous conventional nuclear
power plant designs, in order to give China an independent pressure vessel, which will be built in Dalian and completed

in 38 months.production capability for domestic use, and also for export.
The 300-MW reactor at Qinshan, designed in China and built The international nuclear non-proliferation mafia has

tried to bully China into reneging on the latest Pakistan nu-with 70% of its components produced domestically, began
operation in 1991, and helped create a Chinese nuclear indus- clear plant project, but since that reactor will be under the

inspection regime of the International Atomic Energytry. In Phase II of its domestic R&D program, two 600-MW
indigenously developed reactors were installed at Qinshan, Agency, and the U.S. is eager to procure at least part of

China’s $8 billion construction program, no threats have yetand became operational in April 2002 and May 2004.
In July 2004, Ye Qizhen, chief designer of the second been made.

phase of the Qinshan nuclear project, and a member of the
Chinese Academy of Engineering, said that Chinese engi- Versatile High-Temperature Reactors

A third facet of the program, occurring at the same timeneers could “easily develop” a 1,000-MW-class reactor,
based on the 600-MW design, if they introduced foreign- that the Chinese are importing commmercial nuclear plants,

and developing their own capacity to build and export them,developed design software. China Business Weekly reported
in February that China plans to build its 1,000-MW reactor is the research and development program in which China is

engaged, intended to push forward on the next-generationbefore the first foreign third-generation nuclear reactors are
built, around 2012. nuclear technologies.

Energy produced from the fission of nuclei is typicallyChina’s program to develop its own nuclear power plant
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The HTR-10 control room in at
Tsinghua University. The HTR is
the leading edge of China’s long-
term nuclear program, which
includes also the import of
conventional fission plants, and
the development of indigenous
production capability for domestic
use.

captured as heat and used to boil water for turbine-generator design high-temperature reactor. Rudolf Schulten designed a
pebble bed high-temperature gas-cooled reactor prototypesets to produce electricity in a power plant. This is the least

efficient use of the energy from nuclear fission: Two-thirds of that was built in what was then West Germany, in 1985. The
United States also had a high-temperature test reactor in thatit is wasted in the thermal-to-electricity conversion process.

If the temperature that can be extracted from a nuclear period, in Colorado. But anti-nuclear hysteria and the decline
in energy growth, due to growing depression economic condi-reactor is higher, in the 800-1,000°F range—perhaps three

times that of a conventional reactor—that higher-quality heat tions in the past 30 years, left those, and other, experimental
reactors, shuttered or dismantled.can be used to produce hydrogen from water to be used for

fuel, direct electrical production, and desalination. In the mid-1990s, the government national utility com-
pany of South Africa licensed the German pebble bed reactorChina started a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor re-

search and development program in the 1990s at Tsinghua design and has been developing a prototype modular small
reactor. China chose Tsinghua University to be its center forUniversity in Beijing, often described as China’s MIT.

Tsinghua also has a very active space engineering program, the development of the technology.
China plans to have a full-scale 195-MW version of itsand has designed satellites and space experiments.

A $30 million, 10-MW high-temperature gas-cooled peb- HTR-10 on line by the end of this decade, at an estimated cost
of $300 million. Half of the financial stake in the joint ventureble bed reactor (HTR-10) began construction in 1995, and

started thermal testing in December 2000. In 2003, the reactor building the plant has been taken by one of China’s largest
electricity generators, Huaneng. Concrete will be poured inwas incorporated into the power grid. In the Fall of 2004,

Chinese scientists proudly displayed their HTR-10 to an inter- the Spring of 2007.
China’s nuclear industry plans to sell these 200-MW-national group of nuclear experts, and carried out a demon-

stration, showing that it is “passively safe.” In other tests, the sized reactors to utilities and in rural areas as modules which
can be mass-produced and assembled quickly, with addi-coolant for the reactor has been switched off, and it cooled

down by itself. tional modules grouped together as electricity demand
grows. Wang Yingsu, an official of Huaneng, told the Finan-The “pebbles” in the reactor are the 27,000 graphite bil-

liard-sized balls that enclose the fissionable uranium, insulat- cial Times during a recent tour of the HTR-10: “If it succeeds,
we can then spread this technology both at home and to theing each particle and dispersing the fuel. Instead of circulating

water, with its miles of pipes, the reactor is cooled by the whole world.”
Some policymakers are concerned that China may makecirculation of helium gas, which can withstand higher temper-

atures. The reactor does not have to be shut down for refuel- progress in its space program fast enough to send their citizens
to the Moon before George Bush’s go-slow Moon-Mars mis-ling, since the spent fuel balls can be automatically removed,

and new ones inserted. sion gets the United States back there. In the nuclear field,
China has already pulled ahead.China is not the first country to build or test this advanced-
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Save the Fast Flux Test Facility!
The United States Must Go Nuclear
by Marjorie Mazel Hecht

One day in the next three months—unless we stop it—engi- plutonium fuel, and produces more nuclear fuel in the process
than it consumes. It is the answer to energy shortages for yearsneers will drill a 1-inch-diameter hole in the reactor vessel of

the premier U.S. advanced nuclear research reactor, the Fast to come. If hooked up to a steam turbine, the 400-megawatt
reactor could power a city of 30,000. The FFTF’s purpose,Flux Test Facility (FFTF) in Hanford, Washington. The so-

dium coolant will be drained out through the hole, and the however, is not power production, but the production of neu-
trons, at all velocities and density of flux.reactor will be permanently disabled.

This deliberate sabotage of the U.S. nuclear research ca- The FFTF was completed in 1978, and began full-power
operation in 1982, under the management of Westinghousepability exposes President Bush’s alleged pro-nuclear policy

as a sham. The FFTF is a world-class nuclear research reactor, Hanford. For ten years it tested materials and fuel components
for fast breeder and fusion reactors under actual operatingnecessary for testing fuel and components for advanced nu-

clear breeder and fusion reactors, producing medical isotopes, conditions, so that their performance could be known before
being built into new reactors. The FFTF was also used toand expanding our knowledge of neutrons.

The FFTF was conceived in the 1960s and built in the transmute high-level nuclear waste, to test space nuclear fuel
systems, and to produce 60 special isotopes for life-saving1970s, to serve what was then assumed to be a nation whose

future energy supply would be provided by advanced nuclear medical use and for industry.
This isotope production is essential for supplying bothtechnologies. Its signature capability—production of fast

neutrons—makes it crucial for understanding nuclear pro- frontier cancer-treatments and routine diagnostic testing (in
the United States there are 36,000 diagnostic tests with radio-cesses and creating more efficient future fission and fusion

reactors. Although the FFTF performed flawlessly for ten isotopes per day). Right now, the United States has to import
90% of its medical isotopes from Canada and Europe, andyears, it was put on death row in 1990, when the Department

of Energy (DOE) ruled that it should be shut down, because many are hard or impossible to get.
The FFTF was working on an advanced fuel design usingthere was no “long-term” mission to justify its operating costs

(about $100 million per year). new alloys, that would have an operating lifetime three to four
times longer than previous fuel systems. This would bring theThe FFTF is America’s energy future. Nuclear is the only

alternative to oil-dependence. Without it, we cannot sustain cost of future breeder reactors near to that of conventional
reactors. The new fuel system, using new materials that arethe United States or the world population. Neutrons have

always been key to nuclear development. Understanding resistant to radiation damage, would stay in the reactor core
three to five years (instead of one year). At the time, Westing-them will allow us to design more efficient reactors, to breed

more nuclear fuel in nuclear and hybrid fusion-fission reac- house estimated that the fuel cost would decrease from about
13.5 mills per kilowatt/hour to less than 7 mills. Also beingtors, and to develop the materials that can withstand the higher

temperatures of fusion energy. tested were new safety features, such as passive systems that
ensure reactor shutdown and core cooling without operatorThe FFTF is a national treasure. Without it, the United

States is headed for a new Dark Age. There is not much time intervention and without electrical power, if a problem arises.
But, the DOE axe fell in 1990, ordering the FFTF to shutleft—but the DOE decision still can be reversed. A group of

FFTF supporters has been battling for years to save the FFTF, down, and stopping—without advance notice—a Japanese
project to test components for its fast breeder reactor that wasand to counter the fear-mongering of the anti-nukes as well

as the cupidity of some local citizens who would prefer to get in progress under a paid contract. Local residents mobilized
to save the FFTF, and through legal actions and political pres-$2 billion in clean-up contracts from the DOE than to fight to

save a key national research facility. sure have kept the FFTF alive, although it is still on death
row. FFTF supporters have searched for private contracts to
keep the facility in operation, and came up with a potentialThe FFTF Achievements

The Fast Flux Test Reactor is a type of reactor known as buyer, an isotope production company. But despite a Bush
Administration that promotes “privatization,” and despite thea breeder, a reactor that generates power from its uranium and
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The Fast Flux Test Facility at
Hanford, near Richland,
Washington. The white dome is
the containment building for
the 400-megawatt
multipurpose test reactor.

millions of dollars proffered by this company to buy the FFTF A nuclear reactor is an efficient way of generating heat to
boil water and make steam, which turns turbines that turnas “government surplus,” the DOE said “no” to the offer in

2004. The DOE is standing by its decision to kill the FFTF. generators to produce electricity. In conventional power
plants, the heat comes from burning coal, oil, or natural gas,At the same time, the anti-nuclear groups targetted the

FFTF-shutdown as a “trophy kill,” understanding that if the using up these resources and spewing by-products into the
atmosphere. One tiny pellet of uranium fuel (1.6 grams) canUnited States were to have an advanced nuclear capability, it

would need the FFTF. The anti-nukes understand that the generate as much electricity as 6.15 tons of coal. The heat of
a nuclear plant comes from nuclear fission, the splitting up ofshutdown would greatly damage U.S. nuclear capability, and

would disperse a specialized workforce of scientists, engi- the uranium nucleus by slow-moving neutrons. Each time a
uranium nucleus splits, it generates heat in the form of fast-neers, and technicians—which dispersal is desirable from the

anti-nuclear point of view. These well-funded Luddite groups moving particles made up of lighter elements. Each fission
also produces several additional neutrons. If these can beassailed the public and elected officials with the usual propa-

ganda and lies, playing on fear of anything nuclear. slowed down, they will cause another fission, and another,
and another—a chain reaction.This FFTF battle has raged now for 15 years.

In a conventional reactor, a moderator, such as water or
heavy water, slows down the fast neutrons produced by theThe Revolution of Breeder Reactors

Breeder reactors, also called fast reactors (because of their fission reaction to a rate that is optimal for maintaining a chain
reaction. If the neutrons are too fast, they go right throughfast neutrons) produce power at the same time that they create

new nuclear fuel. For a country without oil or uranium (like the fissile material (uranium-235 or plutonium-239), without
causing fission. The neutrons have to stay around long enoughJapan), the breeder offers a way to become self-sufficient in

supplying energy for an industrial economy. And as Enrico to hit a fissionable atom, which splits it into two fission prod-
ucts and several neutrons. These neutrons go on to hit otherFermi said in 1945, “The country that first develops a breeder

reactor will have a competitive advantage in atomic energy.” fissionable atoms, or to form plutonium-239.
In a breeder reactor, these neutrons are not moderated, orIn 1951, the United States was the first to demonstrate the

technical feasibility of breeding fuel in the experimental slowed down, but are caught in a “blanket” of uranium or
thorium surrounding the reactor core. There, the neutronsbreeder reactor, EBR-I, in Arco, Idaho. This reactor was also

the first reactor to produce electric power from nuclear fission. produce new fissile material, such as plutonium-239. At the
same time, the heat produced by the fissioning is used toThirty years later, the United States made a decision to drop

that competitive edge and ditch the breeder concept. generate electricity.
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The FFTF is a liquid-
sodium-cooled reactor
with a fuel of mixed
uranium oxide and
plutonium oxide. Fast
flux refers to the speed
of neutrons produced in
the reactor core during
the fission process. The
reactor vessel is
located in the dome-
shaped containment
building.

The FFTF has the temperature and fuel characteristics of it could be drained, was to keep it at 385°F. in the reactor
vessel, where there are immersion heaters. (Sodium meltsa fast breeder, but it does not breed fission fuel. Its purpose is

to test components and fuel for the breeder and fusion reac- at 208°F.)
Once the last 16,000 gallons is drained out, the FFTFtors, and to give us a better understanding of neutrons.

cannot be restarted. Draining requires drilling a 1-inch-diam-
eter hole in the 3-inch plate of steel at the bottom of the vessel.Life on Standby

In 1993, the FFTF, a billion-dollar facility, was again That hole, and the metal shavings it leaves, will disturb the
flow pattern of sodium around the vessel. In addition, thesentenced to death by the DOE. Since then, the FFTF has

been on “standby,” not yet irretrievably dismantled, as the shavings are dangerous to have in the system, and could po-
tentially mess up pumps or clog portions of the flow in fuelDOE has pursued various steps for the shutdown execution

and environmental impact statements. From 1994 through assembly, which would cause the fuel to overheat.
At any point before the drilling of that hole, the reactor1997, the nuclear fuel was removed from the reactor and

stored in above-ground dry storage casks. Some of its systems could be restarted, and the sodium could be put back into the
cooling system. But the longer the pipes sit, exposed to thewere shut down, but the DOE then wanted the facility to

remain on standby, in case it could be used to produce tritium atmosphere, the more chance there is for corrosion.
for the weapons program. (The FFTF had not previously been
involved with tritium production.) In 1998, it was decided that Bad Faith of the DOE

Local citizens who have been fighting since the 1990this would not be done, and, pending environmental impact
studies, that the shutdown should proceed. There were other death sentence to keep the FFTF alive, recently discovered

through Freedom of Information Act inquiries, a July 15,brief halts, as the DOE was legally challenged or as it consid-
ered other possible missions, but the “deactivation” has 2002 memo from Kyle E. McSlarrow, DOE Chief of Staff,

which states: “On December 19, 2001, Secretary Abrahambeen proceeding.
In a breeder reactor, liquid sodium is used to carry the directed that actions be taken to proceed immediately with

the deactivation, decontamination, and decommissioning ofheat from the reactor core, where the fission takes place, to
where it is wanted. Sodium is used as the coolant because it the fast flux test reactor.” However, there was no such order

by Secretary Spencer Abraham. Instead, as FOIA requestsdoes not slow down the fast neutrons, and it efficiently moves
the heat generated in the fission process. showed, the Secretary ordered only “deactivation.” The dif-

ference is important: Deactivation is not necessarily perma-In the last two years, the liquid metal sodium in the FFTF
has been drained from both the primary and secondary cooling nent; it would not kill the FFTF, but would permit the possibil-

ity of its coming back into operation in the future.systems, but thousands of gallons of sodium still remain in
the reactor vessel itself. The last 16,000 gallons of sodium A spokesman for the Department of Energy’s Press Office

assured this writer that McSlarrow would never have writtenhave to be drained by a June 30, 2005 DOE deadline. The
most efficient way to keep the last amount of sodium hot until such a thing unless it were true, but when pressed for more
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To take one example: One of the most widely used
medical isotopes is technetium-99m; there are 7 millionWhy the FFTF Is Unique
diagnoses per year in Europe and 8 million per year in the
United States using technetium-99m, which has a half-life

The FFTF is unique because it produces a lot of neutrons, of six hours. Right now, the United States imports almost
fast: at peak, 7.5×1015 neutrons per square centimeter per all of this isotope—which created a serious problem after
second. That’s 750 times as much as other research reac- 9/11, when the supply was disrupted.
tors, which have a neutron flux of 1×1013 neutrons per
square centimeter per second. This means, that if you want Life-Saving Isotopes
to test how a particular material would stand up in a com- Technetium-99 can be produced in a cyclotron, but to
mercial power reactor, you could subject it to neutrons in do so requires a starting material that is a rare and costly
the FFTF, and in a few days or longer (depending on the form of moylbdenum. However, production of techne-
material and its use) simulate the long-term effects of neu- tium-99m in a fission reactor begins with the less expen-
trons on that material. sive enriched uranium (U-235), which then produces mo-

The fast flux of neutrons, its large target volume, and lybdenum-99. The technetium-99m is supplied to
the high energy of its neutrons make the FFTF ideal for hospitals and other institutions in an insulated container of
producing medical and industrial isotopes in quantity. Be- this molybdenum-99, which has a half-life of 66 hours,
cause of the high flux, there are higher reaction rates, so and which decays to technetium-99m. So, delivery of the
more of the targetted material can be converted to the de- molybdenum-99 to medical sites can be weekly, with insti-
sired isotope. The FFTF can also produce multiple neutron tutions extracting from it the technetium-99m that they
capture reactions to produce more exotic isotopes, and need.
it can produce isotopes that are created only with very The FFTF will lower the cost of supply of molybde-
energetic neutrons. Some isotopes can also be produced in num-99 even further, because production would be
an accelerator or cyclotron, but not all of them, because through a “capture” process, without requiring enriched
the the neutron flux is not high enough. uranium targets.—Marjorie Mazel Hecht

specifics, has not called back. to be more difficult and constraining than we imagine early
on. . . . [W]e are finding that experiment to be more timeFFTF supporters also uncovered the fact that former DOE

Secretary Abraham made a trip to France in August 2004 in consuming and cumbersome than originally envisioned, and
the benefit will be considerably more limited than a similarsearch of a source in the advanced French breeder reactor for

testing advanced fuels and materials—the very services that test that we would have performed in EBR-II [now shut down]
or FFTF. . . .”the doomed FFTF could provide! As a press release Aug. 24,

2004 states: “Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham today Even a cursory look at the DOE’s record on the FFTF
indicates its bias. One scientist familiar with the project sincesigned an agreement with France’s Atomic Energy Commis-

sion Chairman Alain Bugat [which] . . . specifically provides its inception stated flatly that the staff throughout the middle
levels of the DOE is anti-nuclear, and has been since theDOE access to the Phenix fast spectrum test reactor, which

has a capability that no longer exists in the U.S.” The release Carter days. Now, no one at the top wants to admit that the
decision to shut down the FFTF was wrong, he said, becausegoes on to say, “The cooperation has provided access to

French R&D that has saved the U.S. tens of millions of then they would be responsible for the lives lost because of
the lack of isotopes for medical treatment that could havedollars.”

But, has it? The real cost of this technology outsourcing been provided by the FFTF.
The DOE is riddled with anti-nuclear staffers, and hasis the nation’s future as an advanced industrial economy—a

fact that eludes this Administration, even as it mouths pro- been since the days after Dixy Lee Ray left the Atomic Energy
Commission in 1975. But equally to blame is the monumentalnuclear statements.

Another outsourcing fiasco in the works is that the DOE stupidity of a government bureaucracy that uses a cost-benefit
analysis measured in instant gratification. For example, theis looking for facilities abroad to test new types of nuclear

fuel for the one new reactor that is planned for the future. This DOE Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy, William H.
Young, stated at Congressional hearings on the FFTF, Marchis a job that the FFTF was designed to handle, and as one of

the scientists in charge of testing new fuel components wrote 7, 1990: “Production of medical and industrial isotopes at
FFTF cannot be economically justified, and even togetherabout the difficulties of outsourcing: “It will inevitably prove
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Cell-Lung Cancer (NSCLS) can be staged with whole body
FDG PET ‘resulting in fewer invasive procedures and a sav-
ings-to-cost ratio of more than 2:1’ (J. Nucl. Med., 1998, Vol.
39, p. 80).

“These examples illustrate that a lack of knowledge is
very expensive. Nuclear medicine can offer improved patient
care at reduced cost over conventional treatments. Though
the cost of providing a reliable and diverse supply of isotopes
for medical use may seem expensive, it will surely pay for
itself in reduced patient care costs, improved treatment, and
improved quality of life for the millions of patients that will
take advantage of this technology.”

The DOE’s bias and illogic jump out in everything the
Department writes about the FFTF. For example, the Federal
Register Aug. 13, 2004, giving notice of DOE’s intent to
prepare an environmental impact statement for the decom-
missioning of the Fast Flux Test Facility at the Hanford site,
states in part: “Other reasonable alternatives that may arise
during public scoping and preparation of the draft EIS [Envi-
ronmental Impact Statement] would also be considered. Be-
cause DOE has made a programmatic decision to permanently
shut down and deactivate FFTF, and is currently performing
deactivation activities consistent with this decision, restart of
the FFTF is not considered a reasonable decommissioning
alternative. . . .”

The FFTF fuel assembly grid (below) with reactor operating
equipment (above). Pelletized fuel of mixed uranium-plutonium Greed and Fear
oxide is stacked in a 3-foot column inside stainless steel tubes to

The DOE’s nuclear program in the United States is nowform fuel pins, which are arranged in 217-pin assemblies for
centered on billions of dollars of “clean-up” money to cleaninsertion into the core. Samples of nuclear fuel and other breeder

reactor materials are placed in the core for testing. up the nuclear sites from the Manhattan Project and the Cold
War years. These are unscientific programs, emotionally
driven, involving an army of staff, operating on the perception
that no level of radiation whatsoever can be tolerated. Thewith other options, cannot significantly offset FFTF operating

costs. . . . In view of the substantial cost savings resulting Hanford Nuclear Reservation is one of the main clean-up
sites.from a shutdown of the FFTF, and particularly in view of the

intense competition for limited budget resources, the Depart- Given this situation, one of the more disgusting aspects
of the FFTF issue is the capitulation of some local citizens toment cannot justify FFTF’s continued operation, and regretta-

bly its shutdown is our only prudent course of action.” greed. Instead of fighting to keep the FFTF alive, they are
fighting for a piece of the burial contract. The issue is whetherMeanwhile, the DOE’s own studies, such as the “Expert

Panel” convened in March 1999, forecast a coming crisis in the huge decommissioning and clean-up contract for the
FFTF should be awarded to a local or an “outside” firm. Aboutisotope availability, and lamented the brake put on medical

advancement because of the lack of a reliable isotope supply. $2 billion is involved, and reportedly political figures in the
state have responded to the greed-mongers by agreeing toThe 1999 report produced by the Expert Panel spelled out the

tremendous savings in lives and dollars that would come from oppose the FFTF. How deep this opposition is remains to
be seen.new technologies using isotopes:

“It has been demonstrated that the use of myocardial per- Having made this clean-up boondoggle their fight, these
locals are now saddled with the enormous baggage of liesfusion imaging in emergency department chest pain centers

can reduce duration of stay (12 hours vs. 1.9 days) and reduce about the “clean-up” of the Hanford Nuclear Reservation, on
which the FFTF is situated. It means suspending one’s reasoncharges ($1,832 per patient) compared to conventional evalu-

ation (J. Nucl. Med., 1997 Vol. 38, p. 131). F-FDG PET has and entering the fear-land of the nuclear radiation bugaboo,
where any radiation is seen as dangerous. Such fear-land in-been studied for detecting and staging recurrent ovarian can-

cer. Potential savings were estimated at $8,500 per patient habitants don’t understand that human beings can’t live with-
out radiation, that zero-radiation is not possible, and that therewith PET (J. Nucl. Med., 1998, Vol. 39, p. 249). Non-Small-
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are scientific ways to determine whether something is actu-
ally dangerous.1

A Paradigm Shift
Let’s look back at the time when the FFTF was conceived

and built. In the 1960s and early 1970s, the spirit of the Atoms
for Peace program still prevailed. Nuclear energy and its ad-
vanced applications were envisioned as ways to provide a
better living standard for growing populations worldwide.
We had already put a man on the Moon, and there were plans
to explore and colonize space. In the United States, more
advanced nuclear reactors were planned, to provide a safe and
reliable source of electricity, and many applications of nuclear
technology—space propulsion, food irradiation, nuclear
medicine, desalination, agriculture, to name a few—were un-
der development. It was assumed that advances in fundamen-
tal science—understanding the complex behavior of neutrons
and their interactions with nuclei—would lead to all sorts of
future advances, including more efficient ways to generate
nuclear power.

Fusion energy was seen as the next-generation nuclear
technology to be developed by 1990. Children’s books were
written about rocket science and the world of the atom, be-
cause that was the world children wanted to be part of when
they grew up.

The FFTF came on line in 1980, and it performed all
its tasks well until 1992, including the production of specialty
isotopes used in innovative and successful cancer treatments.
But since its conception and authorization in the 1960s—
in a time of scientific optimism and progress—and its com-
ing on line in 1980, the political situation had drastically
changed. Instead of the Atoms for Peace idea, where the
United States would complete the nuclear fuel cycle, repro-
cessing spent fuel and breeding new fuel in breeder reactors,
the United States was being pushed into a “post-indus-
trial” mode.

The U.S. breeder program was stopped in midstream, by
the overtly anti-nuclear Carter Administration, which

FFTF technicians working on a fuel assembly. Each fuel pin is less
launched a fear campaign against nuclear “proliferation.” The than a quarter-inch in diameter and about 8 feet long. The fuel
breeder reactor was labelled by its very nature as “bad.” (In pins are gathered into 217-pin assemblies, like the one shown

here, which are housed in hexagonally shaped ducts in the reactorfact, when the FFTF, the nation’s first industrial-size breeder
core.reactor, achieved criticality—the start-up of the chain reac-

tion—on Feb. 9, 1980, the anti-nuclear DOE didn’t even
take notice.)

The Reagan Administration continued Carter’s anti- ronmentalist movement. The Clinch River Breeder Reactor
in Tennessee was mothballed in 1983.breeder policy, by “privatizing” the breeder to death. Without

some form of government support, and in an increasingly The same mentality that shut down the Clinch River
Breeder, squeezed nuclear plant construction to death withhostile environment, no individual company was willing to

invest in developing a demonstration breeder reactor, espe- high interest rates and environmental interventions that had
nothing to do with the environment, and stopped the spreadcially given the well-funded and growing anti-nuclear envi-
of Atoms for Peace to the developing sector, is clearly not
going to worry about advancing cures for cancer. If the nation1. For details on the Hanford cleanup, see Michael Fox, Ph.D., “Why Han-
valued its citizens, it would be pursuing the best options forford’s Nuclear Waste Cleanup Wastes Your Money,” 21st Century Science

& Technology, Summer 2004. understanding cancer by carrying out fundamental research,
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cious cycle. Student numbers reduce even further as programs
disappear; the size of the scientific community diminishes;
advanced technology with its attendant human benefits and
comforts becomes no longer available to a declining
economy.

“As the most advanced multipurpose operating reactor
in the United States, the FFTF must remain available and
operating if the men and women who are to design and run
the progressive reactors of tomorrow are to be fairly served.”

The nuclear renaissance is not just on Earth. To move
out into space and return to an aggressive policy for space
exploration and colonization will require more plutonium-
238 for space nuclear generators and heat sources—some-
thing the FFTF can produce and test.

Information technology and outsourced labor are not go-
ing to bring about a renaissance. We need to train new genera-
tions of nuclear scientists and engineers to build the required
nuclear reactors here and around the world. The United States
now does not even have the industrial capability for building

This schematic of the FFTF core with multiple missions shows the
a large pressure vessel for a reactor, much less an infrastruc-hexagonally shaped ducts, in which multiple experiments can be
ture for mass producing fourth-generation nuclear plants orconducted. Some ducts contain the fuel rods and control rods.

Others are for isotope production, fuel tests, and so on. fusion plants.
The FFTF is a symbol of what this nation once dreamed

about with Atoms for Peace. If we don’t make the FFTF a
reality now, we are on our way to the nightmare of Thirdand treating it with the best means we have, such as the new

cell-targetted therapies. Marlene Oliver, a biologist and mem- World status and a New Dark Age.
ber of the Nuclear Medicine Research Council and National
Association of Cancer Patients, and one of the FFTF support-
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Back to the Moon with
Nuclear Rockets

ers, estimated that thousands of lives are lost in this country
yearly because we are not developing the radioisotope techno-
logies now being developed and used in Europe. The savings
in lives, and in money now wasted on more costly and less
effective technologies, would be in the billions, she has calcu-
lated—enough to pay for many FFTFs.

A Nuclear Renaissance
We need a nuclear renaissance now! It can’t be done with-

out the FFTF for materials testing, and new, even more ad-
vanced facilities, like the FFTF. It can’t be done without a
training facility for future nuclear scientists and engineers.
Dr. Alan E. Waltar, former president of the American Nuclear
Society, stated the case eloquently in 1990 at Congressional
hearings on the FFTF:

“This reactor has no equal in the United States as an educa-
tional facility. Our nation stands at a critical turning point in
education. Projections of an engineer shortage of approxi-
mately one half-million by the year 2010 and declining en-
rollements in ‘hard’ sciences in our colleges and universities
are causing justifiable alarm in the halls of technology and
academia. At the same time, engineering departments, espe-
cially nuclear engineering departments, are being deprived of
their training reactors, crucial laboratory facilities, and quali-
fied faculty by hard-pressed administrators faced with in-
creasingly harsh budgetary constraints. Thus begins the vi-
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EIRInvestigation

THE IBERO-AMERICAN SOLIDARITY MOVEMENT (MSIA)

Anatomy of a Fascist
Intelligence Operation
by William F. Wertz, Jr.

During the period 1983-89, while Lyndon LaRouche and his circle of associates of third-generation Nazi networks in Mex-
ico and other parts of Ibero-America, is the subject of theleading U.S. associates were under heavy attack from the

U.S. and Soviet opponents of LaRouche’s role in the original following condensed report on that group of scoundrels, now
operating in collusion with Nazi “rat-line” networks associ-design of President Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative pro-

posal (SDI), certain far right-wing opponents of the SDI from ated with the Pinochet regime and related elements within the
Americas today.within the Nazi and related links to Chile’s dictator Augusto

Pinochet, covertly recruited certain Judases from within a
secret network linked to U.S. death-squad figure Nestor A Trojan Horse

During 1990-2000, when LaRouche was imprisoned orSanchez, et al.
In September of 1990, with LaRouche in prison, some of under strict probationary control, Quijano and his circle of

accomplices came out openly as a fascist network of Johnthese Judases, including one Fernando Quijano, dropped their
masks, and presented their Nazi-linked, anti-semitic creden- Paul II opponents. From that time on, Quijano, and later the

siblings Marivilia and Lorzenzo Carrasco, exposed them-tials openly. LaRouche’s erstwhile associate Quijano gave a
speech in Northern Virginia in which he defended the expul- selves as a—nominally Catholic—controlled intelligence op-

eration. Although Quijano and the Carrascos were forced tosion of the Jews from Spain in 1492 for “military reasons of
state security”; he defended the Spanish Inquisition; and he resign from their pretended association with LaRouche, their

fascist movement, the Ibero-American Solidarity Movementattacked the American Revolution, by representing the Vene-
tian-manipulated Battle of Lepanto in 1571 as “the greatest (MSIa), continues to operate against LaRouche in Ibero-

America to this day. The Quijano/Carrasco MSIa representsmoment that history, that Christianity, would ever have, past,
present, and future.” With that address, Quijano’s earlier be- a Trojan horse enemy operation, rallied around haters of the

very existence of the U.S.A., and hysterical adversaries oftrayal of his organization, LaRouche’s International Caucus
of Labor Committees, to a fascist network, shifted from covert LaRouche and his movement. Their networks throughout Ib-

ero-America today, pose a similar threat to both the U.S.A.to overt commitments.
Quijano used LaRouche’s imprisonment as the opportu- and to any government which commits itself to the General

Welfare of its people, in opposition to the International Mone-nity to attempt to seize control of the U.S. organization.
LaRouche’s release from prison in 1994 caught him and his tary Fund and George Shultz’s free trade privatizers, like Pi-

nochet’s Minister of Labor José Piñera (1978-80).fellow Pope-hating far-right Judases by surprise. During
much of this period, some former LaRouche friends had con- This report is issued as a warning to patriots of the repub-

lics of the Americas, against association with these now-ex-cealed their covert association with Quijano in the pro-Nazi
network of death-squad specialist Sanchez. LaRouche’s full posed fascist scoundrels.

An investigation already ongoing, beginning 1985-87, offreedom to act, from 2000 on, resulted in his public exposure
and formal expulsion of this anti-Semitic nest. That expelled Quijano and the Carrascos has revealed that years before he
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Former LaRouche associates Fernando Quijano and Marivilia Carrasco, who were captured by an enemy operation run by far-right, anti-
John Paul II Catholics. The two officially left LaRouche’s association in 2000 and 2003, respectively, and have continued to coordinate
operations against him in Ibero-America. Quijano is shown here at the 1992 Tlaxcala conference that founded the MSIa; Carrasco is
shown at a Washington press conference in 1986, releasing a book exposing Mexico’s National Action Party (PAN) as the party of treason.
She is now in league with that very party, her former avowed enemy.

came out openly as a fascist fanatic, in 1990, Quijano had Union, of which he was also a sub-chief. Quijano also began
to attack such republican humanists as Friedrich Schiller andalready come under the control of the CIA’s Nestor Sanchez.

Already, during that period, Quijano and the Carrascos were Erasmus of Rotterdam, and to defend the Hapsburgs, while
denouncing Spain’s pro-American King Carlos III.2oriented increasingly toward outright Nazi networks espe-

cially in Mexico and Argentina, but also throughout Ibero- Sanı́n, who recently reported that he has hated the United
States all his life and that he rejects Pan-Americanism, hadAmerica—including in Chile under the military dictatorship

of Pinochet. Their organizing within fascist right-wing Catho- written a novel entitled, Austra-America, in which a male
Mexican general and a female Argentine colonel meet in Pan-lic circles in Ibero-America was facilitated by an alliance

they established with Spanish fascist Blas Piñar, who had ama at the funeral of Omar Torrijos. Inspired by a poet, they
proceed to unite all of Hispanic America from Argentina toorganized a European-based fascist international in the 1970s.

This entire fascist international was and is supported by the Mexico under one military command. The novel ends with
their marriage.circles of William F. Buckley, Jr., whose father had supported

the Cristero Rebellion in Mexico and who was expelled from In 1985, Quijano sent an associate of his, Ricardo Olvera,
to Spain for eight months. Olvera’s parents had participatedMexico for “counterrevolutionary conspiracy” in November

1921 by President Álvaro Obregón.1 in the Nazi-instigated Mexican National Synarchist Union
(UNS) colony in Baja California near the Bay of MagdalenaUnder Gen. Francisco Franco, Spain and the Spanish Fa-

lange were used by the Nazis to penetrate Ibero-America dur- during the 1940s. Upon Olvera’s return from Spain, Quijano
began to promote Spain’s fascist dictator Francisco Francoing World War II. After the war, Spain became a refuge for

escaping Nazi war-criminals. Madrid itself became the center and to denounce such Mexican republicans as President Be-
nito Juárez. Olvera now works for the newspaper of the U.S.of two organizations founded by Hitler’s Commando Otto

Skorzeny—Die Spinne and Odessa—which, with the aid of Catholic Diocese in Sacramento, California, El Heraldo Ca-
tólico. In the October 2004 issue, he penned an article inthe pro-British Allen Dulles faction of U.S. intelligence,

helped thousands of Nazi war criminals escape to South defense of the Cristero “martyrs.”
America through Argentina.

Beginning as early as 1985, under the influence of Jesuit- Nestor Sanchez Steps In
By 1985-87, Quijano began to work with the CIA’s death-trained Colombian author Jaime Sanı́n, Quijano began to de-

fend Mexican synarchists such as José Vasconcelos, whose squad liaison, Nestor Sanchez, a resident of Leesburg, Vir-
ginia. As early as 1963, Sanchez had been involved in a CIApro-Nazi magazine Timon was shut down by the Mexican

government in 1940. Vasconcelos was a member of the plot known as Operation Mongoose, to assassinate Cuba’s
Fidel Castro. In 1965-67, he was the CIA station chief in“Base” which controlled the Mexican National Synarchist

2. William F. Wertz, Jr. “Spain’s Carlos III and the American System,”1. See William F. Wertz, Jr. “The Nazi-Instigated National Synarchist Union
of Mexico: What It Means for Today,” EIR, July 9 and July 16, 2004. Fidelio, Spring/Summer 2004.
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Nestor Sanchez, who had organized death squads in Guate-
mala beginning 1967-68, and who was coordinating death
squads in El Salvador and the resupply of the Contras in Nica-
ragua, ran into this delegation, he went berserk and did every-
thing possible to subvert the LaRouche-Guatemalan collabo-
ration. Soon thereafter, Quijano became his agent.

The Argentine Connection
In 1988, after organizing the Amphictyonic Congress in

Panama, Quijano came in contact with a group of Argentine
fascists, including Mario Caponnetto and Rafael Breide
Obeid, both of whom would attend the founding conference
of the MSIa in Tlaxcala, Mexico in May 1992. Breide had
written his doctoral thesis on Guillermo Russell, who with
the help of Allen Dulles’s Nazi “rat-lines,” had escaped from
France after World War II, where he had been condemned to
death for collaboration with the Nazis. Mario Caponnetto is
married to the daughter of Jordán Bruno Genta, one of the
key synarchist ideologues responsible for Argentina’s fascist
“Dirty War” (1976-83), which occurred while Argentina par-
ticipated in Operation Condor.

Alejandro Peña of Venezuela, another former associate
of LaRouche, who resigned in May 1998, was sent by Quijano
to Argentina in 1990 to establish an organization there. By

CIA death-squad specialist Nestor Sanchez began to control
1991, Peña began to defend the reactionary organization Tra-Fernando Quijano as early as 1985-87. He is a veteran of such
dition, Family, and Property, which opposes Pope John Paulplots as Operation Mongoose, the 1963 failed attempt to

assassinate Fidel Castro. Later, he became CIA Latin American II, and to promote the writings of the Argentine anti-Semitic
Division Chief, Directorate of Operations, and then Deputy priest Julio Meinvielle and the founder of the Spanish Fa-
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Inter-American Affairs. lange, José Antonio Primo de Rivera.

One of the key contacts of the Quijano crowd in Argentina
from the beginning was Patricio Videla, the son of a general
by that name, who participated in the coup against Juán Do-Guatemala, where he worked with the death squads. During

the 1970s when Chilean dictator Pinochet came to power and mingo Perón in 1955, a coup which Quijano, who had earlier
portrayed himself as pro-Peron, now supported on thelaunched Operation Condor, a mass slaughter throughout the

Southern Cone of South America. Sanchez became Latin grounds that Perón had attacked the Catholic Church. Patricio
Videla was an admirer of Adolf Hitler. Alejandro Peña hasAmerican Division Chief, Directorate of Operations for the

CIA; and then in the 1980s during the Iran-Contra affair, maintained contact with him to this day.
he became Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Inter-
American Affairs, assigned to the staff of the National Secu- Enter, Blas Piñar

In this same time period, Marivilia Carrasco travelled tority Council.
Sanchez worked closely with Vernon Walters, who was Spain, where she met Spanish fascist Blas Piñar for the first

time. Blas Piñar had been the protégé of Franco’s right-handdeputy director of the CIA from 1972-76 and who served both
on the Board of Directors and the Advisory Board of the man, Adm. Luis Carrero Blanco, and from 1957 to 1962 had

been the head of Franco’s Instituto de Cultural Hispanica,Buckley connected pro-Franco Christendom College in Front
Royal, Virginia, since its founding in 1977. which in 1955 had been involved in the overthrow of Perón

in Argentina. In 1966, Blas Piñar founded the fascist FuerzaIn the Spring of 1985, a delegation of military officers
from Guatemala came to the United States in connection with Nueva party, for the purpose of “keeping alive the ideals of

July 18, 1936,” when Franco began his drive to carry out atheir collaboration with Lyndon LaRouche in the production
of a documentary film, entitled “Soviet Irregular Warfare in coup d’état in Spain, with military aid from the Hitler and

Mussolini. In the same year, the World Anti-CommunistLatin America.” The Guatemalan military had carried out a
successful anti-drug operation in the jungles of Guatemala as League (WACL), with which Blas Piñar would collaborate,

was formed with the assistance of William F. Buckley, Jr.proposed by LaRouche, called Operation Guatusa.
The military delegation, accompanied by LaRouche asso- Between 1975 and 1978, Buckley would create the American-

Chilean Council (ACC) to influence the U.S. media and Con-ciates, visited the Pentagon for meetings with U.S. military
representatives to discuss the success of this operation. When gress on behalf of Pinochet’s dictatorship.
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In October 1976, after Franco’s death in 1975, Piñar par- made contact with the Corsican Brotherhood, with Albert
Spaggiardi of the OAS, and with two unidentified Germanticipated in the formation of the Fascist International in Rome.

The attendees included representatives of Orlando Bosch’s Nazi organizations.
In addition to this second-generation fascist international,anti-Castro Cuban exile group CORU; former Nazi SS agents;

French Secret Army Organization (OAS) terrorists; the Ar- Operation Condor was advised by at least two leading first-
generation Nazi war criminals, Walter Rauff in Chile andgentine AAA; Italian fascists, including the Ordine Nuovo,

led by Salvatore Francia and Pierluigi Concutelli; Spain’s Klaus Barbie in Bolivia, both of whom had been helped to
escape after World War II to South America by the AllenGuerillas of Christ the King (founded by Blas Piñar); Asocia-

ción Anticomunista Iberica and Alianza Anticomunista Dulles/James Angleton Nazi rat-line. Rauff became a security
advisor to Pinochet after the 1973 coup. He was wanted inApostólica; the Paladı́n group, which had been headed by

Hitler’s Commando Otto Skorzeny, until his death in 1975; Europe for having invented the mobile gas units used to mur-
der as many as 250,000 Jews. Barbie, who was head of theand Piñar’s own Fuerza Nueva.

A leading European fascist who worked closely with Blas Gestapo in Lyon, France, where he tortured and murdered
26,000 French Resistance members, became the head of inter-Piñar was Leon Degrelle, the founder of the pro-Nazi Belgian

Rexism movement. Degrelle was a business partner of Otto nal security for the government of Bolivia after the 1980 “Co-
caine Coup.”Skorzeny and his daughter married Servando Balaguer, who

was for some time the head of Blas Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva. On Feb. 23, 1981, Blas Piñar’s son, Blas Piñar Gutiérrez,
than a captain in the Spanish Army, had participated in anPiñar also worked with Horia Sima, a member of the Roma-

nian Iron Guard, who was in charge of the Romanian Legion unsuccessful coup attempt in Spain, for which he served a
two-month jail sentence. (On Jan. 16, 2004 he was promotedthat had fought for Hitler against the Soviet Union. In 1979,

Fuerza Nueva Editorial published his book, El hombre cristi- to brigadier general, and named sub-director of the Spanish
Army’s Training and Doctrine Command.)ano y la acción polı́tica, with an introduction by Blas Piñar.

Fernando Quijano gave copies of the book to Marivilia Car-
rasco and other members of the MSIa for their edification. Mexico: The Tecos

Both Caponnetto and Breide have long-standing connec-In April 1978, the political parties behind the Fascist Inter-
national formed an electoral alliance called the Euro-Right. tions to the anti-Pope (Sede Vacante) Tecos synarchist faction

of El Yunque (the Anvil), centered at the Autonomous Uni-Charter members included Giorgio Almirante’s Italian fascist
MSI, Blas Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva, France’s Forces Nouvelles versity of Guadalajara (UAG), Mexico, which they frequently

visit. They also visit the UAG-affiliated Escuela Preparatoria(PFN), Belgium’s Front National, and Greece’s Rassemble-
ment General. Vasconcelos in Tijuana every year. Through them, Marivilia

Carrasco was introduced to Salvador Abascal, chief of theThis organizing of a Fascist International by Blas Piñar
intersected the international death squads that were created Nazi-founded National Synarchist Union of Mexico from

1940-41, and to his colleague, the overtly pro-Nazi Salvadorby Pinochet in November 1975, under Operation Condor.
Just days prior to the conference founding Operation Con- Borrego. Abascal’s son Carlos Abascal Carranza, now the

Labor Minister in Mexican President Vicente Fox’s Nationaldor on Nov. 25, 1975 in Santiago, Chile, General Pinochet,
Lt. Col. Juán Manuel Contreras Sepúlveda, and at least 50 Action Party (PAN) government, is currently engaged in a

fascist assault on Mexican labor in an effort to eliminate theDINA secret service members had attended the funeral of
Francisco Franco in Madrid. There they met with Stefano minimum wage, collective bargaining, and the right to strike.

As a result of these connections to Abascal and Borrego,Delle Chiaie of the fascist Avanguardia Nazionale in Italy,
Croatian terrorists, and other fascists from Europe. In May Marivilia Carrasco became an avid defender of the 1926-29

Cristero Rebellion, which had been backed by the ultramon-1974, Delle Chiaie’s mentor, the fascist Prince Valerio
Borghese, had travelled to Chile to offer his help to Pinochet. tane faction of the Catholic Church in Mexico and by foreign

oil interests associated with William F. Buckley, Sr. She alsoBorghese, who had been condemned to death for war crimes
by the Italian Resistance, had been rescued in 1945 by James became a defender of the Mexican National Synarchist Union.

The UNS and the PAN were both secret sections of theJesus Angleton, who was then the head of British-American
counterintelligence in Italy and would in 1947 become the Church-controlled “Base” in Mexico, which, as Franco con-

solidated power in Spain, became known as the Falange-Assistant Director for Special Operations at the CIA. In 1969,
Borghese was involved in an attempted coup d’état in Italy.3 Church Council. (In 1955, it became known as El Yunque.

After Vatican II, two factions emerged, El Yunque and LosThe DINA assassination squads are known also to have
included members of the Cuban Nationalist Movement, Tecos, which during the 1970s engaged in fatal clashes.)

The National Synarchist Union had been founded in León,which later in 1976 merged with Orlando Bosch’s CORU.
DINA agent Michael Vernon Townley is also known to have Guanajuato, Mexico in 1937 by Oscar Helmuth Schreiter, a

card-carrying member of the Nazi Party in Germany, on or-
ders from Hitler’s Ibero-American Institute in Berlin, which3.OnBorghese, seeAllenDouglas,“Italy’sBlackPrince:TerrorWarAgainst

the Nation-State,” EIR, Feb. 4, 2005. was headed by Gen. Wilhelm von Faupel. As documented in
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EIR,4 von Faupel’s strategy in Ibero-America was to thwart doubtedly also facilitated by her participation in a number of
“retreats” in Guadalajara and elsewhere within the state ofPresident Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Pan-American Good

Neighbor policy by forming an anti-U.S. bloc based on the Jalisco. She attended a retreat called Primavera in Guadalajara
which was run by the Legionaires of Christ, as well as anotherracist pseudo-ideology of Hispanidad. Operating under the

cover of the Falange of Franco’s Spain and the Council of retreat called Betania, which is also in Guadalajara and is run
by Franciscan nuns. She also attended the Centro NaturistaHispanidad, which was founded on June 8, 1941, the Nazi

strategy was to use the National Synarchist Union in Mexico Daniel Arreola in the town of El Grullo, which is in a nature
reserve in Jalisco formerly owned by the late British billion-to carry out a military attack on the United States, along its

southern border. This strategy, which was coordinated with aire Jimmy Goldsmith.
Another significant influence on Quijano and the Car-the imperial Japanese, would have gone into effect, had the

war not turned against the Axis powers after the Japanese rascos in Mexico was the late Fernando Gutiérrez Barrios,
who was the Secretary of the Interior of Mexico in the 1980s.defeat at the Battle of Midway in June 1942 and the Nazi

defeat in the Battle of Stalingrad in February 1943. In the late 1970s, Gutiérrez Barrios had steered Quijano and
Marivilia Carrasco in the direction of Castro’s Cuba and theVon Faupel, who before World War II had held positions

in the Argentine, Brazilian, and Peruvian militaries, worked Sandinistas in Nicaragua. He was known to be a friend and
protector of Blas Piñar. Later he and his protégé, Manlioclosely with Martin Bormann, Hitler’s personal secretary, to

transfer Nazi gold via Franco’s Spain to Argentina toward the Fabio Beltrones, played a role in orienting them toward the
Tecos. Beltrones was Gutiérrez Barrios’s right-hand man inend of the war, in order to finance Nazi activity in Ibero-

America after the war. This Nazi loot, smuggled to Argentina the Interior Ministry. When he became the governor of So-
nora, he controlled the Micos, a violent youth group linkedby von Faupel, financed the escape of thousands of Nazi

war criminals. to the Tecos faction of El Yunque in Guadalajara. Today,
Manlio Fabio Beltrones, who used to send Marivilia Car-Increasingly after the founding of the MSIa in 1992, Mari-

vilia Carrasco oriented her organizing toward this pro-Nazi/ rasco flowers on her birthday, is president of the Mexican
Chamber of Deputies. In the year 2000, Marivilia CarrascoFalange faction of the Catholic Church in Mexico, which was

centered in Guadalajara and the Bajio, where the Cristero worked closely in Guadalajara with the former head of the
Micos in Sonora, Gabriel “el Cabezón” Ibarra. MariviliaRebellion and the National Synarchist Union had been most

active. Besides Salvador Abascal and Salvador Borrego, Car- Carrasco also had an especially close relationship with Si-
món Vargas Aguilar, who worked in Gutiérrez Barrios’srasco developed close relations with other UNS leaders who

subscribed to the MSIa’s publication. These included Celer- Interior Ministry.
When confronted in August 2003 with the Nazi pedigreeino Salmerón, who wrote two books, one attacking President

Benito Juárez (1861-65 and 1867-72) for treason, and the of the National Synarchist Union and her connections in Gua-
dalajara, Marivilia Carrasco and her brother Lorenzo resignedother defending the Emperor Iturbide; Ignacio González Gol-

laz, who was the Presidential candidate in 1982 of the Mexi- from further association with LaRouche, protesting that it was
all lies, while refusing to refute the evidence.can Democratic Party (PDM) which was formed in 1971 by

the Manuel Torres Bueno faction of the UNS; and Leonardo
Andraca Hernández, who was chief of this same faction of In Virginia: St. Catherine of Siena

In the United States, in addition to the influence of Nestorthe UNS in 1996.
In Guadalajara, she promoted the work of Anacleto Gon- Sanchez, control over the MSIa is exercised through fascist

intelligence networks which operate at the Christendom Col-zales Flores, who was head of the Popular Union during the
Cristero Rebellion. After Vatican II, Anacleto Gonzales Flo- lege-related St. Catherine of Siena Roman Catholic Church

in Great Falls, Virginia. This church, which has counted Su-res’s son headed the Tecos faction of El Yunque in Guadala-
jara. She also oriented toward the theocratic Mexican Catholic preme Court Justice Antonin Scalia and ex-FBI Director

Louis Freeh among its leading parishioners, continues to beParty, which was founded in the state of Jalisco in August
1999 by Gabriel Aguilar Padilla, who was a member of the attended by Fernando Quijano and other MSIa activists. Both

Opus Dei and the Legionaires of Christ are active at thisMSIa at the time. One of Marivilia Carrasco’s contacts in
Guadalajara was Jiménez de Lara. He was a member of El church. Opus Dei is an order which was founded in 1928 in

Spain and began to grow under the fascist regime of FranciscoYunque and of the Mexican Catholic Party, as well as the
trainer of a paramilitary group called Pentatlon; he is known Franco. The Legionaires of Christ are a pro-Cristero Mexican

order founded in 1941 by Marcial Maciel, whose mother wasto have circulated copies of Hitler’s Mein Kampf.
Marivilia Carrasco’s recruitment to the ultramontane the sister of the Cristero army’s last commander-in-chief, Je-

sús Degollado Guı́zar. Mexican President Vicente Fox’s wife,right-wing faction of the Catholic Church in Mexico was un-
Marta, who was a financial supporter and contact of Marivilia
Carrasco, was the treasurer of the Legionaires of Christ in4. William F. Wertz, Jr. “The Cristero War on Mexico: Synarchism Then
Mexico and received her education at a Legionaires of Christand Now,” EIR, July 25, 2003; and “The Nazi-Instigated National Synarchist

Union of Mexico,” op. cit. school in Switzerland.
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Quijano’s associates in Northern Virginia also sent their Carrasco, “stayed behind” until they were also forced to re-
sign in August 2003.children to a network of private Carlist “Catholic” schools,

including Annunciation Academy and St. John Bosco High
School.5 These schools were founded with the help of Anne Today: The Third Generation

It was during this period that the networks of Blas Piñar,Carroll, the wife of Christendom College founder Warren
Carroll. with which the MSIa anti-LaRouche fascist traitors worked,

began to consolidate into a third-generation Nazi Interna-Quijano himself also boasted of his contact with the anti-
Vatican II former Jesuit priest Malachi Martin. tional by taking steps identical to those which resulted in the

creation of the Fascist International and Euro-Right in the
1976-78 period, described above.Nazi Killers: Operation Condor

In 1993, Quijano and those whom he had recruited to In November 2001, the magazine Maritornes: Notebooks
of Hispanidad was launched in Argentina. Its editorial boardhis anti-LaRouche operation also made direct contact with

Chile’s former DINA head Manuel Contreras and other repre- includes Blas Piñar; Antonio Caponnetto, brother of Mario;
Rafael Breide; and Alexandra Wilhelmsen, daughter and po-sentatives of the Pinochet regime. Alejandro Peña, who

brought the brother of Hugo Chávez to the Tlaxcala confer- litical heir of Frederick Wilhelmsen, who was the co-founder,
along with William F. Buckley’s brother-in-law, L. Brentence of the MSIa in 1992, now heads Venezuela’s anti-Hugo

Chávez Democratic Bloc. In 1993, following a military meet- Bozel and Warren Carroll, of Northern Virginia’s Chris-
tendom College. Frederick Wilhelmsen’s involvement ining in Lima, Peru, he travelled at Quijano’s behest to Chile to

resurrect Operation Condor. Peña was introduced to Con- supporting fascist coups dates back to at least 1966, when he
was invited to Argentina to speak in defense of the coup car-treras by Eduardo Casarramona Obiols, the personal repre-

sentative of Blas Piñar in Ibero-America, with whom repre- ried out by the Argentine Franco, Juán Carlos Onganı́a,
against Argentine President Dr. Arturo Illia. One of the regu-sentatives of the MSIa in Mexico came in contact after the

Tlaxcala conference. Casarramona’s relationship to the Pino- lar contributors to Maritornes is the Mexican Nazi Salvador
Borrego.chet regime was mediated not only through Blas Piñar, but

also through Casarramona’s wife, who was Pinochet’s per- On Nov. 16-17, 2002, the Falange Española and Blas
Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva held a meeting in Madrid, attendedsonal secretary.

At this point, Pinochet had resigned as President, but still by Roberto Fiore of Forza Nuova in Italy, former Argentine
Army Capt. Gustavo Breide Obeid of the Popular Party forcontrolled the military. A new Constitution had been adopted

in the transition to civilian rule. Contreras knew that he might Reconstruction (PPR), the National Front of France, and oth-
ers. On Jan. 26, 2003, Blas Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva and thebe indicted for his involvement in the assassination of Orlando

Letelier. On instructions from Quijano, Peña told Contreras Spanish Falange held a follow-up meeting in Madrid. Forza
Nuova and the National Front were again there. The PPR sentthat there was an operation in Chile to create a leftist subver-

sive movement to take over the country. He warned Contreras a message of support, as did Alejandro Peña of Venezuela’s
Democratic Bloc. In April 2003, Piñar founded the Alterna-that the United States would not help them. Peña said that

Contreras was confident that no one would touch them; but tiva Nacional party in Spain. Piñar’s Alternativa Nacional and
Roberto Fiore’s Forza Nuova work closely with the LibertaPeña warned that the new Constitution would be used

against them. d’Azione of Alessandra Mussolini, the granddaugher of Il
Duce.Quijano wanted to get Contreras and his boss, General

Pinochet, to overthrow the new Constitution and take power As the world financial system collapses and George W.
Bush attempts to prop up the financial bubble by privatizingonce again. Through Peña, he told Contreras that if they did

not do so, they would end up in jail. When Contreras was Social Security, George Shultz, like Hjalmar Schacht before
him in Germany in the 1930s, will attempt to assemble afinally indicted in 1995, Peña said: “I told him. I warned him.”

Quijano’s general so-called thesis, which Peña embraced, fascist movement to break all political resistance (see Feature
in this issue). Today, the MSIa is a pawn of the same interna-was that all of Ibero-America was in a pre-Spanish Civil War-

type situation, requiring the military to take power against the tional financier faction that put Hitler in power in 1933. By
exposing Quijano and the Carrascos now, we intend to de-leftists, as Franco had done in Spain. This was precisely the

thesis which Pinochet had put forward in a now-declassified prive Shultz and his friends of the fascist “jackals”6 they need
to impose their genocidal policies today.discussion with Henry Kissinger in 1976.

Peña was forced to resign from association with
LaRouche in 1998. Quijano officially resigned in October

6. The term is from John Perkins’ Confessions of an Economic Hit Man:2000. Other MSIa leaders, including Marivila and Lorenzo
How the U.S. Uses Globalization To Cheat Poor Countries Out of Trillions
(San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler, 2004). If the economic hit men don’t suc-
ceed in getting a country to capitulate to their demands, they deploy the5. William F. Wertz, Jr. “Schools’ Plot: Who’s Snuffing Your Neighbor’s

Kittens?” EIR, April 19, 2002. (Both schools shut down after the publication “jackals”—assassins—and if even that fails, the armed forces complete the
job.of the article.)
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Editorial

Stop the New Thirty Years’ War

The spectacular broad-daylight assassination of former a set timetable for withdrawal of all foreign occupation
forces from Iraq, the Shi’ites will join the insurgency,Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri in Beirut on Feb.

14, has accelerated an ongoing “Thirty Years’ War” with backing from Tehran.
The threats to bomb Iran, supply motive for the Iran-dynamic in Southwest Asia, which threatens to spread

around the globe. As a result of the car-bomb killing of ian hardliners to unleash Shi’ite uprisings throughout
the Persian Gulf. Reports are that Kuwait is a powder-the Saudi-linked billionaire, the Bush-Cheney Admin-

istration’s targetting of Syria for “regime change” has keg set to explode, and Bahrain is vulnerable to Shi’ite
insurgencies, as is the oil-dense Eastern Province ofbeen put on the front burner.

One Washington politico said he is convinced that, Saudi Arabia.
Add to the Thirty Years’ War dynamic the fact thatregardless of who was behind the Hariri murder, Che-

ney and the Administration neo-cons will exploit the the Israeli settlers, at the instigation of Cabinet Minister
Natan Sharansky and various religious fanatics fromsituation, to advance their longstanding agenda of de-

stroying Syria’s Ba’athist regime. The leading advo- the camp that organized the killing of Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin, are going berserk, staging anti-govern-cate—back to his co-authorship of the mid-1990s

“Clean Break” blueprint for crushing the Mideast peace ment demonstrations, and threatening to assassinate Is-
raeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon—for decades hailedprocess—is David Wurmser, a senior Mideast policy

aide to Cheney. as the champion of the very settlers who are now threat-
ening to kill him, if he proceeds with his planned with-The dynamic in the region, one source elaborated,

has been transformed by the U.S. invasion and occupa- drawal from Gaza later this year.
As at the time of the Thirty Years’ War (1618-48),tion of Iraq. An alliance between secular Arab national-

ists and all stripes of Islamists, once thought an impossi- violence is fuelled by religious fundamentalist extrem-
ism and conflicting territorial claims.bility, has now coalesced—in opposition to the

perceived U.S. imperial oil grab in the Persian Gulf. Lyndon LaRouche, commenting on the Hariri as-
sassination, warned that Southwest Asia is alreadyThose feelings have been fuelled by the recent state-

ments by Dick Cheney and Condoleezza Rice, assailing gripped by religious and sectarian conflicts now being
fuelled, in particular, by the Cheney faction inside theIran and Syria. Numerous intelligence sources have

confirmed that, with U.S. support, Israeli commandos U.S. government. In his keynote remarks at a Jan. 12-
13 EIR seminar in Berlin, LaRouche had called for aare operating in the Kurdish region of northern Iraq.

They are working with Kurdish Peshmerga militias, and “New Treaty of Westphalia,” to deal with the grave
threats to the political and economic stability of Eurasia.with terrorists from the Mujahideen el-Khalq, an Ira-

nian exile group on the U.S. State Department’s list of The original Treaty of Westphalia (1648) ended 30
years of religious and sectarian warfare that had wipedforeign terrorist groups, planning cross-border sabotage

incursions into Iran. The Washington Post revealed that out a third of the population of Central Europe. France’s
Cardinal Mazarin organized the Treaty, on the basis ofthe U.S. has been flying unmanned aerial vehicles over

Iranian territory, mapping anti-aircraft radar positions, the principle of “the advantage of the other.” Today,
that principle must be implemented quite concretely,and probing for bombing targets.

Even the recent Iraqi elections, first hailed as a “vic- not as a configuration of political sentiments, but
through the creation of long-term agreements under atory for democracy” and for the legitimacy of the Amer-

ican occupation, have turned against Washington. The new system of fixed currency exchange rates, which
will produce long-term international credit for invest-coalition of Shi’ite parties endorsed by Grand Ayatollah

al-Sistani, won 48% of the vote; secular Shi’ite acting ments in basic physical economic infrastructure.
We shall have more to say about implementing suchPrime Minister Iyad Allawi’s party got only 18%. Many

experts believe that, unless the United States announces a system in the weeks ahead.
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